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HERITAGE TREES GO TO THE BLADE 
to replace the trees planted by Corby King and George 
Anderson in 1935 with a more hardy species.., possibly cedar. 
There are still several trees in the stand yet to be cut. 
i 
Offer on Wedeene to 
be heard in court 
Redgers said. When asked if a 
final decision will be made on the 
court date, Rodgers answered, "It 
depends on the judge. It may be 
set aside for a couple of days to be 
sure the best offer is in." 
The objective, he explained, is to 
get the best recovery for 
Wedeene's creditors. Wedeene 
went bankrupt last year owing $20 
million, most of that to the Cana- 
dian Imperial Bank of Commerce. 
The operation, Rodgers aid, will 
be sold as a going concern, includ- 
ing all the equipment, buildings 
and lands - -  and the company's 
tenures, a 118,000 cubic metre per 
year forest licencc in the North 
Coast Timber Supply Area and a 
second iiccncc under Douglas 
- -  Continued on page A2 
Receivers Peat Marwick have 
made an application in Vancouver 
court to sell the assets of Wedeene 
River Timber to Interpac, a 
Vancouver forest company. Peat 
Marwick representative Colin 
Rodgers aid Monday the applica- 
tion will be heard May 6. 
Redgers said lnterpac has made 
what Peat Marwick consider to he 
the best offer on the bankrupt 
Prince Rupert sawmill, but he 
added that other forest companies 
may also put offers forward to the 
court when the application is 
heard, Among those, he said, is 
West Fraser Timber, owners of 
Skccna Sawmills in Terrace. 
"lnterpac was the best at the 
time, but thc others may come up 
with ,something better in court," 
GREEN NO MORE. Victims of disease, the ==ely Sitka 
spruce lining Heritage Park on North Sparks and Halliwell have 
been declared a hazard and must be removed. The city hopes 
Father and son 
killed in air crash , 
Two New Remo residents died Saturday afternoon when a Piper 
Super-Cub float plane went down in a mountainous area 53 kilo- 
metres outhwest of Terrace. 
Dead are Andrew Lamhertus Broek, 39, and his 15-year-old son, 
David. 
Broek and his son took off from the New Remo slough at about 
3 p.m. Saturday for a flight of about one-hour duration. Terrace 
RCMP say they were reported missing at 7:30 p.m. Saturday and 
the Rescue Coordination Centre (RCC) in Victoria was notified. 
RCC flight crews found the downed aircraft at about 3 p.m. 
Sunday near Kadeen Creek in the Gitnadoix watershed about 20 
kilometres outh of the Skeens River. 
Terrace coroner Jim Lynch says two Canadian Transportation 
Accident Board investigators have visited the scene of the accident 
but there is no indication as to the cause of the crash. According to 
the Terrace Weather Office, visibility at the Tcrracc Airport was 20 
miles at the time of the accident and there was 50 percent cloud 
cover at 5,(D0 fcct and a ceiling of 7,000 feet. 
I I 
Sitka spruce 
felled by rot, 
exposure 
by Ted Strachan 
IT'S NOT A DAY ANYONE wanted 
to see. But all good things must 
come to an end... Even a stately 
row of trees. 
All of the Sitka spruce Ixees 
lining the east and west boundaries 
of Heritage Park became suspect 
when wind blew one down last 
January. It was rotten to the core, 
and it was fearedothem ight be 
ready to fall down as well. 
After a preliminary survey of the 
trees in February, fewer than half 
were tagged as diseased, but a 
more extensive investigation last 
month determined that all of the 
trees would have to come down. 
According to Terrace forester 
Doug Davies, the trees are suffet'o 
ing from a disease called "velvet 
top fungus" which causes the them 
to die from the root up through the 
centre to a height of 10 to 12 feet. 
Davies says velvet top fungus 
attacks trees weakened by a variety 
of causes, and once it begins the 
disease spreads ~om tree to tree 
through the root systems. Contrib- 
uting causes to the poor health of 
the Heritage Park trees include the 
shallow layer of soil on top of an 
underlayer rock-hard clay and the 
cumulative ffects of road salt and 
numerous abrasions and scars from 
years of abuse. 
The bottom line, however, is that 
because of the disease many of the 
Sitka spruce bordeflng Heritage 
Park are supported by only a thin 
layer of healthy wood in the outer 
layers, and that means they're 
prone to collapse and dangerous. 
The few remaining trees, those that 
aren't as seriously affected yet, are 
not expected to survive more than 
10 years. 
It has been decided that the best 
solution is to remove all of the 
trees and replace them with 
healthy young trees of uniform 
height. Davies has suggested that 
- -  Continued on page A2 
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Co.unci committee,"g o,e  s ; w:it.h S.afeway-p l'an ' 
ment will further streng~en the 
, to move street passed downtown as the major tctailing 
sector, increase the city's tax base ,  
The proposed Terrace Safeway 
store expansion project is a step 
closer to reality. If city council 
adopts a recommendation made by 
the Committee of the Whole Mon- 
day night, the city will soon be 
asking the Ministry of Municipal 
for permission to close 
St. between Greig and 
and, at Safeway's expense, 
the street 132 feet to the 
Affairs 
Ottawa 
Lakelse 
relocate 
west. 
This is similar to an agreement 
reached between the city and the 
Okanagan Skeena Group some 
time ago that resulted in an appli- 
cation to the Ministry of Municipal 
Affairs, but according to city ad- 
ministrator Bob Hallsor this will 
be a brand new application; we're 
back to square one. 
Wedeene - -  
Channel Resources for 51,000 
cubic metres. 
Andy Amanovich, forestry and 
engineering manager for Interpac, 
said yesterday that if the applica- 
tion is successful, Wedeene's role 
in Interpac's operations will 
become more clear over the next 
few weeks. 
If the relocation goes ahead, 
Ottawa St. would border on the 
PetroCanada property and join 
Lakelse Ave. directly across the 
street from the Bank of Montreal. 
To avoid traffic conflicts due to 
the proximity of Ottawa to Sparks 
St., director of engineering Stew 
Christensen has suggested that it 
will be necessary to restrict left 
turns from Ottawa onto Lakelse. 
Left turns are already restricted 
, where Sparks St. intersects with 
Lakelse. 
Robert Traylen of the Canada 
Safeway real estate department met 
with the Committee of the Whole 
Monday night and said his corn- 
Continued from page A1 
Interpac already has interests on 
the north coast, Amanovich said. 
The company manages "several 
licences", although it holds no 
tenure in the area. Amanovich said 
its services include forest and 
engineering management fortenure 
holders and log sales. Most of that 
activity is in the North Coast Tim- 
party had obtained legal options on 
a 132-foot strip of properties west 
of Ottawa owned by the Okanagan 
Skeena Group and the Canadian 
Imperial Bank of Commerce. He 
said they now require the reloca- 
tion of Ottawa St. in order to 
proceed, and he confirmed his 
company was prepared to bear the 
entire cost of the relocation. 
In addition to the roadway, this 
.involves moving gas, water and 
sewer mains. 
The Safeway expansion plans 
includes the addition of 12,800 
square foot of floor space to the 
west and south sides of the build- 
ing, bringing their .total floor area 
her Supply Area, he said. 
The North Coast TSA is where 
Wedeene's licences are located. 
Any decision made by the court 
on the fate of Wedeene River will 
be subject to approval of the Min- 
ister of Forests. 
plus the addition of 86 more 
parking stalls. Traylen told the 
Committee of the Whole that hey 
would •like to begin their expansion 
p_mject in the spring of 1992. 
In his original appfication to the 
city, Traylen wrote, "The develop- complete. 
How-do  you  suwr ise , . .  
" (Continued, page 3) 
Shames insurance settled 
up to nearly 42,000 square feet, and our new facility will employ 
additional people and jobs will be 
created uring development," Mon- 
day night he said that the number 
of employees at the Term~ store 
is expected to rise from 100 to 
about 120 once the expansion is 
The Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine has agreed to turn over to 
the Shames Mountain Ski Coxp0r- 
ation part of an insurance settle- 
ment arising from two separate 
this cost was due to the extreme 
vandalism which took place while 
the lodge was at Kitsumkalum." 
He adds, "The bill for the glass 
alone was $14,000." The regional 
incidents of vandalism to the Kit-. board, however, has decided to 
sumkalum Ski Ledge. deduct he cost of insurance pre- 
Shames Mountain president .miums - -  about $8,000-- paid on 
Gerry Martin asked the regional behalf of Shames Mountain, and 
board for the entire settlement, write them-a cheque for $4,484 
explaining that renovations to the rather than ($12,602) the value of 
lodge cost $110,000 and "much of the settlement. 
Heritage 1 • t rees  - - -  oon,.u  from page A1 ' ~ ' 
• Get a great the Sitka spruce be replaced with the bush (now the area around Works Garage." ~ amateur cedar, a more deeply-rooted, salt- Westview Drive and the Coachman apiarist, Anderson bruit a home on 
resistant tree that should grow to. Apartments) where they found an the bench on the street which now 
an acceptable height in about 15 to ample supply of healthy, two.foot 
20 years. 
Everyone, particularly Hailiwell 
and North Sparks residents will be 
sorry to see the trees go. But the 
one person in town who might be 
affected the most is the man who 
helped plant those trees in 1935. 
Corby King, the man who would 
become the general manager of the 
Terrace Co-op 16 year later, 
planted those Sitka spruce with a 
friend, George Anderson, at the 
age of 16. 
King says that he and Anderson 
worked for a dairy farmer named 
Billy West in the 1930's. West 
owned the property where Heritage 
Park and Terraceview Lodge are 
now located, and he used it tO 
grow hay and turnips to feed his 
dairy herd. One day, says King, 
West decided a few trees would 
act as a good wind break and 
improve the appearance of the 
property as well. 
So the two boys headed off into 
high Sitka spruce. They dug the 
trees up, carded them to West's 
property, and using a posthole 
digger planted them in two neat 
rows. One along what is now 
North Sparks, and the other along 
Halliwell. 
The connection of these two boys 
to Billy West, might be found in 
the fact that they were a part of 
our pioneering farming commun- 
ity. King's father, Claude King, 
worked for the CNR out of Prince 
Rupert. But due to his love of 
farming moved to Terrace in 1928 
and sold the produce he grew to 
Prince Rupert consumers. His 
contribution to our community was 
recognized by the naming of King 
Ave. in Thomhill. 
Anderson's father, William Scott 
Anderson, worked as a mechanic 
for the Public Works Department 
and in the early 1920's was trans- 
femul from Prince Rupert o Ter- 
mee to take charge of the Terrace 
bears his name. He kept 15 bee- 
hives there and sold honey on the 
The spruce trees lining Halliwell 
St. were cutdown Monday by city 
• workers but the more irlteresting 
question of how to remove the 
trees bordering North Sparks is yet 
to be answered. As of press time 
yesterday, director of engineering 
Stew Christensen wasn't prepared 
to say just how these trees, bor-- 
dered on one side by B.C. Tele- 
phone lines and on the other by the 
Heritage Park fence and log build- 
ings, would be removed. 
As for the fate of the fallen trees. 
• Christensen says they have been 
offered to the Corrections .centre 
for firewood, but It is more likely 
they will be hauled to the city 
dump and burned. Many of the 
trees are too rotten for firewood, 
he says, and those that aren't are 
so twisted they would be nearly 
impossible to split. 
price 
on a 
great 
mower 
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Mediator says district not ready for his services 
of the board's negotiating commit- said Ready had been astonished at 
tee, said Ready told her the .talks 
hadn't progressed far enough and 
the sides were still too far apart for 
mediation. 
Chapman said Ready also 
expressed the opinion that 
appeared to be no urgency to settle 
on either side. 
The TDTA will be taking a strike 
vote among its membership tomor- 
row. In a news release on April 
26, TDTA president Rob Brown 
:how little progress the negotiations 
had made in view of the length of 
the talks. 
Negotiations have taken more 
than 50days since the fall of last 
year. 
Chapman said the board tabled a 
package of proposals March 1 in 
order to speed the process. "We 
tried to get things to a workable 
size, to address concerns and key 
issues. They asked for mediation 
TERRACE-- Ace mediator Vlnce 
Ready, the man who resolved the 
1989 teachers' strike here, spent 
six hours in town April 25 and 
decided the hoard of School Dis- 
ldct 88 and the Terrace District 
Teachers' Association weren't 
ready for his services. 
Contract talks between theoboard 
and the TDTA have been sus- 
pended since March 4, awaiting 
Ready's arrival. Kirsten Chapman, 
the trustee from Stewart and head 
Local reps attend Reform assembly 
based on freedom oE speech and 
that the party rejects comprehen- 
sive language legislation. 
,Pthat the Reform Party support he 
abolition of the Ministry of 
Multiculturalism while at the same 
time standing for the acceptance 
, and integration of new Canadians 
into the mainstream of Canadian 
life and support he principle that 
individuals or groups are free to 
preserve their cultural heritage 
using their own resources. 
Sexton says they will likely call 
a meeting locally to get all the 
information out. Their current 
goals are to encourage new mem- 
bership and get a Reform Party 
representative from every centre in 
the tiding. Sexton adds, "We'd like 
to have 1,200 members, a good 
cross-section of members, before 
we choose a candidate to represent 
us in the next federal election." 
Subdivision approved 
The Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine has given the green iight to 
a new Thornhill subdivision by 
approving a minor adjustment to 
the Thornhill Zoning Bylaw. 
Application for the change was 
made by Fred Eichorst, who has 
proposed a 265-Iot subdivision on 
the Thornhill bench facing Knmun 
Road. Eichors[ told the regional 
board he plans to develop 73 lots 
'in the first phase of the project, 
most of them about a half-acre in 
size. Three park areas are included 
in Eichorst's plans, and the largest, 
located in the southwest comer of 
the property, will include a portion 
of Thornhill Creek. 
According to regional district 
administraUon, Eichorst's plans are 
consistent with the Thomhill Offi- 
cial Settlement Plan and will not 
require a public hearing to pro- 
ceed. 
...two guys... 
(Continued, pase 5) 
Delegates Tom Goyert of Kitimat 
and Lorne Sexton of Terrace repre- 
sented the Skeena constituency at
the Reform Party assembly held in 
Saskatoon April 4-7. 
Over 1,400 people attended, 
including 823 voting delegates and 
108 observers. Ontario sent 65 
non-voting delegates, even though 
the current constitution ofthe party 
does not allow membership east of 
Manitoba. According to Sexton, 
"The F.zstemers were well-organ- 
ized and sported badges which 
• read 'The East Wants In' ." 
Among the constitutional amend- 
ments passed at the assembly were 
a motion that a party-wide referen- 
dum be held to ask members if 
they favour changing the party 
constitution to allow expansion 
east of the Manitoba-Ontario b r- 
der, and that a 'double majority' 
be necessary to change party 
policies, a ~ move to allow fair 
representation from all regions. 
Among the 60 party"policy 
resolutions voted on, a number 
were passed, including: 
• that federal language policy be 
balanced and positive, that it be 
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that day, and they haven't 
responded to the package yet." 
Chapman said the board got an 
unequivocal "no" to the packag e 
through Ready. 
There have been no further com. 
munications between the two sides 
z 
SPORTSMEN, MINERS, 
FORESTRY WORKERS 
GO WHERE YOU WANT 
WHEN YOU WANT 
since Ready left. - ' - 
I'' ml believing that "a strike is inevi- 
tabXe" beca= they insisted °n I Work [ 
dealing with the package pmpeaal . 
rather than returning to point.by- Work,Play, Work,]Pla3, 
Play 
REG $4929 ~ 
NOW SALE SPECIAL $4099" 
Gotm work? 
The YFM350ER combines the 
legendary Big Bear's 350cc high torque 
powerplant with an easy to handle 
2-wheel drive chassis, capable of 
carrymg and towing a i ,000 pound 
payload. 
Wanna Play? 
The YFM350ER is perfect, for the 
omdoorsman who knows half the fun is 
getting there. Its dual range. 5-speed 
transmission with reverse and Monooross 
rear suspension tame the roughest 
terrain. And features like eleclric staxl, 
fully sealed shaft drive and CI) ignitio~ 
mean years of reliable service. 
YAMAHA 
We make the dfuem~ 
KEN'S MARINE 
4946 Gretg Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1N4 
Ken Gibson 
(604) s3s-2s0s 
point bargaining. Chapman said 
that kind of bargaining "has not 
been successful" to date. 
There are apparently numerous 
outstanding issues to be resolved, 
but both sides appeared to be in 
disagreement mainly over negotiat- 
ing procedure for addressing the 
issues. 
m J IB i lk  'V ,m/  q , , !  I I  m 
Lockport Security & Patrols of Terrace would STARTING A BUSINESS? 
like to take this opportunity to thank the many 
home owners and businesses in the Northwest who 
have utilized our alarm, telephone and security 
services in the past year. It's because of your 
support that we continue to provide new customers 
with economical, efficient security alarm 
installations and 24-hour alarm monitoring, at rates 
half of that in years past. r 
Services available: 
• shoplifting - theft protection 
• uniformed security guards 
• authorized Toshiba business telephones & fax 
machines 
• 1-800 voice messaging service - 
save 50% on long distance rates and 
offer your customers toll-free calling. 
635-2881 
CALL US ON ITf 
For complete information on the latest in alarm 
technology, telephone systems and facsimile 
equipment, including state-of.the.art ITI wireless 
alarm systems (exclusive dealershipL come in 
and see us at the 
1991 JAYCEES TRADES FAIR, 
May 3, 4, & 5 at the Terrace Arena. 
out.of-town, call toll-free 1-800466.8739 
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vet you wear 
clean with care= 
only 
Men's or 
dress or business 
laundered. 
DN ~.SDAY iS 
IRTY SHIRT 
DAY 
.Ladies' cotton blend 
shirts expertly, 
[] ~,, Only drive-thru in town 
v, Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
i v, Drop off point at Thornhill .Public Market. 
d"dicRa a Ol an r  
you can make a difference 
Enclosed please find $ - .  
I would like someone to call [] Phone No, 
If you'd like more information about us [] 
• ?i!i!!~{:: ~ i ¸ /•~ 
NAME: : : 
ADDRESS:. . . . . . .  
CITY:- 
POSIAI. CODf: 
PROV: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
THE NATIONAL RED SHIELD APPEAL 
Mike Hoeft 
. . . . . . . .  = "r.-, . , .=~ R_C. VSG 2E7 I// 
Therapeutic Work Program 
depends on volunteers ; 
April 21 to 27 was National meaningful work experience and to acquire self-worth and is a 
needed social contact. Clients are method of increasing one's inde -
assessed and referred by the Men- pendence. For persons recovering 
tal Health Centre, and once on the from a mental illness, work is the 
pro'gram receive incentive money route to new-found self-esteem and 
provided by  the Ministry of self-respect. 
Health. Program Work Sites in Terrace 
include the Skeena Health U~t, 
Volunteer Week, and organize~ of 
the Terrace and District Commun- 
ity Service's "Therapeutic Work 
Program" took the opportunity to 
recognize the contribution of all 
their supporters. This involved 
volunteers working within the 
program, as well as the many local 
businesses who participate as a 
Program Work Sites. 
The key to the program, says 
coordinator Fern Kaska, is the 
Program Work Sites, local busi- 
nesses who accept volunteers on 
the Therapeutic Work Program as The Therapeutic Work Program 
is designed for adults recovering . full or part-time staff members. 
from long term mental illness. It Work plays a central role in most 
offers clients the opportunity for adtilt lives. It allows an individual 
Mental-Health Centre, Terrace 
Public Library, Women's Resource 
Centre, K'San House Society, 
Sexual Assault Centre, Terrace- 
view Lodge, Osborne Home, 
Northwest Community College, 
Harry Sharyk Recycling Depot, 
and the Slumber Lodge. 
WI-II:N YOU CELEBRATE ... 
WHO ARE THE 
DESIGNATED DRIVERS 
ON YOUR TEAM?. 
Sporting events .usually result in 
celebrahons, even ot games that were less 
than 'hall of fame' quality. Drinking is 
often a part of those celebrations. But after 
even one drink, a person may be legally 
impa!red for driving., s have a 
That s why winning team game 
plan BEFORE they celebrate. They select 
designated drivers. And they depend on 
those designated rivers to get the team 
home safely AFTER the celebration. Now 
that's team work for you. 
COUN'I  C  i 
This CounterAttack message is sponsored by: 
BRAID INSURANCE AGENCIES LTD. 
4648 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace -- Telephone 638-8581 
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A GIRI.'S BEST FRIEND. One of the big winners at the Terrace Centennial Lions Diamond 
Dinner April 20 was Donna Laurent. Above, Laurent is congratulated by Centennial Lions member 
Ray Tremblay alter her name was drawn for the $89514-karat gold, three-stone diamond ring from 
Erwin's House of Fine Jewelry. 
SUE 
• 3-way convertible. Side-Discharge • 
Mulch • Rear Bag 
• Rustproof die-cast aluminum deck 
• High lift blade for clean and even cut 
• Optional rear bag kit and mulching kit 
• Adjustable handles for more comfort 
s 
@ 
• Quiet, Powerful 4 or 5 hp B&S 
Quantum engine 
• Rustproof die-cast aluminum deck 
II High lift blade for clean and even cut 
• Big 3-bushel bag - largest in industry 
• Three-position handle-bar for 
more comfort 
SAVINGS SHOWN ABOVE ARE OFF 
MANUFACTURER'S SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE. 
, v ~= . . . . . . . . . . .  
OFFER ENDS JUNE 30, 1991 AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS.  
® 
i .  
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KEN'S MARINE ,,,e 
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Ken Gibson 
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Regional district 
takes issue with 
wage commisioner 
There won't be any wage 
increase for the staff at the 
Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine. At least not for'a while. 
The problem for the board of 
directors in discussing a wage 
increase is how to deal with Bill 
82. Their fear is that even a mod- 
est increase, say five percent, 
could be offered, but five or six 
months down the road Compensa- 
tion Fairness Commissioner Ed 
Lien could roll that five percent 
back to two or three percent, and 
the staff would be faced with 
paying back the difference. It is 
much wiser, therefore, the board 
has decided, to wait for a few 
months until the situation has 
stabilized somewhat nd then offer 
a wage hike retroactively. 
In the meantime, the board has 
passed amotion asking administra- 
tion to write a letter to premier 
Rita Johnston expressing their 
"utter dismay" at legislation which 
is considered to be an "intrusion 
into the affairs of regional districts, 
municipalities and school districts 
in their ability to make collective 
agreements, or establish fair com- 
pensation to the staff and people 
that work for our organizations". 
Copies of that letter are to be 
forwarded to Minister of Finance 
and Corporate Relations, Mel 
Couvelier, and Minister of Labour 
and Consumer Affairs, Jim Rab- 
bitt. 
Board opinion on this resolution, 
though, was far from unanimous. 
Kitimat director Ray Brady made 
the original motion and had the 
most to say. He described Bill 82 
as "the worst legislation in many, 
many years," adding, "If we don't 
show our displeasure to the pre- 
mier and minster of finance, I can 
see greater erosion of elected 
people's ability to govern them- 
selves." 
He continued: "I'm sure local 
school boards and municipalities 
can make better decisions on the 
worth of staff and our abilityto 
pay, and that's the crux of the 
matter." 
Hazelton director Alice Maitland 
agreed, although she stated that it 
was interference in local govern- 
ment and not wage controls that 
she  was objecting to. "It's not the 
idea of controls, it's the idea of the 
sapping of powers of duly elected 
bodies to oversee and control 
services," said Maitland. 
She then described Bill 82 as 
having "the strength of a Supreme 
Court judgement with no appeal" 
and summarized Brady's motion 
by saying, "The motion is not to 
say let them get as much as they 
want. It's to say don't control it 
with one czar." 
Director Les Watmough agreed, 
saying, the regional board has 
done a good job of controlling 
wages on their own, "And now to 
get fouled up in this mess... I think 
they deserve a letter from us." He 
then added his own evaluation of 
Bill 82: "It's not just teachers, it's 
everybody in the public sector and 
there's no recourse. His decision is 
final and binding, and even in a 
court of law there's recourse." 
Sitting on the other side of the 
fence was Hazelton director Pete 
Weeber. "I haven't read Bill 82," 
admitted Weeher. "But the intent is 
clear." Weeber said we saw 
spiralling inflation in the early 
1980's due to uncontrolled wage 
settlements as high as seven to 
nine percent when inflation was 
running at only three to four per- 
cent. 
"Now," said Weeber, "with the 
type of settlements being bandied 
about, I think we're headed in the 
same direction." Weeber's com- 
ments drew support from Sandy 
Sandhals, Bob Cooper, and Stewart 
mayor Darlene Cornell. 
Their combined opposition, how- 
ever, was not enough to have 
Brady's motion scrapped. 
Food bank closes 
down for summer 
The shelves are now empty at the 
Terrace Churches Food Bank, and 
the doors are locked. "It's been a 
busy year," says food purchaser 
Terri Elkiw. 
The Food Bank served 996 appli- 
cants this season, up 12 percent 
from last year's 889. About 1,600 
bags of groceries were given out 
during the five months the bank 
was open. 
Elkiw attributes the higher 
demand to the severe winter 
weather conditions. When heating 
bills go up, says Elkiw, low- 
income budgets are strained. "Jan- 
uary was the busiest year I have 
seen in my three years as food 
)urchaser." 
"life Terrace Churches Food 
Bank, open November through 
April of each year (excluding 
December, when the Salvation 
Army distributes food hampers), is
supported by a volunteer alliance 
of 11 local churches. In an average 
month the food bank distributes 
over $2,000 in groceries and 
approximately 500 donated loaves 
of bread. The use of the building is 
donated, along with the time put in 
by volunteers. "All monies 
received are used for food pur- 
chase," says Elkiw, "and without 
our volunteer help, we just 
couldn't do it." 
The Food Bank expects to re- 
open Nov. 18. 
...before their very eyes? 
Read the classif iedsf 
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:NIMBYI It might look like a dirty word but it's not really all that 
ilbad, It refers most often to quiet, friendly people who grow up in a 
: quiet, little town. Common people. People living happily in a town 
they don't realize has grown into a big, bustling city. People, who 
When faced with the reality of growth are surprised. People, who 
when faced with something new in their part of town are the first to 
say, "No wayt Not in my back yardt" NIMBYI 
We can't blame these people for their negative reaction. It takes a 
• while for people to accept he fact that their grandchildren can't play 
in the same vacant lot as they did as kids. Climb the same trees... 
Play hide and seek. 
These people, though, probably like the feeling of success the get 
from living in the very heart of their region... Growing. More jobs. 
More money. More important than those less successful little towns 
down the.road. 
Economic development. Everyone talks about it. Everyone loves it. 
But soon, the pressure of an expanding downtown core tiueatens 
residential neighbourhoods. There's more traffic. More stores. More 
jobs... And a need for more housing. Eventually, someone realizes 
what's happening and tells us we need an apartment building or two. 
NIMB~/'I 
When this ultimate demise befalls a quiet little town, local politi- 
cians are forced to take centre stage.., whether they like it or not. 
After all, someone has to decide what, when and where. The lucky 
ones, those who never an for civic office, can sit back and say, 
"That's not my job. It's his... Or hers." 
Terrace was a quiet little town... Once. Now we're the "Hub of the 
Northwest ". At least hat's what we say. And were darned proud of 
ourselves when we say it too. 
But our community fabric has apparently been stretched to it's 
limits. Stretched to the point where we're beginning to feel the pain. 
Commercial enterprises want in... Businesses want to expand... 
Developers want to build... But where? NIMBY! 
Terrace city council istrying to come to grips with the problem. 
They're working on a new Official Community Plan that will hope- 
fully provide the answers. But the process is painfully slow. Will the 
grand plan be ready before the social fabric snaps? Can we even 
agree on a plan that's acceptable to all? 
There are a few good ideas floating around. But there are just as 
many unanswered questions as well. Perhaps, says one city alderman, 
we can solve a few of our. more serious problems by encouraging 
developers to build highrises on the east end of Lakelse with retail 
space below and apartments above. A good idea.., perhaps. As long 
as there's a developer that thinks so too. 
The real problem begging for a long term solution, though, is an 
acceptable buffer between residential housing and the downtown 
core. Where should it be? What should it be? And how big should it 
be? 
These are questions the city's new Official Community Plan hopes 
to answer this fall. But acceptance of the plan - -  it's ultimate success 
- -  will depend, as it does in every growing town, on the ability of 
the people to mature as rapidly as the city. 
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VICTORIA --  After taking a 
welcome (dare I say, well- 
deserved?!) week in the Mex- 
ican sun, your faithful corres- 
pondent returns to find that 
very little seems to change in 
the wild, wacky, wonderful 
world of B.C. politics. 
Not surprisingly, much of 
the continued problems for the 
Social Credit government con- 
tinue to swirl around the 
disgraced former premier, 
William Vander Zalm. 
Just when most Socreds are 
praying that Wild Willie will 
keep his head down and his 
mouth shut, he announces his 
intention to sit in the House 
when the Legislature opens on 
May 7. 
That's a prospect which fills 
his former colleagues with trep- 
idation, to say the least. 
The last thing Premier Rita 
Johnston and her wholesome 
"new-look team" need right 
now is for the former quarter- 
back to hang around the locker 
room reminding everyone of 
his abuses of the position. 
There even is a suggestion 
that the not-so-honourable Mr. 
Vander Zalm has been making 
inquiries about how he might 
slink off into oblivion if he can 
.get some help from government 
or party in meeting-his rising 
Fantasy Gardens legal costs. 
If that is true, what un- 
mitigated gall! And what a sick 
mistake it would be if former 
friend Rite and Co. agreed to 
any part of itl 
Also noted were: 
• A flurry of letters to the 
editors of various publications 
ranting about a conspiracy 
against Vander Zalm, and call- 
ing some of us in the media pit 
0I: A C0U  0F $ aT0 S 
• O CE... 
V 
view f rom 
Victoria - -  
by John Plier 
i 
bulls or Nazis or worse for 
"persecuting" the honest; up- 
standing ex-preem. 
There even was one letter 
published to the Vancouver 
Sun from Jud Cylolorn, which 
tried to suggest that BVZ was a 
completely innocent man. 
Does the name ring a bell? 
Yes, that's the guy --  the 
numerologist-cum-physic guru 
who counsels the Vander 
Zalms, and who the then- 
Premier once tried to bring on- 
to the government payroll. 
Credibility? ... NO. 
Another letter from Con- 
cerned Seniors in beautiful 
downtown Surrey says that 500 
of them, all aged 70 or more, 
will stage protests against he 
"back-alley reporters" in the 
press gallery. 
Apparently the geriatric guer- 
rillas intend to cancel their 
subscriptions to papers who 
publish our musings. Shock 
horror!~ 
• The Nicole Parton saga con- 
tinues apace, too. Seems that 
the ultimate flake, whose on- 
again, off-again candidacy for 
the Socreds was a great running 
joke to us and an embarrass- 
ment to her party, was taken 
care of financially by party HQ 
during her trials and tribula- 
tions, 
One wonders how the Socred 
brass would handle it it" !he 
spinny Sun columnist decided 
to go after another nomination 
now that Wild Willie is gone. !I 
could happen! AaargghhI 
• Where are the candidates 
for the Socred leadership? Has 
everyone given up and decided 
that Johnston has it in the bag, 
or what? 
There are barely eight weeks 
¢ 
until nominations close (June 
27) for the July 18 to 20 con- 
vention, yet still no contenders 
have been declared. 
Instead, we have been treated 
to a flurry of announcements 
from those who will not be 
running - -  Bud Smith, John 
Reynolds,, etc. 
How much longer can Grace 
McCarthy wait before an- 
nouncing her intentions? What 
about Forests Minister Claude 
Richmond or Education 
Minister Stan Hagen? Will they 
run?  
Is Vancouver Mayor Gordon 
Campbell really interested now, 
despite poor polling results; 
and will he surprise us all soon 
with an announcement? 
Too many questions. Too 
few answers. 
• Meanwhile, those image- 
makers whose livelihood e- 
pends upon the Socreds keep- 
ing power are desperately look- 
ing for the formula to win the 
election against he current 
odds. 
Patrick Kinsella, Jerry 
Lampert, Lorne Valensky, ": 
Steve Vrlak, David MePhee 
and others of that ilk know 
that if Mike Harcourt and the 
NDP become government, 
much of their lucrative work 
will disappear. 
'Tis hardly surprising then to 
find McPhee lined up as prin- 
cipal secretary to Johnston, or 
Lampert as one of her key ad- 
visors, whether he or she will 
admit it or not. 
Others are working to mould 
i~er into the perfect premier, 
whilst preparing a savage nmlti- 
t,edia campaign which dumps 
~.-, Harcourt. i 
- -  Continued on page A7 
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M.ilton meets . . . .  
his contractors 
A 
s Milton Jovial watched 
the locals poke, feel and 
peek their way through 
his pdstine new sawmill, he won- 
dared what they really thought of 
it all. Probably not a lot, he 
decided. 
After all, what did they know 
about he 18 months of hard work 
and more than $51 million it took 
to get to this day? Actually, his 
investment todate was much more 
than $51 million. That figure 
didn't include fees for Herby 
Squish, the construction oflogging 
roads and bridges.., and wages for 
people like his logging foreman, 
Jack Block. 
The curiosity-seekers outside his 
office window probably didn't 
know about he outcry from envi- 
ronmentalists and preservationists 
at the public meeting where Squish 
had presented his forest licence 
applications. Or did they? Perhaps 
these were the same people. Still, 
they probably didn't understand the 
complexities ofthe business. There 
are rules. You can't just cut and 
run. "You have to plant new trees... 
and tend to them for the first five 
to 10 years of their life. 
They probably didn't know 
and probably wouldn't care if they 
did ~ about his fight for per- 
mission to export his own pulp 
chips. According to current esti- 
mates, selling his pulp chips on the 
domestic market was going to 
carve about $8.5 million out of his 
annual net profit. These people 
probably didn't know all these 
things... Particularly this last item, 
which was cause for a great deal 
of subconscious concern. There 
was no room for error. Jovial 
Logging Inc. had to be a smooth, 
tightly run operation if it was 
going to succeed. 
A sharp rap on his office 
door jarred Jovial back to 
reality. Jack Block 
opened the door far enough to 
poke his head through. "You ready 
for us?" Jovial nodded his assent, 
and as Block and his contractors 
entered his office he motioned 
them to a table on the far side of 
the room. Jovial and Block sat on 
one side of the table, the five 
contractors on the other. 
"Jovial Logging Inc. is going to 
be a smooth, tightly run opera- 
tion," Jovial began. "There is no 
room for error." He paused to let 
that concept sink into their minds 
and then turned to Block. "Snatch, 
I want you to run over the high- 
lights of the rules, production 
target and bonus system so we're 
absolutely certain there is no mis- 
understanding." 
Block hated that nickname. But 
he'd worn it for so long he gen- 
erally ignored it; particularly when 
the offender was the same person 
who signed his pay cheques. "Yes 
sir, Mister Jovial." And to the 
contractors, "It's Mister Block to 
you." From past experience, 
The Way I 
See It... 
by Stephanle Wiebe 
I hate ironing. Ironing is a 
despicable activity, barely toler- 
able through the winter months 
only because of the radiant heat. 
In December, if I have to choose 
between shovelling three feet of 
snow outside in sub-zero weather, 
or watching "Oprah" while Slid- 
ing a heated appliance across 
cotton shirts, I'll iron. 
But in May, I just hate ironing. 
I'll do anything to avoid it. To be 
ecological, we use a clothesline, 
but everything is eventually 
tossed into the clothes dryer for 
easy de-wrinkling. When the 
dryer quits, I'!1 race through the 
house, knocking house plants and 
small children aside, to grab hot 
t-shirts and jeans before they 
wrinkle. If l forget, we wear 
them "as is". 
It wasn't always this way. 
Years ago, I had an ironing 
passion. I must've been aiming 
for the "Morn of the "Year" award 
when I touched up tiny puffed 
dress sleeves with steam and 
spray starch. A poinly-nosed 
woman in a store once com- 
mented on my daughter's freshly- 
ironed dress, "It's so nice to see a 
young mother taking the lime to 
iron nowadays." The woman 
droned on and on about sharp 
creases in children's pants and 
flat collars on little shirts. She 
had me convinced that wrinkled 
sweatshirts would doom my 
children to a miserable life of 
poverty, crime and close encoun- 
ters of the third kind. Looking 
back on the incident, I now real- 
ize she was a plainclothes Proc- 
tor-Silex representative. At the 
time, though, her speech only 
encouraged my heavy starch 
dependency. 
Slowly, I became an ironing 
snob. I began to look down upon 
uncreased shirt sleeves as "second 
class". Wrinkled pants were 
totally unacceptable, as were t- 
shirts with curled edges. I was 
obsessed. I would iron any non- 
moving object hat could be 
stretched across an ironing board 
- -  an occasional yawn was the 
cat's only saving grace. 
Over tic years, the ironing 
basket grew full. As family laun- 
dry increased, so did my dislike 
for ironing. Soon, the basket was 
chronically overflowing from 
neglect. The kids' clothes went 
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by Ted Strachan, in consultation with Rod Arnold and Doug Davies 
though, Block knew the "Mister" 
wouldn't last long. The temptation 
to use "Snatch" was just too great. 
"You people have all signed 
contracts for the harvesting of 
block one of cutting permit one in 
the Clutch Creek area," Block 
began. "Do a good job, and there'll 
be a lot morework for you in the 
future. Basically, the rules are 
simple. If you haven't already 
contract rates and then answer any 
questions. The rates are based on 
the work, equipment and equip- 
ment maintenance you would nor- 
mally expect." And with that, he 
ran down the list. Jimmy Snipe, 
the failer, would get $2 per cubic 
metre. Demitrias Rowe (he pur- 
posely avoided the nickname 
"Skid" for fear of repflsals) would 
get $5 for yarding the logs from 
saw log length would be 10 feet, 
six inches and that he would be 
looking for things like breakage 
caused by poor falling practices 
and bucking low quality ends 
longer than necessary. "Oh. One 
other point Snipe... Make sure you 
fall the trees with the butt end 
facing the skid trail." 
Rowe wanted more detail on the 
skid trails. Block explained that he 
maximum distance would be 900 
feet and the average would be 600 
"jovial"--'-" Logging is going to be a feet. Also, adverse skidding dis- 
smooth, tightly run operation," Jovial t,n s o,or or with 
, slopes greater than 10 percent 
began. "There is no room for error." would not exceed 300 feet. And 
done so, every one of you must 
purchase two million dollars in 
liability insurance. This will cover 
you for things like damage due to 
fire, vandalism or theft, third party 
liability, and injury or death. Also, 
you're on a bonus penalty system; 
the basic rule of thumb is mini- 
mize pulp and maximize saw logs. 
Our goal, for this particular site, is 
twelve loads of logs a day. 
"Now, I'll briefly go over your 
in, and were often outgrown 
before they emerged again. Par- 
ticularly difficult-to-iron items 
simply disappeared into that 
black hole of laundry where odd 
socks go, never to be seen again. 
Though I still occasionally 
ironed, I became more discerning 
about the clothes to be ironed. I
developed a philosophy: if there's 
a chance the queen might see it, 
iron it. Otherwise, it's not worth 
the effort. When the "wrinkled 
cotton" look came into fashion, I 
jumped right into the trend. I
usually buck against any fashion- 
able fad, but this one was worth 
supporting. I know a good cause 
when I see one. 
I began to appreciate he aes- 
thetic value of wrinkles - -  the 
way they blend into one another 
like a map of rivers, how the 
light hits the tip of each fold and 
skips across to the next. 
Then one night, as I was doing 
something far more constructive 
than ironing, like staring blankly 
into space, I was enlightened with 
an ironing truth so profound that 
it could only have come from a 
higher power: When we come 
into this world we are tiny and 
wrinkled, and when we leave it, 
we are larger, but again 
wrinkled. It's only in-between 
that we waste our cnergies 
keeping things smooth. The inter- 
esting parts involve wrinkles. 
Obviously, that's the way it's 
meant o be. 
the bush to .the landing. Eddie Lim 
would get $1.05 for bucking and 
limbing. Johnny Bight would get 
$3 per cubic metre for loading the 
logs onto Willy Wheeler's truck. 
Wheeler would operate indepen- 
dently from the others and was 
contracted for a rate ranging 
between $6 and $12 per cubic 
meter, depending on the distance 
from the logging site to the mill. 
For this first harvesting site in the 
Clutch Valley, the rate had been 
set at $8 per cubic meter. These 
agreed-upon rates set Jovial's 
logging costs at $11.05 per cubic 
metre on the truck and $19.05 per 
cubic metre at the mill. 
The brevity of Block's presenta- 
tion left the contractors with a 
number of points to clarify. Most 
importantly, they all wanted further 
clarification on the bonus penalty 
system. 
Block explained that Jovial 
expected quality of wood from the 
harvest o be 95 percent, and all 
five contractors would share 
equally in a one percent bonus or 
penalty for each percentage point 
wood quality was higher or lower 
than the 95 percent standard. And 
this raised another question... Who 
was responsible for scaling the 
wood? "Mister Jovial," answered 
Block. 
Snipe and Lira wanted to know 
more about maximizing saw logs. 
Block explained that the minimum 
Pifer - -  Continued 
They remain confident hey 
can turn it around and cash in 
on the province-wide r lief that 
Vander Zalm is gone. 
• Also waiting to enter the 
thick of any leadership battle 
are some of the young Turks 
amid the Socred ranks --  keen 
political junkies who will be of 
value to the respective camps. 
These include former 
ministerial assistants Peler 
Weadnl~ and Michael 
Bight wanted assurance that land- 
ing sites would be adequate for an 
efficient operation. "Not to worry," 
said Block. "All landings will be at 
least three-quatrain of an acre. 
Guaranteed." 
Finally, Wheeler wanted to hear 
Block say that road maintenance 
would be adequate. "No problem," 
offered Jovial. "That's my respon- 
sibility and Snatch has hired a 
private contractor on my behalf... 
You might know him. 'Rocky' 
Rhodes? Good man... Plenty of 
experience in the bush I'm told. 
"But your question brings some- 
thing to mind that Snatch might 
have missed, Wheeler... Everyone. 
There will be a gate on the main 
road into Clutch Valley... The last 
man out each day is responsible to
see that gate is locked." 
Block was a little annoyed that 
Jovial had accused him of missing 
something so important but 
shrugged it off as a triviality. "Any 
more questions?" he asked the 
men. 
Then, turning to Jovial: "There 
are a couple of other contracts to 
go over but one of the men wasn't 
available today. I've set a meeting 
for next week... If that's all right 
with you sir." Jovial approved the 
meeting, but only after expressing 
concern over Block's ability. He 
m~t, he had decided earlier in the 
day, keep this man in line. 
"You forgot about the gate," he 
said bluntly. "Don't let it happen 
again." 
from page A6 
Miehener, Socred research boss 
Marlin Brown, and Former par- 
ty field organizers such as Sur, 
rey's Tar Bhullar. 
None of them are naming 
their f~Jvourites, but all of them 
are likely to be wooed once the 
candidates get into harness. 
And although their names 
mean little or nothing to the 
average voter or leadership 
delegate, their influence will be 
substantial s to the otttconle. 
I 
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To the Editor; 
I guess I'm really slow to 
learn, because after all that Ter- 
racewent through with the 1989 
teachers' strike, I still don't 
understand who benefits from 
one. 
The children? The B.C. 
Teachers' Federation claims to 
be an advocate of children 
how does putting a child's 
education and possibly gradua- 
tion at risk benefit anyone? 
The parents? Many would 
have to rearrange their whole 
schedules to plan for daycare 
and tutoring. 
The support staff? They 
would lose wages and benefits 
without even a vote or a voice. 
The teachers? We would lose 
our dignity, our professionalism 
and our wages. I'm sure no one 
has caught up from the last 
strike and now we could face ad- 
ditional osses. 
How about the board? They 
will have to put in extra hours 
and take pressure from all sides. 
The government? Ah, yes! 
That's it! The government 
would save money! Is that what 
this is all about? 
Fellow educators, I can't tell 
you how to vote, but I urge you 
to consider the consequences of 
your decision. 
. . . . . . . .  joan.~Cox, 
Terrace. 
amounts of money, it only deter- 
receive in July this year. Your we "cannot' do things; we always kindness is very much appre- say we will "try'. mines a process for interference 
S l o w  to  elated by all members of our For further information contact in free and fair collective bar- 
group, and your compassion for  Evelyne (635-7015), Elizabeth gaining. It is an unfair and un- arn? the plight of schizophrenia suf- (638.1397) or Phyllis (638"0412" necessarypieceoflegislationac" l e .o.,,.,to  ,.t.,one 
ferers is admirable. We would like you to know Phyllis Comfi©ld, should allow anyone to speak on 
it. 
that as of now you still are the Terrace Dave Parker, who like all the 
Good 
'only sponsor of the Terrace • : other Cabinet ministers, is fac- 
Friends of Schizophrenics here ing an election, has suddenly ~ US PUT 
C ~ o [ l e g e  become an expert in conflicts °f 
interest? Before he lets his ira- O~JT T[{[ W L.T 
agination run wild, he might [0~ YW[ thankful consider how a forester isnot in be sure tocall 
in our city with substantial nd 
frequent donations. There is 
much work to be done in order 
to achieve improvements in the 
lives of people with schizo- 
phrenia, and it is an ongoing 
struggle for our little group. Our 
society as a whole is growing in 
leaps and bounds and has been 
recognized as a vital factor by 
the Ministry of Health. We are 
hopeful that he future will bring 
many positive changes that will 
benefit our family members and 
schizophrenics all over the 
world. 
We thank you again for your 
generosity, and your good 
wishes are also much appreci- 
ated. 
Elly Kardamylakis, 
Branch Representative, 
Terrace Friends 
and Families 
.of Schizophrenics. 
Thanks 
to medics 
TO the Editor; 
,We would like to express 
thanks to God for all the special 
care given to our daughter 
Nathania during her sudden ill- 
ness. The attention shown by 
Dr. Van Herk and the doctors 
and nurses of Mills Memorial 
Hospital was excellent and 
above the call of duty. Jack .and 
I will always cherish your kind- 
Community hess. Nathania is back to being 
her cheerful self. 
Jack & Hilda Talstra 
and family, 
Terrace. 
fling 
To the Editor; 
The Terrace 
Band Society would like to ex- 
press our appreciation to those 
who supported our first annual 
Spring Fling Cabaret, which was 
an overwhelming success. 
Special thanks to Steffan 
Wegner who drove from Kitimat 
to play piano, the Ladies' Aux- 
iliary to the Royal Canadian 
Legion for use of their wine 
glasses, Tom Keitch for his vocal 
stylings, Jack Wreggitt, Jean 
Raymond and Scott Easton for 
their musical talents, the Elks 
Club for the use of their fine 
facility, and last but not least, all 
of those who attended -- we 
hope to see you at the second an- 
nual Spring Fling Cabaret. 
Christine Andrews, 
for the Terrace 
Community Band society. 
Club seeks 
members 
To the Editor; 
The CCB/Terracc and District 
White Cane Club is a group of 
NEW IN TQWN? 
To the Editor; 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege, Terrace Campus, would 
like to thank the Terrace and 
Thornhili community for their 
support in responding so well to 
the "Needs Assessment for Con- 
tinuing Education" survey. 
If you have not already filled 
out our survey, would you 
please do so and mail it in before 
May 10, 1991. 
The survey results will be used 
to plan our fall programs. 
Ella Goodlad, 
Northwest 
Community College. 
Call to 
reunion 
To the Editor; 
On July 13 and 14, 1991 the 
Eckville Community Centre will 
be the gatl~&ing spot for the 
former residents of Bentley, 
Rimbey, Leedale, Gilbey, 
Gimlet, Forshee, Lockhart and 
Eckville districts. The theme ot 
the reunion is ,,Reflections ot 
the 30's and 40's". All old ] 
timers, their children and grand- 
children will be welcome to 
mingle their memories with 
others for the two-day event. 
School teachers who were in the 
area during this time are cor- 
dially invited as well. 
Some of the activities planned 
are tug-of-war, horseshoes, a
Saturday evening program and 
dance, and lots of old-fashioned 
visiting. 
Old Timers Committee: Julien 
Sambrook, Box 255, Eckville, 
Alta., TOM 0X0; telephone (403) 
746-2058; or Myrtle (Linder) 
Gale, RR2, Red Deer, Alta., 
a conflict of interest if he is put 
in charge of B.C.'s parks. 
N.S.R. parkland is more real 
than a conflict of interest in- 
volving Bill 82. 
I guess in Dave Parker's 
world, women politicians hould 
not speak out on women's 
issues, doctors in politics should 
not speak out on health issues, 
and foresters in politics should 
not speak out on forestry issues. 
Walter McC0nnell, 
Terrace. 
SINCE 1930 ~t.TO. " 
Karen: 638.0707 
Katharin: 635.7504 
NOTICE 
sPRING CLEAN-UP WEEK 
MAY 6-10, 1991 
The City of Terrace's Public Works Departrnent will 
pick up extra garbage and refuse, free of charge, on the 
above dates. 
This service does NOT include car bodies, stumps or 
industrial waste. Kindly arrange to have this extra gar- 
bage and waste material set out on your regular pick 
up day. Please have garbage and waste material in 
plastic.bags or cartons to assist in the pick up. 
Residents are reminded to check their Add-A-Day 
Calendars, as garbage pick up days change following 
all Statutory Holidays. 
The City of Terrace 
And the 
winners are... 
These are the winning lottery numbers as provided by the B.C. 
Lottery Corporation. In the event of a discrepancy between these 
numbers and those held by the corporation, the corporation's 
,mnbers hall be held as correct. 
~mm..ameea 
14.19-20-27-40-45 BOI1US t l  
09.18-22-26-32"36 Bonus 19 LOTTO 6/49 Apr, 27,1991 APr. 24. 1991 
EXTRA Apr. 27, 1991 
Apt. 24, t991 
LOTI'O-BG /k~¢. 27, 1991 
EXPRESS AI~, 27, t991 
40-55-59-66 
33-40-51-99 
14.1S-17-23-32-34 
601191 
Telephone 
employees 
thanked 
Dear Telephone Employees: 
people who are blind and visually T4N 5E2; telephone (403) 
impaired. We have established the 34%7674. J. Sambrook, 
club in Terrace and invite all local Eckville, Alta. 
people who have eyesight dis- 
orders to come and join us, bring- 
ing your ideas and suggestions. We 
listen to and support each other. 
We are hoping to go on outings, 
plan activities and recreation like 
bowling and hiking. We welcome 
your participation. 
For anyone who would like to 
learn Braille, we have a member 
who can teach you. 
We would really appreciate vol- 
unteers who would have a couple 
of hours to spare to assist us on 
these ventures. 
if you think being blind or vis- 
Thank you so much for your 
donation of $50 and your con- ually impaired isa handicap, you 
tinuoUs support of our cause, haven't met us - -  we don't 
We learn from your letter of accept being classed as handi- 
March. 22 that you have pledged capped, and we want that to be 
an additional $50, which we will your attitude as well. We never say 
What is a 
conflict? 
To the F_,ditor 
So Dave Parker thinks that 
NDP candidate Heimut Gies- 
brecht should not speak out 
against Bill 82. Dave thinks the 
NDP candidate has a conflict of 
interest. 
The Socreds pass Bill 82 which 
allows the provincial govern- 
ment to interfere with collective 
bargaining between public sector 
workers and their employers. 
Bill 82 does not determine 
834950 
6ae763 
942822 
PROVINOIN- AGe. 26.1991 $500,000 ~.so.ooo 
• ,. -,:~.~. :::~: i*~ :~ $I00,000 
$SO.O00 
~: ': : S5,000 
BO~ 
AI~, ~, l~t 
10OO256 
1602421 
1996171 
1334~Je 
10NmS 
294as24 
2347229 
2431028 
a4gs27o 
4211449 
4392548 
452376'1 
oa.os.o6.1o.16-ag-so.s6 
i0.14.16.t8.21-22-35.5o 
o3.12.1:).17.23-32.48-54 
04.t4.27.31-34-37-39-52 
i5-16-18.21-22-24"42"51 
06.05-2t-25-29-3944-66 
~228141 
1820310 
29e~49 
2351092 
2811914 
3470070 
4061001 
49ll0O49 
4393492 
PUNTO ACTION 
MENU a346 
MENU* w34e 
MENU ~47 
MENU #348 
AIX. 22, 1991 
,aCt. 23, 1991 
•/1¢~. 24, t991 
Apt. 2S, 199t 
01 03 05 0e 09 11 
01 04 05 07 09 11 
01 03 05 07 09 t l  
0t 03 0S 01 10 
3 
\ , :  
~ EMERGENCY 
~,~ :~,~. . . . .  PREPAREDNESS 
CRI~I[ PfiEVE~TIO~ 
..~.., .... ~ ~ " 
"~::" . |  ~ ,~. .  . . . . . . .  ::!~. :!;i~i 
Amidst 16 weekend mall displays capping off Emergency 
Preparedness Week, a special event took place Saturday 
evening --  the awarding of prizes for the winners in the 
Emergency Preparedness Week school poster contest. Above 
(rear, from left) are Cst. Jane Andrew who made the 
presentations, Katherine Davis, David Fleming, Kevin Murphy, 
Terrace Review-- Wednesday, May I, 1991 
,. . . . .  :~?: i ' ,~! ;~ ,: 
::.',!2,: ' : 
Jeffrey Town (who placed first at Veritas and was declared the 
overall winner), and Ray Tank. In the front row (from left) are 
Katherine Geeraert, Jamie Birch, and Colin Cyr. Judges in the 
contest were Cst. Jane Andrew, Kaye Ehses and Brenda 
Cachero. Prizes, mostly safety and first aid equipment, were 
donated by a number of local businesses. 
A9 
Terrace Cq:) 
helps .out in 
poaching 
conviction 
Terrace conservation fficer Peter 
Kalina was one of the mLajor 
players in the conviction recently 
of a deer poacher in the Cari~boo. 
Jochen Neumann was fined 
$8,000 in 100 Mile House court 
for illegally hunting deer and lying 
to a conservation officer. Kalim 
said it's an unusually high fine, 
close to the maximum of $10,000 
for Wildlife Act violations. Neu- 
mann, Kalina said, was fined 
$3,000 for illegal hunting and" 
$5,000 for giving false information 
to a conservation officer. 
Kalina helped fellow conserva- 
tion officers by collecting evidence 
through conversations he had with 
a group of Europeans in the Ter- 
race area. Neumann was convicted 
of illegally killing two deer at a 
time when his hunting privileges 
were suspended. The suspemion 
came from a previous conviction 
for a similar crime in 1989, carry- 
ing a $2,100 fine. 
RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
invites YOU! 
To come down to the 22nd Annual Jay-Cee 
Trades Fair. May 3,4,& 5. 
Booth open Fri. 7 -  11 p.m., 
Sat. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m., 
Sun. 11 a.m.- 5 p.m. 
See our FANTASTIC DISPLAY. 
WOODLANDS SUPPLY featuring Harry 
lawnmowers (see ad this issue), all types 
push, self-propelled and commercial & 
Oregon saw chain. (rep in attendance) 
JOSA CORPORATION featuring Jonsered 
power saws- ",4 saw for every job/" See the 
2094 Turbo - "the faUers" and buckers' first 
choice/" (rep in attendance) 
KARCHER & 
MCS PRESSURE WASHERS leave your 
cleaning problems to the world-leading 
cleaning equipment• manufacturers. 
ARMSTRONG TOOLS unconditionally 
guaranteed, a complete selection of quality 
tools for every job 
JET EQUIPMEN 
HITACHI & 
HOMELITE 
(see ad this issue 
m: Homelite products) 
I 
1 
I 
SHAPE UP AND SAVE 
MEMBERSHIPS: 
One.month membership 
$39 (save $6) 
3.month membership 
$99 (save $20) 
12 TANNING SESSIONS 
FOR THE PRICE OF 10 
30% OFF 
ALL CLOTHING 
& SUPPLEMENTS 
EXPIRES MAY 15, 1991 
. . _as_ .  
i 
IROnlJJORH5 
- - - - -  GYM & FITNESS CENTRE 
"1"  
Open 6:00 a.m. at 4545 Lazelle 
635-4130 
"We care about your yardl" ~,~~ ~.~ GA.I~D~AILANP 
Enrich your garden ~~ 
- Earthworm castings ~,~ ~1 
$6.29/20 L. ~ 
FRUIT TREES - apple, pear, plum, cherry..,__~__~ 
You have to see them l $20 each 
IN THE GREENHOUSE 
• petunia bedding plants. 95 cents per basket 
• herbs, good selection. 99 cerlt$ per basket 
• tomato cages. $1.29 each 
\ 
k 
Perennials, flowering shrubs/professional landscaping 
3092 Hwy 16 E., Terrace phone ~35 5700 fax 635~155 
l /  
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Apar tment  pr:o'posai " .... g bo , o 
by Stephanle Wiebe 
Four years ago Al Tomanocy 
moved his growing family into a 
house on Lazelle A~,e. Tomanocy 
likes his neighbourhood. Children 
fide bicycles along the street, 
visiting between •homes, frolicking 
on lawns and sitting at lemonade 
stands in the summer months. 
Now, Tomanocy feels his family's 
lifestyle is being threatened by an 
out-of-town developer. 
Tribruck Investments Limited, of 
Abbotsford, recently applied for 
the rezoning of a lot in Toma- 
nocy's neighbourhood, from R-2 
(residential single and two-family 
dwelling) to R-3 (multi-family 
dwelling). Just one house over and 
across the street, Tribruck 
wants to erect a 48-suite apartment 
complex at the junction of Kenney 
SL and Lazelle Ave. 
Tomanocy sees this as the end of 
the lemonade stands and bicycles. 
"One of my concerns is the traf- 
fic flow." Area traffic has grown 
steadily in recent years, and Toma- 
nocy notes the deep culverts and 
lack of sidewalks along the street 
already cramping vehicles, pedes- 
trians and cyclists. "Our 'number 
one' politician walks this street 
pal Cam gn 
cuts theft. 
TERRACE, -  Thefts .from 
vehicles .,,dropped,.. dranulUcaltY 
during March, and the local RClVlP 
is attributing the trend .to the 
spring Lock It or Lose ~t cam- 
palgn... 
Auxdmry constables spent a 
• portion of March examining 
vehicles parked in public areas of 
town and leaving notices on those 
that were unlocked. Community 
relations officer Cst. Jane Andrew 
said l l  thefts from vehicles were 
reported during the month, eight of 
those during the campaign. 
During the same period in 1990 
: there were 34 reported thefts, and 
in 1989 there were 37. 
• Andrew said she hopes the posi- 
tive results of the campaign will 
encourage drivers to be more 
aware of the benefits of locking 
their vehicles. 
April 25 
April 26 
April 27 
April 28 
April  29 
April 3o 
i 
May 1 
daily, dodging cars. He walks 
along the asphalt until a vehicle 
approaches and then he's on the 
narrow strip of gravel. Now we're 
going to add to our existing prob- 
lem - -  more people, more cars, 
more chance of injury." 
Neighbour George Chin, agrees 
with Tomanocy's concerns. "With 
48 units, we're going to get a 
minimum of 48 vehicles, a maxi- 
mum of a hundred, not including 
visitors.", Besides traffic, Chinn has 
other considerations ~ the pro- 
posed unit would sit directly across 
the street from his home. "It's 
going to restrict our view of the 
mountains, and the sunshine. It'll 
end our sunsets here. It'll be like 
living on the north side of a moun- 
tain." 
Tomanacy says there are alterna- 
tive options. "There are many 
areas in this town that are suitably 
located and presently zoned to 
handle that sort of development 
and the resulting traffic flow." He 
and Chinn, along with 14 area 
homeowners, presented a petition 
to city council. "One hundred 
percent • of. the people we 
approached are against he (level- 
• opment of an apartment block on 
• the end Of Lazelle. People are 
speaking," the petition stated. 
At last month,s public meeting, 
city engineer Stew Christensen 
made the recommendation for 
rezoning the lot in question. "It's a 
flat ground piece. There are not 
very many of them that are avail- 
able in the city...it's on a bus 
route, and a main road, which 
Kenney St. is, it's a main feeder 
street; it's close to the schools and 
the downtown core, which could 
be useful for an apartment building 
and other city amenities; it's desig- 
nated as high density residential in 
the official community plan, and 
it's one of the few blocks that are 
left." 
Tomanocy told council, "I have 
grave concerns about he safety of 
my three children...and of other 
children in this area when playing 
h Beat the Spn us 
WALK MOWER TUNE UP SPECIAL 
Check ignition , • 
• Supply & change spark plug 
• Supply & change oil 
• Clean & adjust carburetor j .~  , ~  ~ ~ ~ ! 
• Drain & flush fuel tank ~J]  - r~ ~! ~ i I  ~ 
• Lube & adjust hrottle linkage IK"  ] [  • i ~ ~ 
• Clean air filter t [ I  ~ ~ I I  ~1 i 
• Sharpen & balance blade L: ~ '  "1  ~ ~ - '~  
Parts extra except where indicated 
PARTS & LABOR Does not 10% OFF (except specials, Include halnsaws 
(Free Estimates) Offer good until May 31, 1991 
• MOWERS • TRACTORS • 
• TILLERS • TRIMMERS • 
[Z] RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
4427 Highway 16 TERRACE, B.C. VgG 5L5 
mm 635-7383- FAX: 635-4076 
• Complete" Automotive. Logg,ng. Mining & In~lultnat Supply Centr# 
m 
Norm Menzies,  Pr ince George 
Brenda  Cheer ,  Ter race  
i 
Lar ry  Smaha,  Ter race  
Trudy  Lovstad,  Ter race  
Murray  BLamer, Ter race  
Uup 
!1® 
Lou and Lucille David, Courtenay 
John Evans, Sidney 
:?~!!;i . , • ::.. 
" o f t . .  
::i:i;i::!ii!!iii::i~i!!i::! 
nner for!MillsiMemor 
: ::; ..:.?::::. 
2923 
2705 
0163 
0195 
2356 
3416 
2485 
/ 
,50 U 
$50 11 
$50 II 
s50 II 
$5o II 
$1oo 
$100 
in their own front yards or cross- 
ing the street to play with friends, 
or just walking down the street. 
Already on this narrow ribbon of 
broken asphalt we call a street, we 
~ve heavy, congested, unsafe 
traffic conditions, too many cars 
and a lot of speeders. Here is an 
out.of-town developer coming into 
town and proposing a monster of a 
building in our neighbourhood. 
Must we sacrifice our children's 
safety for the sake of a few out-of- 
town developers?" 
Other homeowners echoed Toma- 
nocy's concems in turn. Lazelle 
householder Nathan Waddell told 
council, "We have 48.trait apart- 
ment building here that I don't 
think is going to do our commun- 
ity or our zone any good. Let's 
keep it a neighbourhood people 
can live in." Waddell went on to 
suggest alternative locations for 
such a complex. 
AI Purschke and his wife have 
lived on the 4900 block of Park 
Ave. for 25 years. "I've reached 
the senior citizen stage," said 
i Purschke, "so I'm not looking 
neighbours running around my 
• back yard, and that's exactly Where 
they would be, became this prop- 
erty abuts mine. I agree with the 
interpretations that the other 
speakers have made.., there is 
entirely too much traffic in that 
area." 
The question of an area traffic 
study was raised repeatedly. Resi- 
dents noted the inadequate road 
conditions, lack of sidewalks and 
open ditches, and questioned the  
logic of adding more through 
traffic to these hazards. Terd EI- 
kiw, another Lazelle homeowner, 
asked council why Lazelle home- 
owners are paying similar tax rates 
as Dejong Crescent homeowners. 
"Why are we paying such high 
taxes, to have to put up with the 
thoroughfare coming down our 
street? And we,re being charged 
prime residential rates," 
Them were no Tflbruck represen- 
tatives at the meeting. After the 
presentations and some discnssion,~ 
alderman Bob Cooper suggested 
that a study of traffic be imple- 
mented. "We should consider the 
forward to a hundred new little concerns of the speakers." 
J 
t pleas f i  out tl 
, CR~; :~~~mWri lk t l ; sP r3Oodz  parents of son 
HALISKI - -  Wayne and Kelly are proud to announce the birth of their 
daughter Rachel on April 24, 1991 at 8:36 a.m. weighing 7 lbs. A little sister 
for big brother Matthew. 
HOLMES - -  Kim Marshall and Danny Holmes are pleased to announce the 
birth of their daughter Haley Allyasa Anne on April 21, 1991 at 9:41 p.m,. 
weighing 6 lbs. 13 oz. 
LAMBERT --  Mike and Christine are thrilled with the arrival of Jacob Tim- 
merman Lambert on April 21, 1991 at 2:12 p.m. weighing 7 lbs. First grand- 
child for Linda and Andy Lambert, number four for Nick and Vi Timmer- 
man, first great grandchild for Mrs. Molly Obzera. 
LINCOLN/McNEIL -- Nicole Lincoln and Darren McNeil are pleased to 
announce the birth of their son Darren Charles on April 17, 1991 at 8:34 a.m. 
weighing 8 lbs. 10 oz. 
MaePHERSON --  Bruce MacPherson and Cindy Watson are the proud 
parents of son Angus Cameron Edward, born on April 4, 1991 weighing 8 
Ibs. 11 oz. 
MATERI ~ Dave and Anita are pleased to announce the birth of their 
daughter Krista Nicole on April 25, 1991 weighing 9 lbs. 8 oz. A sister for Jef- 
frey. 
OLSON -- Keith and Brenda-Lee are proud to announce the birth of their 
son Joshua Charles Wayne on March 31, 1991 weighing 9lbs. I oz. An Easter 
present for brother Alex. 
OLSON -- Brian and Sheila are the proud parents of daughter Lindsay 
Danielle, born April 23, 1991 at 10:30 p.m. weighing 8 lbs. A sister for big 
brother Jacob. 
SKEENA MALL 
Q 
"EXPECT THE EXTRAORDINARY" 
WE DELIVER 
1635-4080] 
12 - 4T41 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
After Store Hours 638-1954 1 Telex 0478SS49 
TERRACE FLOWERS A LA CARTE LTO. 
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES ] 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. veG IM7 
Phone 635-7840 
All clmified and classified display 
ads mnst be prepaid by either cash, 
Vha or M~tercard, except for ¢s- 
teblhhed business accounts. When 
phoning in ads, please have your 
card number and expiry date ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
10 a.m. Tuesday 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSI]FIED 
DISPLAY ADS 
5 p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tional word per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldface words are $1.00 extra 
per insertion. $2.00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular classified 
word ads for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$5.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non-commercial 
use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$7.00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch. 
Terms end Conditions: Advertise- 
merits should be read on the first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors appearing beyond the 
first insertion. 
Agreement: it is agreed by any 
display or classified advertiser re- 
questing space that the liability of 
the paper in the event that errors oc. 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for 
the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect item only. 
and there will be no liability in any 
event beyond the amount paid for 
such advertisement. 
POSTING 
School District #88 (Terrace) is seeking a part-time (3 
hours/day) Special Services Assistant for E.T. Kenney 
Primary School. The salary ranges from $11.06 to 
$12.86 depending on qualifications and training. 
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS: 
1. Demonstrated ability to work co.operatively under 
the direction of a c!assroom teacher in an elementary 
school setting. 
2. Must be able to establish a rapport with the special 
needs child. Applicants will be expected to spend 
some time with the child prior to appointment. 
3. Demonstrated successful experience working with 
children with special needs. 
4. Strong interpersonal skills and demonstrated ability 
to work effectively with professional consultants. 
Applications to: Mr. Andrew Scruton, Director in In. 
struction.(Speclal Services), School District #88 (Ter. 
race); 3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 3E9 
Closing Date: May 10, 1991. 
HELITACK FIRE FIGHTERS 
Terra Forest Contracting is now accepting ap- 
plications for the 1991 fire season. A one- 
week training program will begin May 26, 1991 
in Smithers. Start-up date will begin June 1, 
1991 in Terrace: Preference will be given to 
those with previous experience in initial at- 
tack operations. Send resume to: Terra Forest 
Contracting, P.O. Box 2423, Prince George, 
B.C. V2N 2S6. _ ~  
SPORTSWEAR PARTIES 
Enthusiastic, outgoing reps to sell 
fashlon sportswear and t-shlrts at 
home partles. Good Income. Phone 
Allen Wear at 768-2567 Kelowna (col- 
lect). 5/Ic 
Babysltter requlred full-tlme In my 
home Tuesday to Frlday, 8 a.m. to 6 
p.m. (occaslonal early mornings). 
Salary to be discussed. Phone 
635-3844 after 6 p.m. 5/15p 
Now Offering 
FRANCHISE  
OPPORTUNITIES 
• Finance requirements as 
low as $50,000. 
• FULL Training in flagship 
store. 
• Proven success in Western 
Canada. 
For more information contact: 
AI Mellett: (Pres.) 
(403) 383.6443 
(Victoria, B.C.) 
For Sale 
?TS  
0 
W AND U, < 
OUNT SPI 
~D OFFICE) 
T., VICTORIA, B.C. V8T 1G8 
(604) 383.8481 
Lomak Transport 
, Corporation 
has an immediate 
opening for a 
MECHANIC/WELDER 
Successful applicant 
must hold both welding 
and heavy duty mechanic 
qualifications. Applicants 
must also have a 
minimum of three years 
work experience. 
Please forward written 
resume to:  
Lomak Transport Corp. 
3SS0 Hwy 16 E. 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG SJ3 
Attn: Shop Manager 
Employment Opportunity 
with growing Delivery 
Business. Must have de- 
pendable vehicle. Will 
train and supply C.B. 
Driver must be very de- 
pendable and a;y age 
over 19. Phone 638 8398. 
I I  
Required immediately. 
BANQUET CAPTAIN 
This full-time position requires an experienced 
person who enjoys all aspects of catering. The 
successful applicant must be willing to work 
shifts and weekends, have excellent inter- 
personal skills and desire to achieve xcellence. 
Apply in person with resume t( attention 
of Dorothy Amdam at: 
The Inn of the West, 
4620 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 
¢¢"= 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Part-time sales and/or stock clerk. Phone Irly, 
Bird at 638-8700 for appointment. Ask for Rod 
or Ken. Resume required. 
LAW OFFICE 
Smithers law office requires 
full.time legal secretary. Pre- 
fer experience in litigation 
and corporate --  microsoft 
word processing. Send re- 
sume to: 
Takahashi & Greene 
P.O. Box 940 
Smlthers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
Phone: 8474222 
PROGRAM ASSISTANT - -  Nurse to 
work In a community organization 
that provides in-home support for 
elderly and disabled people. 30 
hours per week, $14 per hour. Phone 
Betty Stewart at 635-5135 for further 
Information. 5/lc 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITY 
An efficient certified den- 
tal assistant is required to 
l oin a professional team "n Terrace. Apply with re- 
sume to: 
Dr. J.D. Zucchiatti 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Wanted: a very happy birthday 
for our friends Mark and Jim - -  
AND YOU TOO, GURBAX! 
Cake NOT optional. 
For sale by owner 
1400 SQ. FT. LOG HOUSE: 
-over  three floors, 3 bedrooms, study, laundry 
room, two full baths, dining room AND 1350 sq. ft. 
4-bay shop with concrete floor and aH4teel 
cladding, 3 . 10 ft. overhead doom; garden 
shed/pump house. Located on the bench, near 
town. Call 635.6244 for further information. 
CEDAR S ID ING 
Select Tight Knot 
lxl 
r-J c.,..tt 
lxi  lxl' 
lx | , lx | . lx lO 
, Rough 
* Plain 
• Timbers 
• Seams 
• Round 
Fence Posls 
• Other 
FenCing 
Materia! 
VT& ----~ a _ •Ced,, 
• Pine 
tx4 lx6 . . . . . . . .  Cottonwood 
~a4, or x6, or x|...,Cedlr & SPF 
• Ix3 . . . . . . . .  • Hemlock 
Competative Prices! 
DEPENDABLE LUMBER 
Box ? 
Hazelton. S C 842.5660 
Newspaper roll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635-7840, 
tfnp 
Electric hot water tank, 40 gallons 
- -  $50. Phone 635-4810. tfnp 
For sale by owner -- Buy direct; 
save the commission. Undeveloped, 
treed lot with character in Thorn. 
heights subdivision. Call 635-6244 to 
view. tfnp 
Bettor than average 14'x70' 
moduline, wall to wall, four ep- 
pliances, vendor will carry balance 
at $570 per month. Call Mary at 
638-0800 or Bill at 638-1182. tfnc 
PROPERTY FOR SALE - -  two lots, 
prime location, corner of Kelth Ave. 
and South Eby St., Terrace. 
297'x154' total. Zoned light in- 
dustrial. Fully serviced and fenced. 
Bulldlngs on lot: 1,014 Sq.ft. office 
(concrete block); 1,450 sq.ft, heated 
storage (wood frame); 1,820 sq.ft. 
unheated storage (wood frame); 800 
sq.ft, open storage (under roof)• 
Phone 635.3824. 5/ip 
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Two men's 10.speed bikes; one 
Nishiki Rally and one Apollo Sport 
10. Phone 638-0240 or 638-1444. tfn 
1990 Blazer; low mileage, loaded. 
Must be seen. Asking $28,000. 
Phone 638-1212. 511p 
Clearlake 'Kennels has yellow, 
registered labrador retriever pup- 
pies. Guaranteed first vaccination, 
excellent, bloodline, for .show, field 
Or companion. Phone 560:5381 in 
Prince George. 5/lp. 
One only Benz blind hemmer, com- 
plete with table and motor. Phone 
635-5121. 5/1 c 
Shaklee - -  In Harmony With Nature. 
Nutritional, personal care bio- 
degradable household products. 
Tomorrows PRODUCTS today. 
Phone 1.692-7928. Distributorships 
available. 511 p 
HOUSE FOR SALE: Available im- 
mediately. Near hospital, school 
and park. 1200 sq. ft. 3-bedrooms, 
basement, rented basement suite, 
large lot with out buildings and 
garden, fruit trees. Phone 635-2489. 
5 / 8 ~  
19V=' Ford motorhome; in excellent 
condition, 3-way fridge, 3-burner 
stove with oven, bathroom with 
toilet, sink and shower, sleeps 6. 
Swivel captains chairs, hot water 
tank, furnace. Phone 635-5674 (if 
nobody home leave message on 
machine). 518p 
Also 12'x68' mobile home with addi- 
tion In Pine Park Trailer Court. Both 
sold together or separately. Phone 
635-5674 (if nobody home leave 
message on machine). 518p 
1990. Kawasski KDX 200 Endure; 
best bike in its class. Low mileage, 
Very fast. Asking $2,700 OBO. 
Phone 635-7367. 518p 
16-1t. Chrysler fibreglass boat, 70 
HP, Evinrude and accessories. Ask- 
ing $2,650 gEe. Phone 635-7309. 
5/lp 
151/=.ft. Sangstemraft with 80 HP 
merc., many extras. $7,000. Serious 
enquiries. Phone 635-6269 after 6 
p.m. 5/15p 
750cc Yamaha motorbike. Asking 
$1,800. For viewing, phone 635.6269 
after 6 p.m. 5115p 
- Gold 'electric range with hood. Very 
clean. $200 OBO. Phone 635-6269 
after 6 p.m. 5115p 
Kitchen table with four chairs. $150 
gEe. Phone 635-6269 after 6 p.m. 
5/15p 
For sale by owner - -  10-acre parcel 
in the Horseshoe area. Prime prop. 
arty for condo or residential 
development. Phone Derick at 
635-5119 days, 635-3042 evenings. 5/1 p 
1989 Tempo L, automatic, under 
15,000 kms. Asking $12,900 flrm. 
Phone 635-7690 after 5 p.m. tfn 
One single bed with headboard. Ex- 
cellent condition. Phone 635-4144. 
tfnp 
1988 Suberu, DL, wagon, sliver-grey, 
Rust-check, 5-speed, 38,000 kms, ex- 
cellent condition. No GST. Asking 
$9,900. Phone 635-2116. 511p 
1975 International five-ton flatdeck, 
clw 7,100 lb. capacity folding crane. 
404 gas engine. $12,500. Phone 
1.636-2418. 5/8p 
1970 Trellmobile 40-ft. storage van, 
new roof, good floor. $3,500. Phone 
1.636-2418. 5/8p 
Fold-up trampoline frame, 9'x15'; 
bed, 6'x12'. Excellent condition. Ask- 
Ing $500 OBO. Phone 635-3035. 
518c 
L 
MACHINERY 
Flve,ft, mower deck with two blades 
and Fro  drive. Spare parts for 
model 5660 Gravely walking tractor. 
Srnall blower for model 5660 Gravely 
walking tractor. Phone 624-5964. 
5115c 
Professional printer and pro- 
duction manager. Older models, 
fair running condition, some rust 
and worn-out pads. Reasonable 
offers . 
ColumbialQuatsino Apt, 
* 2 MONTHS FREE RENT=-.!!* 
1 Bedroom Apts With Mountain Vtews 
* DRAPES 
-- * WIW CARPETS 
* ENSUITE STORAGE 
* SPACIOUS & CLEAN 
I 
) 
FOR RENT 
Vacant 1 acre lot between 
KalUm Tire & Kondolas Furniture 
ALSO - -  CENTRALLYLOCATED 
8,100 square foot warehouse 
7,257 square foot warehouse-  3 phase power 
4,800 square foot heated building 
- 3 p tmse power  
DAVE McKEOWN 635-7459 
- * CABLEVISION , , 
• FREE PARKING MOUNTAINVIEW 
• I; Bus STOPS"EARB¥ I APA.T.ENTS 
37o • 38.o Quats,no e,vd., S 
' I  . • Kltlmat, B.C. ql I quiet, security intercom, on- 
t) To view, call Richard Arnold I Spacious one 
|bedroom units, laundry 
632-4511 I facilities and parking. 
m' I 635-7957 
LOST from Dogwood Ave, in Thorn- 
hill (two blocks from Thornhill Pub 
and just below Colsmith Trailer 
Court), large spayed female calico 
cat. Answers to  Trashcan. Missing 
FOUND --  Woman's gold and dla- since April 18. Trashcan has a 
mend ring in May, 1990 at a local distinctive multi-coloured mustache 
and is more than just a family pet. If 
bank in Terrace. If you have lost a found, please phone 635-9314 or 
ring, please call 635-2261. Full de- 638-4729 (ask for Shel or leave or 
scription is required in order to. leave a message) or 635-7840 (leave 
claim. 511nc a messagefor Harriett). 518nc 
203 
Lost: Many years of youth. If 
found, return to Mark or Jim. 
Sentimental value. 
BCYCNA 
BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 
ANDYUKON 
COMMUNITY 
NEWSPAPERS 
A~OGIATION 
ANTIQUES 
Collector wishes to purchase 
older Mcorcrofl, Royal Dalton and 
Ruskin pieces. Call collect 658- 
4312. Alse willing totrede. 
AUTOMOTNE 
Bus/Motorhome - 40'102" Con- 
veded (1984) Designer Coach, 
exterior distinctly Canadian. 671 
Detroit, Jake, Splcer auto trans 
with 4.speed air shift aux. Miche- 
line, Alcoas, 5kw gen., inveder, 
rear camera, many other extras. 
Mechanic owned, maintained. 
Pedect condition. Recent ap- 
praisal. Asking $70,000. 
(604)265-3133. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORSl WINDOWSI Interior 
and extedor wood, metal and 
French doors, wood windows 
skylights. MOREl Call collect o 
WALKER DOOR and WINDOW 
in Vancouver at (604)266-1101. 
BUSINESS oPPoFrruNmES 
START YOUR OWN IMPORT/ 
EXPORT business, even spare 
time. No money or experience. 
Since 1946. Free brochure: 
Wade Wodd Trade, c/o Cdn. 
Small Business inst., Dept. W1, 
18 Skagway Ave., Toronto, On- 
lade, MIM 3V1. 
VENDING. Pop, chips, snacks, 
coffee, cigarette machines. 
Pdme guaranteed predating lo- 
cations. No overhead, no em- 
ployess, instant returns, ait cash. 
Recession proof. Investments 
from $2,900. (604)597-3532. 
SALMON ARM GO CARTS- 
RESTAURANT. T.C. Hwy. expo- 
sure. Racresticmal rea. Close to 
public beach. Expansion poten- 
tial on 1.37 acres. Asldng 
$225,000. 832.3177or (24 hrs.) 
832-6060. 
1 BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers in B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALLTHIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669:9222. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
B.C. HOME-BASED GIFT PRO. I 
DUCERS are invited to padlct- 
pate in one el the largest whole- 
sale gift shows in Bdtish Colum- 
blal Under the Home-Based 
Business program, the Ministry o( 
Development, Trade and Tou~m 
has reserved space at the 
Southex Exhibitions Vancouver 
;all Gilt Gallery Show for the fifth 
B.C. Creative Ads Show to be 
~ld at B.C. Place Stadium on 
August 25- 27, 1991. Over 100 d 
B.C.'a home-based businesses 
will be chosen to exhibit at the 
B.C. Creative Ads Show. Gift 
productsindudlng jewellery,pot- 
ten/, glass, weaving, sculptures 
and other creative wares will be 
sold wholesale to buyers from 
across Canada and the Pacilic 
Northwest. People intereated in 
exh~ing must sul~n~ samples ..of 
thek work to a selection ¢omml- 
tee by June 7, 1991. Them ia a 
non-refundable jurylng fee of $25 
and successful applicants will be 
asked to pay an additional fee d 
$75 - $100 to secure trade show 
space. For more information, or 
an application, contact Barb 
Mowat at 520-5720. 
SINGLES TODAY Introduction 
Services and Magazine has a 
Business Oppodunity as Re- 
gional Editor in your area. Inter- 
ostingl Exciting! and Pmfitablel 
We train. Phone Victoria, 1-380- 
9020. 
7 TONING TABLES for sale, 
lease or rent. Looking for otfem. 
Phone 1 -(403)627-3594 orwrite: 
392746 Alberta Inc., Box 2813, 
Pincher Creek, AB, T0K lW0. 
Small Investment with big poten- 
tial. Toning Business for Sale. 7 
motorized exerdss tables, salon 
and office equipment. Treinlng 
and set up provided. $25,000. 
Call 1(604)792-8663. 
CRAFTS I HELP WANTED 
Low Cost Lawn Chair & Wood 
Toys. Tumbler Ridge Wooden 
Toys Ud. CSA approved. Lawn 
(Adirondack) Chair Kit $39.95 + 
$6 SJ-I., for B.C. residents add 6=/o 
tax. Wood toys, kit or assembly 
catalog $2 - relund with your or- 
der. Box 28, Erickson, B.C., VOB 
11(0. 
FOR SALE MISC 
Peter's Bros. Paving And Inland 
Contracting are dlsposmg of ap- 
proximately 1!;0 surplus_pie.c?s 
o( major )qllipment; TrucKs, 
Loaders, T sik rs, Paving Equip 
menl, Belly Dumps, Ponys, 
Hlabs, Ambulances, Low Beds, 
Excavators, Dozers, Truck 
Scales, Graders and Crushing 
Equipment. Call Vic Kampe, 
(604)493.6791, Penticton. 
GOLFCAR INVENTORY 
BLOWOUT. $750 used inven- 
tory dubcare: Yamahas_, E- 
Z.GO.S, Gas/Electric. uase 
from 600- 4,000. Calllor details 
(604)248-8111, (604)888-5362, 
(403)328-6688. F.O.B. our lo- 
cations. 
IIELP WANTED 
LAIDOFF? TRAIN tomanagean 
Apadmenl/Condominium Build- 
ing. Many jobs available. Gov- 
ernment licensed home study 
cedilication course. Job place- 
meat assletance. 681.5456or 1- 
8OO.665-8339. 
Overseas Positions. Hundreds 
el top paying positions. All occu- 
pattern. Attractive benelils. Free 
details. Overseas Employment 
Sendces, Dept., CA, BOx 4g, 
Mount Royal, Ousbec, H3P 3 . 
Experienced Muffler and Brake 
Installer equired at Williams 
Minute Muffler. Progressive new 
shop, excellent benelita. Call 
James or Arvin (604)392-2855 or
1-800-452-6705. 
Full-Time Spods Editor/Repealer 
for twice weekly lower mainland 
newspaper. Resumes atlentlen: 
Pat Tracy, 418 - 61h St., New 
Westminster, B.C., V3L 3B2. No 
phone cells. Deadline May 10. 
Busy Burnaby Agency r EK [uires 
competent and well orlla rdzed 
CSR. Chellengingpositicn. Must 
have Level 1 and I.C.B.C. com- 
puter experience. Minimum 2/ 
yearsexpedence inP/L required. 
Salary negotiable. Please send 
resume to Box 336, c/o The 
News, 6569 King.sway, Bumaby, 
B.C., V5E 1E1. 
Salmon Arm Credit Union has an 
opening for a Loans Olllcerwith 3
years experience in personal and 
mortgage lending. Excellent 
benellta package offered. Send 
resume or FAX to C. Booth, BoX 
868, Salmon Arm, B.C., VIE 4N9. 
FAX 832-5190. 
RECESSION PROOF INDUS- 
TRY! 15-Year old multi-million 
dollar firm seeks two representa- 
tives in your area to handle dis- 
play merchandising. Potential 
+ weekly, verifiable, uall 
(416)756-2156 or(416)756-3174. 
SEA SEA BEACH BUMS 
FASHION DIRECTORS. $25 - 
$40 + per hour. Umited_openl .r~s. 
$2,000 investment. Earn wnim 
you learn. Barbara (604)988- 
6883 or fax resume (604)987- 
9335. 
HNLIMITED INCOME POTEN- 
'1 tAL, Manutacturer now accep(- 
ing applications for provincial dis. 
tdbulors ot "JUICEWORKS', the 
amazing new fresh juice vendor. 
Call Acton Assemblies (416)873- 
7806, for information package. 
Dry Cleaning business In Merdtl 
oncoqu~h H~way. Room!= 
expansion. Owner etiring, pace 
$22,000. Considervehlcle,boat, 
eto. in pad trade. 378-5623 days. 
i ~ ~ %  ORt LEp :?S:Loak 8 5 0:hAt qo~ i i  
 uMGS 
ARE FOR urE 
for 25 
$195-  
$3.70 each additional word 
DRILLER - Water well, air mtop/ 
d,, h hammer: 
ence, must be reliable, 
starter. References, resumes: 
Aaron Ddlling, Box 28, Site 9, RR 
#1, OeWinton, AS, T0L 0X0. 
IT'S NEW. Dealem wanted In 
B.C. for Alumi Pick-Up Cargo 
Cover. Excellent Commission. 
No Investment. Padicu~re 
phone 498-2338 or wdte Box 
1336, Oliver, B.C. VOH 1TO. 
E.C.E. Graduate for Child Care 
Ce~m. Please sulbml mdJme to: 
"Under the Rainbow', 2582 I]dl- 
ton Road, Quesnal, B.C., V2J 
4X4 orphone 747-3649. 
LNESTOCK 
Okanagan Exotic Animal and Bird 
Auction. Saturday, May 4, 1991, 
10 A.M., Armstrong, B.C. Mini- 
ature horses, donkeys, cattle, 
sheep, goats, pigs.., much more. 
Ron and Doug Peace, 498-2447, 
498-2128. 
Open Yeadlng Simmental Cross, 
Purebred and Fullblood Hailers 
for Sale. Bosehad's Simmentala. 
Phone 826-8569 x 826-6838. 
Beautllul Clydesdale Stud. 
Mules, ysadings/two year okla. 
Standing at stud, red mammoth 
Jack, 14.2hh., excellent disposi- 
• tion, breeds beth mares and Jen- 
nettes, Call Chris 1-858-5092. 
PERSONALS 
FREE PERSONALITY TEST. 
Your personality determines 
• happiness. Call the Dianet 
I-Idflne. 1-800.F.O.R.-T.R.U.T.H. 
1-800-367-8788. 
WOULD YOU LIKE to corre- 
spond with unatlached Chdstlan 
people, ages 16-80, the object 
being companionship or mar- 
dage? Write ASHQROVE, P.O. 
Box 205, Chase, B.C., V0E 1M0. 
"UNDER THE SHADOW d the 
Almighty" - Almost Tragic. Write 
for free story; you'll never forget. 
Send S.A.S.E. Vie McMullen, 
4282, Mountain Highway, North 
Veneouver, V7K 2J9. 
REAL ESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD for 
bitumekl taxes. Crow, Land a~la- 
ity. For Inlormatlon on 
write: Propedles, Dept. CN, Box 
5380, Sin. F, Ottawa, Ont., K2C 
3J1. 
Large Four Bedroom House, 1 11 
2 baths, caqx)d, .3 sore lot, large 
garden, well water. Located In 
Mcl.eose Lake between Williams 
Lake and Qussnel. Will accel~ 
oilers. (604)242-5808 
or(604)242-4474. 
SERVICES 
I I i l  BLANKET'CLASSIFIEI) II J./~JOR ICBC and injury daims. ADS ~ ml A. Wener Idsi lawyer for 22 years. Call coiled: (604)736- 
An advedislng "Best Buy!" ~! 5500. Contingency tees avail- 
able. Injured in B.C. only. 
k •  • 
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  NIRVANA METAPHYSICS 
CENTRE 
May 10.12 
Lecture & Healings 
Johrei Healers 
Pre-registration 
and bookings. 
3611 Cottonwood 
Cresc. 635.7776 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12 noon. 
The Cupboard is located in the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency inquiries can be 
made in between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. tfn 
t DEATH NOTICES ] 
DaSlLVA -- Maria, age 56, on March 
22, 1991 in Terrace, B.C. Funeral 
took place from the Sacred Heart 
Catholic Church with Father 
Noonan on Tuesday, March 26 at 2 
p.m. Interment in the Terrace 
Municipal Cemetery. 
PAUL --  Andrew, age 67, in Terrace, 
B.C. on March 18, 1991. No service 
was held. Cremation from the Ter- 
race Crematorium. 
LINTERIS -- Peter John, age' 48, 
near Stewart, B.C. on March 23, 
1991. Services were arranged by the 
family in Stewart. 
BUSSANICH ~- Anthony John, age 
78, in Prince Rupert, B.C. on March 
27, 1991. Services were held in 
Prince Rupert. Cremation from the 
Terrace Crematorium. 
HALLIDAY -- Louis Edward, age 62, 
in Terrace, B.C. on March 28, 1991. 
Funeral service was held from 
MacKay's Funeral Chapel on Thurs- 
day, April 4 at 2 p.m. Cremation took 
place from the Terrace 
Crematorium. 
DERRICK -- Jane Connie, age 78, in 
Kitwancool, B.C. on April 2, 1991. 
Memorial service was from the Kit- 
wancool Anglican Church on Friday, 
April 5 at 2 p.m. Interment in the Kit- 
wancool Cemetery. 
GREEN -- Susan Lorraine, age 41, 
in Terrace, B.C. on April 5, 1991. 
Funeral service was from the Sacred 
Heart Catholic Church on Wednes- 
day, April 10 at 10 a.m. Cremation 
took place from the Terrace 
Crematorium. 
WANTED 
The Terrace Centennial 
Lions Club is collecting 
used hearing aids for the 
hearing impaired. Please 
drop them off at the Ter- 
race Review office 4535 
Greig Avenue, Monday to 
Friday between 9 a.m. and 
4 p.m. 
WANTED TO RENT -- Working male 
in early 30's would like shared ac- 
commodation with one other per. 
son. Please phone or leave a 
message for Cliff at 635-9707. 5/lp 
CITY OF TERRACE 
TERRACE RECYCLING 
SUPPORT COMMISSION 
T-he Cit~,-0f Terrace is interested in forming a Recycling 
Support Commission to recommend to Council and the 
greater community methods of recycling which could 
be instituted to enhance the environment, while being 
financially viable. 
Council envisions the Commission to consist of ap- 
proximately 12 Individuals and would, in the first in- 
stance, like to undertake some general study session 
workshops to collectively delineate Terms of Refer- 
ence for the Commission, as well as certain priority 
areas or programs to be investigated. 
The City of Terrace would appreciate receiving written 
resumesfrom persons interested in becoming a volun- 
teer member of the Recycling Support Commission. 
Please submit your resumes to the •undersigned by 
May 6, 1991, and feel free to telephone for further infor- 
mation. 
E.R. Hallsor, Clerk.Administrator 
City of Terrace 
3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2X8 
Telephone: 635-6311 Fax: 638-4777 
WANTED TO RENT --  Four or five 
bedroom home for .lease or long 
term rental in Terrace area. Phone 
635-3443. 511p 
LINDA HEINZ, where are you? Write 
to me please at Box 22, Kingston, 
Ontario. K7L 4V7. 
Bryan Latham. 
511p 
REQUEST FOR PORPOSALS 
FOR DESIGN OF GRAPHIC 
IDENTITY FOR THE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
UNBC wishes to develop further 
its logo and graphic arts. We are 
seeking applications from firms/ 
individuals able to develop the 
• identity package to the comple- 
tion of a graphic standards 
manual. Graphics identity is to 
be used to identify UNBC's 
public relations and promotional 
materials including letterhead, 
novelties, etc. Application is by 
submission to UNBC by May 10, 
1991-. Further inquiry can be 
directed to the UNBC office at: 
#514 - 550 Victoria Street 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 2K1 
Phone: 564.4844 
Fax: 564.3777 
PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR A 
WOODLOT LICENCE 
Forest Act (Section 41) 
TAKE NOTICE that eligible and 
qualified Persons, Corporations, 
Societies, and Indian Bands are 
invited to submit applications to 
the District Manager, Terrace, 
British Columbia, for one or 
more Woodlot Licence(s) in the 
Kalum Forest District. 
Applications must be received 
on or before 12:00 a.m. June 10, 
1991, by the District Manager, 
Kalum Forest District, //200 - 
5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
British Columbia, V8G 1L1. 
Applications are to include an in. 
formal description of up to 400 
hectares of Crown forest land 
and private and/or leased land 
held by the applicant (if any), 
proposed for Inclusion m a 
Woodlot Licence. Applications 
are not to Include a deposit or 
bonus bid. 
Upon review of the applications, 
the District Manager will deter- 
mine which areas are of greatest 
interest to qualified applicants 
and those areas will be statused, 
advertised, and awarded firstly. 
I II 
~ l PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE 
A36571 
Pursuant to Section 16 of the 
Forest Act, sealed tender ap- 
plications will be accepted by 
the District Manager, Kalum 
Forest District, Terrace, British 
Columbia, up to 10:00 a.m. on 
the 8th day of May 1991, to be 
opened at 11:00 a.m. on the 9th 
day of May 1991, for a Timber 
Sale Licence to authorize the 
harvesting of 19,430 cubic 
metres, more or less, of timber 
located in the vicinity of Van- 
dyke Mainline Forest Service 
Road, near Terrace in the Kalum 
Timber Supply Area. 
VOLUME: 19,430 cubic metres, 
more or less 
SPECIES: Balsam 3%, Hemlock 
84%, Pine 10%, Spruce 3% 
TERM: One (1) year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $2.65 
Bidding is restricted to persons 
registered in the Small Business 
Forest Enterprise Program, 
Category One (1). 
If there is no interest from 
Category One (1) registrants on 
the auction date, then the sale 
may be readvertised for offer 
under both categories. 
Particulars may be obtained 
from the District Manager at 
#200 . 5220 Kelth Avenue, Ter- 
race, British Columbia, V8G 1L1. 
If you don't know 
what's going on, 
things go on 
without you. 
read the 
Terrace Review 
Westar imber 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Sealed tenders for the following stand tending contracts will be 
received by Westar Timber Ltd., Northwest Operations, #10 North 
Boundary Road, South Hazelton, B.C. V0J 2R0. 
CONTRACT TREATMENT AREA 
BW1991-01 84 
BW1991-02 77 
BW1991-03 71 
BW1991-04 " 53  
BW1991-05 76 
BW1991-06 : 78 
Location: TFL #51 North of Kitwanga, B.C. 
Viewing Date: Office Viewing - -  2:30 p.m. May 9, 1991. Field Viewing 
- -  7:30 a.m. May 10, 1991. Viewing is mandatory on dates shown 
above and contractor must provide his/her own transportation to the 
field. 
Contact Person: Terry Walgren 842-5399. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is May 17, 1991 at 4:30 p.m. 
Tenders must be submitted on the form supplied which, with par. 
ticulars, may be obtained from Westar Timber Ltd. 
The lowest or any bid may not necessarily be accepted. 
The treatable areas shown above are estimates and are subject to 
change. 
Contact our office by May 8 If you plan to attend viewing. 
CONTRACT RESPRESENTATIVE 
Sunset Villa 
1031 3rd Avenue West 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
To provide on-site property management services to include ad. 
ministrative, maintenance and custodial duties for 37 residential ren- 
tal units. 
On-site residency will be required. 
SEALED TENDERS 
are invited for public Tendercall 91-18. Tender documents and bid 
deposit instructions are available at: 
B.C. Housing Management Commission 
1400 Kootenay Avenue 
Prince Rupert, B.C., V8J 3X5 
Telephone number 627-7501 
Sealed tenders will be received at the B.C. Housing Management 
Commission at the above address up to 2:30 p.m., May 24, 1991. 
A mandatory site viewing will be held at 2:00 p.m. May 9, 1991 at 
Sunset Villa, 1031 3rd Avenue West, Prince Rupert, B.C., in the 
lounge. 
The Commission reserves the right to r~ject all tenders and to accept 
any tender it considers advantageous. The lowest or any tender may 
not necessarily be accepted, l~RrrisH 
.u  I'~OLUMBL~ 
(Mrs.) Linda Movold Y.I.HOUSINO 
Prince Rupert Manager. ~IVJANAGENLENT 
I~OMMISS ION 
Invitation 
to tender 
Transportation Service 
Sealed tenders for the following 
transportation service will be 
received at the address below 
until 15:00 on the specified clos- 
ing date 
Service 
Terrace & Kitlmat Highway Ser- 
vices 
Specifications 
Full details as to contract 
specifications, schedule of ser- 
vice and tender form may be ob- 
tained from Post Offices in Ter- 
race or Kitimat or Canada Post 
Corporation, Transportation 
Contracting Services, Box 2110, 
Vancouver, B.C., V6B 4Z3. Tel: 
(604) 662-1449 
Closing Date: May 24, 1991 
Deposit: 2% of Annual Amount 
by means of Certified Cheque or 
Money Order. 
The lowest or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. 
MAI  L_ ,POSTE 
Camel, Pe¢ C e ~  t le~ l l l  ant i s  m trace! 
I II IIIII I 
Invifation 
to tender 
Transportation Service 
Sealed tenders for the following 
transportation service will be re. 
ceived at the address below until 
15:00 on the specified closing 
date 
Service 
Watson Lake --  Telegraph Creek 
Stage 
Specifications 
Full details as to contract 
specifications, schedule of ser. 
vice and tender form may be ob. 
talned from Post Offices in Wat- 
son Lake, Telegraph Creek, 
Dease Lake, Casslar, Iskut or 
Canada Post Corporation, Trans. 
portation Contracting Services, 
Box 2110, Vancouver, B.C., V6B 
4Z3. Tel: (604) 662.1449 
Closing Date: May 15, 1991 
Deposit: 2% of Annual Amount 
by means of Certified Cheque or 
Money Order. 
The lowest or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. 
M Ai L POSTE 
CtnttJll I~ttl CtqlttMIttt s I t t lMt  ~ t  t i l t  i t t lH  
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DISTRICT OF STEWART 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
KING STREET 
TRUNK SEWER 
Sealed Tenders marked "King 
Street Trunk Sewer" will be 
received at the office of 
McEIhanney Engineering Ser- 
vices Ltd. in Prince Rupert up to 
3:00 p.m. Pacific Daylight Time 
on May 16, 1991. The bids will be 
publicly opened at the offices of 
McEIhanney Engineering Ser- 
vices Ltd. at 4:00 p.m. on the 
same day. The work generally 
consists of the following: 
-- Construction of 1254m of 
gravity trunk sewer of the follow- 
Ing sizes: 
-- 81m 200mm diameter PVC 
-- 666m 375mm diameter PVC 
-- 507m 450ram diameter PVC 
-- Supply and installation of 15 
manholes. 
- -  Removal and disposal of ap- 
proximately 50m of sewer and 
one manhole. 
- -  Tieing to 2 existing manholes. 
Tender documents may be pur- 
chased at the offices of I 
McEIhanney Engineering Ser- 
vices Ltd. on or after April 30, 
1991 upon a NON-REFUNDABLE 
payment of $70.00 by cash or 
certified cheque payable to 1 
McEIhanney Engineering Ser- 
vices Ltd. 
Tender Documents are avai:able 
for viewing at the following loca- 
tions: 
District of Stewart Municipal Of- 
fice, 8th Avenue and Brightwell, 
Stewart, B.C. 
McEIhanney Engineering Ser- 
vices Ltd., 739 • ,2nd Avenue 
West, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
McE Ihanney  Surveying & 
I Englneering Ltd., 205-  4630 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
'enders must be accompanied 
q a Bid Bond in the amount of 
0% of the tender amount made 
)ayable to District of Stewart, 
tnd Consent of Surety for 50% 
)erformance Bond and 50% 
.abor and Material Payment 
3end. 
rhe lowest or any tender will not 
~ecessarily be accepted. The 
3istrict of Stewart expressly 
~eserves the right to award the 
Contract to any bidder, not 
restricted to the lowest, If this ac+ 
tion, in their judgement, is in 
their own best interests. Award 
I 
of this Tender is subject to 
available funds. 
All tender enquiries shall be 
directed to: Mr. Eric Pettit, P. 
Eng., McEIhanney Engineering 
I 
Services Ltd. +739 Second Avenue 
West, Prince Rupert, B.C., V8J 
1H4. Telephone: (604) 624-4281. 
Fax (604) 627-7880. 
CiTY OF TERRACE I 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed Tenders for supply an~ 
installation of an air condition- 
ing system at the Terrace Arena 
will be received to 1:30 p.m., 
Thursday, May D, 1991 at Terrace 
City Hall, 3215 Eby Street, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 2X8. Tenders will 
be opened publicly at that time. 
Tenders must be clearly marked 
"Tender for Terrace Arena Air 
Conditioning". 
Tender documents and 
specifications may be received 
from the Terrace Parks and 
Recreation Department a t  the 
Terrace Arena, 3320 Kalum 
Street, Terrace, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender not 
necessarily accepted. 
E.R. Halls0r, 
Clerk.Administrator 
City of Terrace 
One of the more dramatic Emergency Preparedness 
demonstrations last weekend was the motor vehicle fire/victim 
extrication demonstration in the Skeena Mall parking lot. The 
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Interiors Ltd. 
4610 Lazeile Ave. 
635.6.600 
"All the supplies you need" 
• Exterior and interior paints 
• Complete line of Blinds 
• Large scl~Uon of wallpaper 
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demonstration featured both the Terrace and Thornhill fire 
departments, the Jaws of Life, and a Provincial Ambulance 
crew. __  
SPORTSMEN, MINERS, FORESTRY WORKERS 
GO WHERE YOU WANT WHEN YOU WANT WITH 
The ProHauler by YAMAHA 
If you're serious alx~t ha~! wptk,. 
take a sedous look at the RroHauler. 
, ~ with more than double the 
¢am, in8 capad~, ofa omvemional A~, 
the ProHauler has what it takes to get 
job dora. 
A mJlable 4-moke ~weq¢~ 
pod~,~ t~ or ke,. +-~J to,~/for 
hauling heavy loads. While a aura nu~,  
5.speed ~ammimion wit.h ~rse  puts 
the pow~ to the ground via shaft drive 
and Iockable differential. 
The PmHaul~'s six'd~y 
steel chassis has a maximum load 
caw/ins capQdq, o1'466 pounds ~ the 
rocks in addition to an 800 pound towing 
mpabilie. Fully sea~., 5~_ and 
dunn brakes ensme lots ot stopping 
power in all weather conditions. 
The ProHauler has a soft side too. 
Push buuon dectdc stamng and 
convenient automotive style patldn8 
Ixake make stop and go work a map. 
l~aw-du~,,pmioad aS~ta~.e . 
shcoks can be milord to ]oaO am terrain 
• equtmme~_ • Other features induck a 13 
liue fuel tank, dual headlights and a 
ragged plastic body that ~esk~ts denu and 
cortmion. 
Ch~k out the I~Hauler 's  
qualifications at your local Yamaha 
dcaler...it just might b¢ your most 
ixoductive mploys. 
YAMAHA 
~ n~d~the dilfcz.or. 
PL 7550 
REDUCED FROM $4,999 
NOW SAVE SPECIAL $3,699. o° 
+ D.D. and TAXES 
KEN'S MARINE 
A A A ~ A 
- -  [ _ _  
A 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Ken Gibson 
(604) s35.2909 
'5:1 
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Burning ban in Terrace? 
Several environmental complaints 
due to the burning of grass, leaves 
and garbage have been reported in 
Terrace this year, and as a result a 
ban on burning the offending items 
could become law. 
A discussion on this topic during 
the most recent meeting of city 
council arose from a letter written 
by Terrace resident Jacqueline 
Webb. According to Webb, most 
people are concerned about pollu- 
tion and believe in the "fight to 
Grass fires too often burn out of 
control and destroy fences and 
Sheds, or even homes. Sparks and 
burning materials from other types 
of residential fires also pose a 
threat o neighbouring property if 
ibere is a stiff breeze. Beckett says 
he is preparing a report for city 
council. 
Council may already have an 
answer to the problem. City ad- 
ministmtor Bob Hallsor has told 
council the issue could be dealt 
with through the city's Nuisance 
Bylaw, or by refusing to issue any 
more burning permits. The Public 
Works Committee has been asked 
to take a closer look at the prob- 
lem and there may be a response 
to Webb's call for a bunting ban 
by mid-May. 
breathe clean air", yet the burning 
of garbage in neighbourhoods C o o k i e s  fo r  K u r d  re l ie f  
continues to be a problem. 
Webb points out that the burning 
of garbage at the city dump isn't 
allowed; "So why is it allowed in 
town?" she asks. When a beehive 
burner at one of the sawmills was 
belching smoke in town, almost 
everybody who was affected 
signed a petition asking that it be 
torn down. The beehive burner is 
gone. Still, Webb writes, "On nice 
days I would like to be able to 
have the windows open but often 
cannot because of the smoke." 
Terrace fire chief Bob Beckett 
supports Webb's call for a burning 
ban. Beckett has had to field sev- 
eral environmental complaints this 
year, and in addition to these con- 
cerns, he has a personal concern of 
the threat posed to private property 
by fire danger from any type of 
residential burning. 
by Stephanle Wiebe 
The kindness and concern of 
some Northwest residents i . reach- 
ing out across the world. Last 
week Terraee's Sacred Heart Cath- 
olic Church sent a $6,000 cheque 
to the Red Cross Kurdish Relief 
fund. "The idea is that these are 
our brothers and sisters, and they 
need help," said Father AI Noonan, 
parish priesL 
The Kurdish relief money was 
raised through special church col- 
lections, donations, and food sales 
from Veritas School. "The people 
gave because they understand that 
there's a need," said Noonan, "and 
the kids...they think of other little 
boys and girls in other countries." 
Veritas students raised close to 
$700 selling cupcakes, cookies and 
hot dogs. 
Noonan's parish .regularly sup. 
ports many third-world projects, 
including, an mphanagc in Brazil 
and seminary studies in Peru. 
', "The philosophy behind it all is 
that social justice b an integral 
part of evangelization. This parish 
has really been good." 
Sacred Heart church is a part of 
the Prince George diocese, which 
recently announced a diocesan 
effort to send financial support o 
the Red Cross Kurdish refugee 
fund. 
The Red Cross has reassured 
church officials that one hundred 
percent of donated ftmds will go to 
the aid of Kurdish refugees. 
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Cookies for ¢ompaoeion was the order of the day at Veritas 
School last week. Kinderga~ten =udent~ raised about $1~ eelling 
morsels like the one displayed here by Christine Leclerc. 
Engineers & Constructors 
Total project engineering 
and construction 
capabilities 
556 Mountainview Sq. 
Kitimat B.C. 
Phone 639-9210 
Fax 639-9310 
FRENCH IMMERSION 
Please contact -TIM VAN OSTRAND, P. Eng., 
with your engineering requirements. 
INFORMATION NIGHT 
gradelS yOUroneChild(secondreadyyearfOr primar )?kindergarten (now called first year primary)or ~ N O T I C E  OF PUBLIC H ARING 
Have you thought about enrolling your child in French Immersion? 
Do you have questions, concerns or facts you want clarified? 
Then Terrace Parents for French• invites you 
to find out more about the French Immersion 
program by attending an information night - -  
Notice is herel~y given that a Public Hearing will be held on 
Wednesday, May 15, 1991 at the offices of the Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stikine commencing at 7:30 p.m. to'receive 
representation from all persons who deem their interests to 
be affected by the proposed bylaw: "Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine Bylaw No. 37, 1976, Electoral Area E and 
Specified Portion of Electoral Area C Zoning Bylaw, Amend- 
ment Bylaw No. 302, 1991," 
In general terms, the purpose of this bylaw Is to r edesignate 
lands described as Lot B, District Lot 836, Range 5, Coast 
District, Plan 8295 from the Low Density Rural zone to the 
High Density Rural zone. The subject property is located at 
the Junction of Lavergne Road and Highway 16 as indicated 
on the sketch below. 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 8th 
at Kiti K'Shan School 
4730 Graham Avenue 
at 7:00 p.m, 
School personnel as well as Immersion parents will be in attendance to 
address your concerns. 
For more information call: Joan Norman 635-7461 , 
Patti Barnes 638-1713 
(THIS NOTICE PAiD FOR BY CANADIAN PARENTS FOR FRENCH -- TERRACE CHAPTER) 
J~  
I / /  
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The proposed bylaw may be inspected at the offices of the 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stiklne, #300 - 4545 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 
noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday, except 
statutory holidays. 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKINE 
I 
byTed Stradban ., 
• Conflicting views on the Kitimat 
port':development proposal have 
become a problem for the smooth 
operation of the regional district 
board of directors. 
The problem tirst surfaced at the 
opening o f  the April 20 board 
meeting when director Les Wat- 
mough asked that a resolution 
AI6 Terrace Re l ' iew - -  Wednesday, May I, 1991 
Reaional district chairman's role called 
into: quesbon over K bmat port  ssue 
.be ratified, and his motion was municipal services, although slon Of goods and jobs from Pflnce' industrial development is what we 
carded without opposition. 
The port issue re, surfaced inter on 
the agenda with a report, from the 
board's Economic Committee, but 
Tabtra had that report .moved to 
the end of the agenda. When the 
time came to deal with the report, 
Tabtra noted Watmough's con- 
cent, turned the chair over to 
Brady, and left the meeting before 
passed at their March meeting be the diecussion began. 
brought back to the .~.ble for re- Following some debate, the 
consideration. The motson in.qucsi board turned to a second moiion 
lion offered support in principle 
for aKitimat marine terminal and 
was opposed by directors Wat- 
mough, Alice Maitland and Sandy 
Sandhals. 
At the April 20 meeting, how-. 
ever, Watmough said the support 
offered in that motion should be 
questioned in view of the lack of 
information forthcoming from 
proponents of the project. One of 
those proponents is in fact• the 
board chairman, Jack Talstra, and 
Watmough wanted to know Tal- 
stra's position on the board if 
faced with a lobby from the Kiti- 
mat-Terrace Port Society. 
• Taistra suggested, however, that 
the minutes of their March meeting 
had been circulated for at least a 
week, giving Watmough sufficient 
opportunity osubmit his objection 
to the motion in writing. He also 
noted that no one at the table was 
offering vocal support for Wat- 
mough's request, and with that 
declined to reopen discussion on 
the motion. Kitimat director Ray 
Brady then moved that he minutes 
made during the March meeting: 
that the board establish a consen- 
sus opinion to be presented to the 
Major Project Review Process in 
Vancouver on May 7. A position 
statement drafted earlier by admin- 
istration was finally accepted with 
a small addition. That addition will 
note that the position paper only 
represents he board's view on the 
technical aspects of the port, and 
that more will be said at a later 
date on the Major Project Review 
Process and the formation of a 
Kitimat-Terrace Port Society. 
In brief, then, this is the official 
position of the Regional district of 
Kitimat.Stikine: The board sup- 
ports an "approval-in-principle" 
decision on the proposal... "The 
benefits of this project are 
expected to outweigh possible 
negative aspects and remaining 
issues and information require- 
merits should be manageable dur- 
ing the permitting phase of this 
project." 
At the same time, the statement 
also notes that any impact on 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
~RICE REDUCED. Neighborhood 
3ub, restaurant, coffee shop and 
store at beautiful Lakelse Lake. 
This 4400 sq. ft. building is located 
on 2 acres just off the shore of 
Lakelse and offers a great view of 
the lake and background moun- 
tains. Easy access to beachfront. 
MLS 910028. Call Gord 635-9537 or 
Joyce 635-2697. $195,000. 
DOWN-HOME YET ELEGANT 
Fabulous quad-level. Cheerful 
hearth, parquet floors, bay win- 
dows, 4 bedrooml3 bath. Side park- 
l 
ing plus double paved drive. 3pce 
ensuite/jaccuzzi. Immediate move- 
in. Call Joyce Findlay 635-2697. 
MLS 910066. $124,S00, 
CONSUMATE ELEGANCE 
Incomparable legance. Brick front 
2 storey. 6 bedroom with 4pce, 
2pce, 3pce and 4pce baths. PLUS 
*Fencing *Convenient to every- 
thing *One year old. RSF wood fur- 
nace with N.G. back-up. Bachelor 
suite. EXCLUSIVE Verne Ferguson 
635-3389 MLS 910010. $139,500. 
COUNTRY JEWEL 
Comfy Thornhil~ ;~esidential raised 
ranch bungalow with price appeal. 
Remodeled. Main.level laundry, cor- 
ner lot. Pie.shaped lot, quick 
possession, large shop at rear. Call 
Brenda Erickson 638.1721. MLS 
910064. $63,600. 
expected to be small,.will be Kiti- 
mat's problem and it is therefore 
not appropriate for the rcgio0al 
board to comment. Also, any prob- 
lerm caused bY. increased industd at'. 
traffic, when comidering the con- 
dltion and .quality of highways 16 
and37, would he something for 
the,Minlstry of Highways to worry 
about. The same stand is taken on 
the impact of the development on 
fisheries habitat. 
The position paper then addresses 
the matter of large-scale industrial 
development in the Kitimat-Ter- 
race corridor. Following thisnote, 
• "Cumulative impacts' should be" 
manageable," the report lists a few 
possible developments, including a
CNR upgrade and a copper 
smelter/refinery complex. 
On the economic side of things, 
the paper is critical of the diver- 
Rupert o Kltimat and the fact that 
although the development requires 
a publi c subsidy, little Information 
is offered on revenue sources, the 
distribution of revenues, and the 
profitability of the port proposal. 
The position paper does acknowl- 
edge, however, that economic 
benefits could be created by a 
Kitimat port development. Listed 
are transportation cost savings 
making manufacturers and supp- 
liera along the Highway 16 corri- 
dor more econo~pically viable. 
Competitionbotw~n P .rh~. Rupert 
and Kitimat pom would encourage 
efficiency and offer an alternative 
if service at one port was dis- 
rupted. And the construction of a 
port could attract f u~...er industrial 
development i  the Kitimat-Termce 
corridor. There are some, though, 
who are not convinced that morn 
: .  The greatest criticism of the 
Kitimat port proposal, however, 
comes In the closing paragraph of 
the paper. There arc "strong. mis- 
givings", accmdlng tO the report, 
over the prospect of an appointed 
anthodty acquiring Jurisdiction 
over land in the Kitlmat-Tenace 
corridor. 
"In part, Uepldation b a conse- 
quence of not knowing the fi~al 
manifestations of a port authority 
and a provincial ports policy, but 
creation of an entity which may 
not be amwerable to the local 
community is a source of an,,dety," 
the paper concludes. 
o;;~ 
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FINANCING 
I I  
ON ANY USED VEHICLE 1985 OR NEWER !i/ 
UP TO 48 MONTHS O.A.C. I 
Over 100 used vehicles to choose from! I 
Get more 
for your buck at 
¢' ~-,;¢~ .
TERRACE 
4631 KEITH AVE., TERRACE, B.C., PHONE: 635-4984 
CALL TOLL FREE- 1-800-772-1128 0LCS~ 
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Community News 
• . ! IArts Enter ta inment  and operated hewspaper 
Riverboat. Days group 
filling out calendar 
Contributed by 
Maw Ann Burdette 
A general meeting of the 
Riverboat Days Society was held 
in the Terrace Legion auditori- 
um April 16. The following 
members were approved as ex- 
ecutive officers for the coming 
term: Maria Thomsen, presi- 
dent; Gayle Holtom, internal 
vice-president; Mary Ann 
Burdett, external vice-president; 
Louise Beaumont, treasurer; 
Daisy McAlpine, secretary; and 
Milt Lindsay, Donna Laurent 
and Joyce Schulmeister as direc- 
tors. 
Numerous service clubs and 
organizations were represented, 
and some of the events have 
been confirmed already. 
The Royal Canadian Legion 
will once again sponsor the 
parade and hold a barbecue 
following it - -  Joan Davis- 
McKenzie will be the coordi: 
nator, and informs us that entry 
forms for the parade will be 
available at the branch at 4425 
Legion Avenue by June 15. 
The Centennial Lions Club is 
sponsoring a Science Squad, 
who will be having presentations 
in Lower Little Park on the Sun- 
day at 1 and 3 p .m. ,  with 
workshops at 2 and 4 p.m. The 
Science Squad is an outreach 
program from Science World, 
and will be performing some 
amazing feats for our enter- 
tainment and learning. The 
Centennial Lions will also be 
bringing us Music in the Park, 
and in conjunction with Music 
91, which will be sending us 
Mark Perry for our entertain- 
ment, there will be many local 
groups entertaining. 
Mark Perry shows will be 
both Saturday and Sunday at 2 
and 4 p.m. 
Friday night will again see 
fireworks at Ferry Island, spon- 
sored by the city of Terrace and 
ably monitored by Ray 
Tremblay. 
The Senior Citizens' Associa- 
tion will be holding their pan- 
cake breakfast, and the Senior 
Games Association will be hav- 
ing their milerun again. 
The Inn of the West will be 
sponsoring the Slingers Race in 
the downtown area on the Sun- 
day, and the Northern Motor 
Inn will be holding a keg-rolling 
contest and tricycle race. 
The Terrace Museum Society 
will be having Music at Heritage 
Park, and this is only the start. 
Riverboat Days 1991-promises 
the busiest most exciting week- 
end yet. The committee asks that 
anyone interested in sponsoring 
events of any kind get in touch 
as soon as possible --  there is 
going to be a lot involved in the 
scheduling this year, and time 
will be required to accomplish it. 
Oh yes, one other important 
part --  the Slow Pitch Tourna-' 
ment and Paddle Wheel Tavern 
will be with us again - -  what a 
weekend! 
The next meeting for River- 
boat Days will be at the Legion 
at 7:30 p.m. May 8. Come on 
along and get involved. 
Something special coming this 
year, watch for more about the 
Pacific Northwest Skydivers. 
, Music 91 
The organizational meeting 
for Music 91 was held in the 
Legion on April 17. The River- 
boat Days Society committee 
was in attendance and there was 
representation from the Royal 
Canadian Legion, the Rugby 
Club, the Rotary Club, the 
Community Band, the Kinsmen 
Club and the Nisga'a Tribal 
Council. Elan Travel also sent a 
re[~resentative, who promptly 
found herself named to the com- 
mittee, as did the rep from the 
Nisga'a Tribal Council. Thank 
you Barb and Caroline. 
The organizations in atten- 
dance quickly split up the work 
load and things are off to a fly- 
ing start. Music 91 will be sen- 
ding us "Guitars and Cadillacs" 
who will do a one-hour tribute 
to Dwight Yokum and then play 
from 9 p.m. 'til 1 a.m. for danc- 
ing. That will be Saturday night, 
Aug. 3. Further information will 
be avai lable after the  
committee's next meeting at 7:30 
p.m., May 15 at the Legion. 
Ray Tank, area coordinator for the Provincial Emergency Program in Terrace, was honoured in 
"Victoria recently for being the top area coordinator in the province. Solicitor General Ivan Messmer 
presented Tank with a plaque at an awards banquet. 
"Terrace emergency plan 
architect earns award 
Terrace's Ray Tank has been 
named Area Coordinator of the 
Year for the B.C. Provincial 
Emergency Program. 
Tank was presented with a 
commemorative plaque by 
Solicitor General Ivan Messmer 
at an awards banquet in Victoria 
April 20. 
The PEP Zone Manager for 
the Terrace area, Rod Salem, 
had the following to say on the 
occasion: 
"In 1980 Ray Tank joined 
Terrace's Search and Rescue 
group. In 1981 he took over as 
president of Terrace's SAR 
group. During this time Ray 
turned the SAR group from a 
social club into the most pro- 
gressive and active SAR group 
in the Northwest. He was re- 
sponsible for bringing special- 
ized training to his members, 
like cliff rescue and specialized 
tracking courses. 
Also, during his first three 
years as president he travelled to 
Victoria regularly to assist in 
training other volunteers in 
SAR, prior to the time when the 
Justice Institute took over train- 
ing responsibilities. Ray was also 
instrumental in getting a lot of 
the equipment that the Terrace 
SAR group has --  oxygen kit, 
heat treatment kit, cliff rescue 
gear, and other material. 
In 1986 Ray was appointed 
area coordinator for Terrace. 
This position was normally held 
by the city's chief engineer. As a 
volunteer, Ray developed a very 
intricate and complete City 
Emergency Play complete with 
Volunteer Bureau laying ground work 
months, there will be a lot more 
happening. Committee Member 
Betty Stewart of Terrace Home 
Support Services ays Young will 
be contacting local community 
groups, developing training pro- 
grams, designing volunteer and 
board orientation kits and design- 
ing registration forms. In the 
middle of all this, she hopes to 
It will probably be sometime this 
fall before the downtown office of 
the Terrace Community Volunteer 
Bureau and Seniors' Information 
Access Centre opens, but that 
doesn't mean there's not a lot 
happening right now. 
Angela Young has been hired to 
do all the ground work, the group 
has been incorporated under the 
Society Act of B.C., and on May 8 attend a training program in 
at 7:30 p.m. a board of dircctom Vancouver. 
will be elected uring a meeting at The Idea of a Terrace volunteer 
the Skeena Health UnlL bureau has been around for five or 
And over the next four or five six yearn but it really came into 
being through the Strong Com- 
munities in the 90s program last 
fall. Stewart says that while a 
committee was formed and holding 
meetings in the Community Ser- 
vices board room, Doug Smith, 
ecommic development officer 
Peter Monteith and city admini- 
strator Bob Halisor did a lot of the 
initial work and applied for the 
$29,924 Healthy Communities 
Initiative grant that is currently 
funding the bureau. She adds that 
the city continues to support he 
project hrough free office space at 
city hall that the bureau can use 
until a permanent downtown loca- 
tion is found. 
Since receiving the original grant, 
a second application for a Seniom 
Talent Bank was filed by, Home 
Support Services, and this has now 
been approved, adding another 
$10,304 to the bureau's funds. 
With this money, the talents of 
many of our seniors will be put to 
good use in our community 
through volunteer work. 
hazard analysis maps and a com- 
plete city resource list of busi- 
nesses, equipment, and pro- 
ducts. Ray has also lobbied city 
council over the past four years 
and has obtained avery substan- 
tial budget for the Terrace 
emergency programs. 
Since l have been Zone 
Manager, Ray has shown a ded- 
ication, aggression and pro- 
fessionalism second to no other 
coordinator. He has been in- 
strumental in getting Terrace's 
water escue team up and going. 
In November 1989, the Zone 
Manager for Terrace resigned 
and was not replaced until April 
1990. Ray made h imse l f  
available to Pat Allan and PEP 
Victoria to act in place of the 
Zone Manager assisting in keep- 
ing PEP alive in the Northwest. 
Ray's knowledge and exper- 
tise has been a very valuable 
asset to me in my day-to-day 
job. I have turned to Ray for ad- 
vice and assistance on numerous 
occasions, and he has always 
"ome through." 
The awards banquet came at" 
the beginning of Emergency Pre- 
paredness Week, a campaign to 
make the public more" aware of 
the emergency response struc- 
ture set up and ready to go into 
action in the event of a disaster. 
The core "of the program is 
7,000 volunteers who contrib- 
uted 41,000 hours of service in 
B.C. last year, B.C. has the 
largest emergency program of 
any Canadian province. 
ii ! 
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CaNie Hall emerged as champions in the recent finals of the boys' elementary 
school basketball season. They edged Veritas by one point for the trophy. 
Verltas had to settle for runnerup after losing by one point to Cassle Hall in the 
boys' elementary school basketball season championships. 
~L 
:l 
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Cassie Hall boys 
top elementary 
basketball team 
Cassie Hall's Grade 7 team 
needed a last-minute basket to 
win the annual elementary 
school boys' basketball cham- 
p ionship at Veritas and 
Caledonia schools on the April 
20 weekend. 
The winning hoop still gave 
Veritas time for a final shot but 
close checking by the Cassie lads 
prevented this from happening. 
The final score was 48-47. 
Cassia Hall earned a spot in 
the final by winning all three of 
their games in the four-team 'A' 
section. Veritas did likewise in 
the 'B' section. 
In playoff games that fol- 
lowed, featuring first and sec- 
ond place finishers in each divi- 
sion, Cassie Hall downed 
Uplands 45-38 while Veritas 
eliminated Copper Mountain 
48-32. 
Win-and-loss~ final standings 
in each section were as follows: 
'A' section 
Cassia Hall, 3-0; Copper 
Mountain, 2-1; Cassie Hall 
Subs, 1-2; Thornhill, 0-'3. 
(Cassia Hall Subs filled in for 
non-showing Hazelton). 
'B' section 
Veritas, 3-0; Uplands, 2-1; 
Clarence Michiel, 1-2; Centen- 
nial Christian, 0-3. 
The top four teams picked up 
ribbons for final standings. 
Uplands won the sportsman- 
like team award. 
Season goes on 
for Michelle 
Terrace's Michelle Hendry 
won't be spending much time 
away from basketball this sum- 
mer. The Simon Fraser Univer- 
sity star should be seeing more 
of the world as a member of 
Canada's Women's National 
team, 
Michelle, who had a super 
season that few players can even 
dream about, left for Toronto 
last Saturday for National team 
tryouts. Barr!ng injuries, she 
should make the team easily -- 
she's currently rankedamong 
the top five players in Canada. 
Plans call for a three-day 
camp to trim down the roster, 
then a IO-day training Camp for 
the 15 or so players remaining. 
The first world trip was touch 
and go, according to Hendry. 
They're lined up for a 20-day 
trip to Australia starting May 
12. 
However, there could be a 
last-minute change in plans for 
the Aussie series. "We'll go 
somewhere but we're still not 
sure of our destination," she 
told us. 
Next is time off during the 
month of June. They'll regroup 
in early July for a 10-day camp, 
then head to the World 
Students' Games in England. 
The summer season winds up 
in August when they take part in 
the World Championships in 
Cuba, starting August 18. 
Following this is a few days 
off before she heads back to 
SFU to begin her final college 
season. It should be a good one 
-- practically the entire team is 
coming back. 
The Scores Are... 
Terrace Elementary Schools' 
Elementary Annual Grade 7 
Boys' Basketball Tournament -- 
at Veritas and Caledonia schools -- 
April 19 and 20 
NOTE: Each team's most valuable player for that 
game is shown In brackets. 
Veritas (Joseph Domingulez) 
Uplands (Jon Crawley) 
Thornhill (Marty Theodorou) 
Cassia Hall (Brian Demedelros)" 
Copper Mountain (Ryan Watson) 
Csssle Hall 'B' (Carlos DeSlerto) 
Uplands (Andy Focksr) 
Clarence Michlel (PrabJot Hundlal) 
Cassia Hall (Rupert Genaille) Cassle Hall 'B' (Carlos DeSierto) 
Copper Mountain (Mark Therrlen) Thornhlll (Marty Theodorou) 
Clarence Michlel (Victor Bassanti) Centennial Christian (Dave Vanderlee) 
Centennial Christian (Chad Toovey) 
Thornhlll (Tommy Munson) 
Copper Mountain (Gabe Douglas) 
Cassia Hall 'B' (Carlos DeSierta) 
Cassle Hall (Brian DeMedeiros) 
Clarence Michlel (Prablot Hundlal) 
Veritas (Matt Blake) 
Centennial Christian (Dave Vanderlee) 
Uplands (Andy Focker) 
Veritas (Matt Blake) 
Semi.Finals 
Cassle Hall (Brian Demedleros) 
Uplands (Jon Crawley) 
Veritas (Jacob Bowering) 
Copper Mountain (Ryan Watson) 
Final 
Cassle Hall (Rupert Genaille) 
Veritas (Joseph Domlngulez) 
Grade 6 Girls' Basketball 
Hosted by Uplands Elementary 
Uplands 24, Veritas 18 
Clarence Michlel No. 1 35, Centennial 4 
Veritas 45, Thornhill 3 
Veritas 24, Clarence Mlchlel No. 1 16 
Thomhlll 20, Cassle Hall 20 
Thornhill 28, Kitwanga 4 
Cassle Hall 26, Clarence Michlel NO. 2 22 
Kitwanga 8, Copper Mountain 5 
Uplands 33, Clarence Michlel No. 2 4 
Copper Mountain 20, Centennial 16 
Terrace Elementary School Sports Assoc. 
Badminton Results 
Boys' singles 
1st - -  Michael Cooper, Clarence Michiel 
2nd --  Tommy Munsen, Thornhill 
3rd - -  Ryan Orr, Centennial Christian 
Boys' doubles 
1st - -  Clinton Drumond, Beau Russel; Thornhill 
2nd --  Warren Connacher, Mike Feddersen; Uplands 
3rd --  Jason Hawkins, Ronnle Strachon; Uplands 
Girls' singles 
1st - -  Leah Gilbert, Uplands 
2nd --  Rosa Mikaloff, Uplands 
3rd - -  Sherry Parnell, Thornhill 
Girls' doubles 
1st - -  Meredith Mordan, Jenny Sheppard; 
Clarence Michlel 
2nd --  Sandi Irvin, Llnnea Bee; 
Clarence Mlchlel 
3rd - -  Mette-Liz Berg, Nikki Foster; 
Uplands 
Come over to the Professionals at 
A complete personalized Agency 4648 Lokelse Ave., Terrace 
HOME-.- LIFE--- FIRE 
BOAT-  BUSINESS 
.leo. 
L 
HEADED FOR REFRESHMENT. Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School students were among many in B.C. who 
participated in the annual Milk Run, a pledge-raising run that 
Thornhill 
Neighbourhood Pub 
1st Annual 
Spring Salmon Derby 
May I st thru July 31st/91 
• Weekly prizes 
• Hidden weight prizes 
• Oldest & youngest 
angler prizes 
Fishing licenses must be shown. 
Entry fee $10 
Seniors & children $5 
All entries must be weighed in at the 
Thornhill Neighbourhood Pub. 
Pictures will be taken 
and posted in the Pub. 
Major prizes awarded on Wednesday, 
July 31, 1991 at 7:30 p.m. 
Thornhill Neighbourhood Pub 
¢,  
2387 Thornhill St., Terrace 
phone 638.8404 
i i i ' ] . . . . . . . .  
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MILK 
RUN 
NETS 
promised a pint of milk at its conclusion. The school raised $900 
for disabled athletes, well above the amount the school pulled 
in during last year's event. 
Soccer begins 
this weeked 
The Terrace Youth Soccer 
Association with a growth of an 
additional six teams this year, 
will open the season at Christy 
Park on May 4 at 12 noon. 
It's a new innovation for soc- 
cer as they move permanently to
Christy Park. It's also the first 
time in the association's history 
that they haven't opened the 
season at Skeena school 
grounds. 
According to registrar Bev 
Butjas, they have 517 youngsters 
signed up - -  143 more than for 
the same time in 1990. 
She said the extra numbers 
add two more teams to the 
under-seven division. They now 
also have a three-team under-16 
division. Last year they had no 
under-16 teams. 
"I can't explain this surge in 
talent," Bev said. "However, it 
means we can tack on more to 
team rosters, and I still have 40 
or so players on the waiting 
list." 
Following the May 4 opening, 
league play will begin, officially 
on the l lth. From Monday to 
Friday, all under-16, under-14, 
under-12 and girls' divisions will 
be playing at Christy. 
On Saturday mornings, the 
under-seven, ~ under-eight, and  
under-lO will play at Christy. 
"It means the end of regular 
seasons game for youth team 
soccer at Skeena, Caledonia nd 
all the elementary schools. We 
have three fields ready at Chris- 
ty, and we'll have two more in 
about a year and a half," Mrs. 
Butjas told us. 
Mike McLenaghan of the 
Credit Union Soccer School will 
be here on May 4 to officially 
open the league and also con- 
duct a clinic for the older age 
group. 
The Credit Union is also hold- 
ing a summer soccer school in 
Terrace in July. Youngsters can 
pick up registration forms now 
at the Credit Union. 
Surprisingly, Youth Soccer is 
short only one coach this season. 
However, they do need quite a 
few referees and linesmen. Any- 
one interested should phone 
Donna Mclsack at 638-1964. 
Schedules will be published in 
the Terrace Review as they 
become available. 
$900 
B3 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School picked up over $900 in 
last Wednesday's annual 'Milk 
Run', and the money is still 
coming in from pledges. 
This once-a-year charity 
event features students and 
teachers out for a run as they 
pledge funds and, in turn, each 
get a carton of milk for their ef- 
fort. The money this year goes 
to the B.C. Wheelchair Sports 
Association. 
Although details for Thornhill 
and Skeena junior high school 
efforts are not yet available, 
Caledonia has their totals com- 
plete with just a few dollars to 
come.  
The prize for the top male 
runner went to Chad Edmonds, 
while Megan Reid won for the 
girls. Brian Allen was the best 
dressed runner. 
The top fund-raising class was 
Doug Brewer's ($206.75). Run- 
nerup as class fund-raiser was 
Mrs. McLeod's gang ($89.04). 
Last year Cal raised $522. 
Thornhill told us they ran into 
weather problems, so they'll 
complete their run this week. 
Skeena was still collection prom- 
ised funds. 
Golfing 
starts 
off with 
scramble 
The Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club is opening its 
season with a 'Scramble' tourna- 
ment this coming Saturday. 
It's an opening mixed tourney 
featuring an evening of golf, a 
buffet dinner, prizes and lots of 
dancing. The fee of $15 per per- 
son covers everything. 
Plans call for a shotgun start 
at 5:45 p.m. You can make up 
your own team, but remember, 
there's a limit of 20 teams. Sign 
up now at the pro Shop. 
For more information, phone 
the golf club at 635-2542. 
Jobs left open on hockey board 
It was probably the smallest 
turnout in years for Terrace 
Minor Hockey's annual general 
meeting last week, but they still 
managed to complete the agenda 
in under two hours. 
This included elections in 
which Brian Hawkins won the 
president's chair unchallenged. 
HaWkins had taken over from 
the ailing Lew Larmour for 
much of the past season by ad- 
ding the head man's job to his 
appointed first vice prexy's 
chair. 
The meeting also selected 
Dave Dediluke as first vice for 
the upcoming 91-92 season, and 
placed Brian Downie in the posi- 
tion of second vice prexy. 
Ann Rigler takes over Colleen 
Maitland's job as registrar. 
Maitland had done this work for 
several seasons and decided it 
was time to toss in the towel. 
Named as directors were An- 
na Nosek, Walter Marceau, 
Doug Kirkby, Barry Eyjolfson, 
Steve Smythe and Mona Nester. 
Two positions failed to be fill- 
ed. The nominating committee 
was unable to find people in- 
terested in the treasurer and 
secretary spots, and none of 
those attending the meeting 
would accept a nomination. 
According to the treasurer's 
report, figures showed a loss of 
$6,356.13 on the year. 
The biggest expense on the 
season was for ice rental 
$21,537.78. 
A balance sheet submitted at 
the meeting will be published in 
next week's Terrace Review, 
i I 
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Flaherty home for summer, : Ga ld for Joey 
rev=ew=ng careeropt=ons nationals 
Terrace's Wade Flaherty is try, during playoffs with Until June I, Wade could sign 
back home from his second 
season as a goaltender in pro 
hockey. Unlike his award-' 
winning effort, the previous 
season with Greensboro Monar- 
chs of the Eastern Pro League, 
he spent a rather dismal year this 
past season with Kansas City of 
the International League. 
It's not that he didn't get the 
playing time. 
"When I went to K-C it was a 
higher standard of play than 
Greensboro and I went in as a 
rookie figuring I'd probably 
wind up playing about 20 
games," Wade told us when he 
arrived home last week. 
Such was not the case -- he 
wound up playing 57 of the 
team's 82-game schedule. "This 
includes three games in three 
nights on occasion," he said. 
Despite statistics in the 
neighbourhood of 4.37 goals- 
against per game, and a shot 
average of 86.5, Flaherty's men- 
Greensboro last spring. 
The pact was for two years 
plus an option. However, due to 
San Jose not playing this season, 
his contract had him compen- 
sated financially for play in the 
minors. 
Recently, San Jose signed a 
deal with Kansas City for K-C to 
act as their farm team for the 
next three years. 
With NHL's despersal draft 
coming shortly, Wade won't be 
the lone goalie owned by San 
Jose. The complicated eal that 
also involves Minnesota North 
Stars will likely see San Jose get 
one of Minnesota's netminders, 
plus another from their farm 
system. 
on with another NHL squad. 
That's the date he's supposed to 
Sign for next year. "Actually 
I'm a free agent right now with 
the right to take a better deal 
with someone lse," according 
to Flats. 
It seems he'll be staying in the 
new organization, even th6ugh 
San Jose will also be picking up 
acouple of veteran goalies in the 
expansion draft. 
They may even take some in 
the rookie draft, but that 
doesn't bother Wade. 
L ike Jeff Sharples (the other 
Terrace pro), Flaherty has some 
options. The entire situation 
should be cleared up in a few 
weeks. 
Ontario fighters came away 
With most of the gold, silver and 
bronze medals at April 20 week- 
end's Canadian National Junior 
Boxing championships at Sar- 
nia, Ontario, but Terrace and 
Prince Rupert managed to pick 
up their share of the goodies. 
Fourteen-year-old Joey Losier 
of Terrace made it to the final of 
his l l9-pound open class and 
lost out on the gold medal by 
one point. 
Losier scored a second-round 
.knockout in his first bout, then 
won his semi-final on a 3-1 deci- 
sion. 
At the end of Losier's gold 
medal match, computers scoring 
the bout had it tied in points. 
" Judges then reverted to the 
10-point "must" system which 
saw Joey a one-point loser. He 
wound up with the silver medal. 
Darren Bell, in the 147-pound 
tars were quite pleased with his 
efforts. 
Unfortunately, K-C finished 
last in their division and out of 
the  playoffs. 
After last season, Wade sign- 
ed a three-year contract with the 
NHL's expansion San Jose en- 
Jennifer Smyth and her Terrace petite ringette team recently 
finished their season under the sponsorship of the Order of the 
Royal Purple. OORP members Shirley Townsend and Sue Ferretti 
recently presented crests to the team to acknowledge their efforts 
during the season . . . .  
Elks Park Field #4 
Come and check out your 
'new pitching machine. 
i AND after a special.presentation, 
join us for an exciting game of ~ l  
I ~ rookte d~vision baseball. ~ |  
MLA for Skeena 
635-4215 
NEW ' 
Model 200 
2.0 cu. in. (33.0 co) 
NEW - "  
Model 300 
3.0 cu. in. (49.2 cc) 
~ i Anti-vibration suspension system [] Electronic solid state ignition • Chrome plated cylinder wall for extended • SAFE-T-TIP anti-kickback device engine life • Chain brake 
• CSA certified  MNMIFLIII'E" MODEL 300 Regular $479" 
Ask ~t  our ~/~c~ intr~/vcurry ~'ices! " I~ IUW, , ,  q~,~7~ 
R'VER 
(TERRACE) LTD.  991 
4427 Highway 16 TERRACE. B.C. V8G 5L5 
v~ 635-7383-  FAX:  635-4076 ':::':" 
"Complete" Automotive, Logging, Mining & Industrial Supply Centre 
class, drew a bye to start. In his 
first fight, Darren lost a close 
11-6 computerized decision. The 
loss put him in the spectator 
status. 
Losier, by the way, was up 
against an opponent wo year s
older. This same opponent was a 
two-time gold medallist for the 
previous two championships. 
Another star of the Northwest 
was Brian Kohun of Prince 
Rupert. He won his first bout on 
a 4-1 decision, then came out 
with the bronze medal in the 
semi-final of his division. 
Coach Jeff Dilley was most 
pleased with his team and ex- 
pects greater things at next 
year's finals. 
Will Cerveras, another B.C. 
fighter from the interior, weigh- 
ed in at 188 pounds. He battled 
the only other heavyweight from 
the east and won the gold on a 
first-round knockout. 
Polly's Care. 
~ Ch i_nt::,,c 0~"3 o ~m.c: tC:n~ htC U is i 111'C 
Fd. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. - -  1 a,m. 
5dt~day 12:00 a.m. -- 10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 or 638"8034 
GIM'S  
RESTAURANT 
~-"f~'Chinese & Canadian Food "~J,~- 
~'~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 1/~t 
{(~ Man - Wed 11:30 a.m. - -  !0:00 p.m. ~.1~ 
|~ Thursday 11:30 a.m. - -  ! i :00  p.m. -~/ ' ;  
Fr i  - Sat 11:30 a.nt. - -  I~00 a.ltf. 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. I0:00 p.m. 
4643 Park A venue 635-6111 
This Week r"LT,';;";".,..T,C,=E',-, 
- - I  Dur r=. .uN~,n  I 
~ 1  in AUGIE'S LOUNGE I 
~ 1  NOON- 2:00 P.M. I 
~ 1  Monday to Friday I 
I l r i~ 'Ta ' lK~f f l  I Hot Entre, Soup, . ! 
=lml lil lll s.,.d.,.o,,.=D..... = 
~ l  $6.95  _ 
~ ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  i 
4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635-6630 
TOLL.FREE: 1.800.663.6156 FAX: 635-2788 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
l~ l  ''°6G''''" Av°, '°' T'"e°u' 
Terrace. B.C. Ph. 635.6184 
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Athletics on wheels startring to roll 
Corinne Amber, Delphine Pereversoff: It's important that you can still play with your friends when 
you're disabled. 
Elks giving traditional launch to 
summer with annual Sports Day 
For the seventh year the Terrace 
Elks are inviting local families to 
come out to their annual Sports 
Day on Victoria Day, May 20. 
It will be a day-long event, 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Elks Park on 
Agar Ave. Activities will include 
wheelbarrow, three-legged, sack, 
and long-distance aces, a tug o '  
war, treasure hunts, and a parade. 
AmES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-M|y 20 
GEMINI 
May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
June 21.4uly 22 
LEO 
July Z1-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGII"rARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19.Mwr. 20 
mstincts are on the mark. Invest in that "risky" 
business venture and you will come out on top. 
Surprise that special someone with a night of so- 
cializing. 
A past kindness will be repaid. Look toward mak- 
ing other generous offers and you will again be 
rewarded. Trust your instincts. 
Agood time to repay old debts. Search for more 
spiritual satisfaction and hide any frustrations 
you are feeling for those financial problems. 
An old friend re-enters your life. Romance can 
blossom if you give it a chance. People change 
with time; you can, too. 
Imagination ison an upward swing; use it ere- 
atively. Write letters, visit friends, start a new 
project. Timing is great. 
Make time for young people in your life. They 
expect more of your time; oblige them. Finances 
make it able for you to spend money on others. 
Postpone that trip you are planning. Money will 
be needed elsewhere. Exercise your body regular- 
ly. Your health will demand a better physical shape. 
Socialize. Don't spend time alone or old memories 
will come back to haunt you. You cannot change 
the past. 
Duty calls; accept it graciously. An interesting 
proposition comes your way. You will do well to 
follow your instincts. 
Cooperation is the key. A rainbow lies behind a 
dark cloud; be patient. Romance waits on the 
horizon. Signs are good. 
Take a chance on investing your hidden assets. 
Lady luck is with you. Create new memories with 
an old sweetheart. Time has erased many old 
doubts. 
You may be pursuaded to do something you 
should not. Stand flrm or the consequences will 
not be in your favor. Stay home and read 
Bert's Delicatessen 
11 ! m S ~ ~"  bite. super sandwiches, fresh alads, 
~ < ~  beverages, sausages, European 
~~L~l lw  delicacies. Phone ahead and we'll 
have lunch ready when you arrival 
635-5440 4603 Park Ave., Terrace 
r , i , ,  
Refreshments and food will be on 
sale, with each child under 14 
getting three free coupons toward 
hot dogs, ice cream or pop. 
Prizes will be awarded for cos- 
tumes and decorated bikes and 
wagons in the parade. Clowns will 
be wandering the park all day. 
Further information is available 
by calling 635-3372. 
Wheelchairs a great equalizer 
by Harriett Fjaagesund 
There's more than one way to 
dribble a ball or shoot a hoop. 
With just a few minor rule 
changes, wheelchair basketball 
is fast becoming a popular sport 
here in the Northwest. 
In a recent interview, Corinne 
Amber, director of community 
relations and development for 
the B.C. division of the Cana- 
dian Wheelchair Sports Associa- 
tion (CWSA), said that wheel- 
chair sports is a new breed that 
integrates the disabled with the 
able-bodied. 
"You don't have to be dis- 
abled to participate; most people 
who play aren't disabled at all, 
but what's so great about it is 
that it's an equalizer. Every- 
body's the same. It's not nearly 
as intimidating for the new- 
comer." 
Amber explains that part of 
the reason for the popularity of 
wheelchair sports is Rick 
Hansen and the Man in Motion 
society, which designates a share 
of money to wheelchair sports. 
B.C. wheelchair athletes rank 
among the best in Canada and 
the world, in both individual 
and team sports, at competitions 
such as the Pan Am Games, the 
Olympics and various other 
world championships. 
B.C. is also one of the strong- 
• est provincial members in the 
national CWSA, explained in  
part because there are more 
spinal cord injuries in this prov- 
ince than  anywhere else in 
Canada, and B.C. leads the way 
t' features a 
ld patented 
s collection 
that can be 
onveniently 
emptied 
3 different 
ways 
Also, the large chute design incorporated into the 
rugged die cast aluminum deck insures grass collec- 
tion under any condition DRY, WET or TALL GRASS, 
AS WELL AS LEAVESlll 
OTHER FEATURES INCLUDE: Individual wheel ad- 
justers, ball bearing wheels & electronic Ignition. 
The HARRY Lawnmover is available only at FULL 
SERVICE DEALERS because THE BEST DESERVES 
THE BEST. 
NOW AVAILABLE IN 16", 19" & 22" Push Mowers 
and 19" & 22" self-propelled models. Commercial 
Models also available. 
RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
4427 H lghwl ly  16 TERRACE, B.C. VgG SLS 
ram,  635-7383-  FAX: 635.4076 
'Comotefe ' Automobve, LOggr~, Minenl~ ,t I~ l f t# J i  SufAoty Ceftfte 
mJrR~ 
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in the integration of the dis- 
abled. 
But most people who par- 
ticipate in wheelchair sports 
aren't aiming for world records 
or gold medals. "You don't have 
to be of Rick Hansen's calibre," 
Amber says. "That's what's so 
great about it; you don't have to 
be a great athlete. Most people 
are out there just to have some 
fun, keep fit and meet new peo- 
ple." Basketball seems to be the 
most popular wheelchair sport 
(there are l, 135 Canadian wheel- 
chair basketball players). 
As with most organizations, 
volunteers are the life blood of 
the CWSA. One such key 
volunteer is Terrace resident 
Delphine Pereversoff. Perever- 
soft became interested in wheel- 
chair basketball while attending 
school in Kitimat, and now plays 
on both the Terrace and Kitimat 
teams. 
"It takes a while to get used to 
it, but now I'm hooked. I love 
it! The real value of wheelchair 
sports is peer support. It's really 
important that you can still play 
with your friends when you're 
disabled. They (able-bodied peo- 
ple) can get in a wheelchair with 
you. I think sports can change 
people's attitudes and percep- 
tions toward others." 
The Kitimat team, the Walk'n 
Rollers, was formed seven years 
ago by Bob Thorpe after he suf- 
fered a spinal cord injury that 
put him in a chair. The team is 
now ranked as one of the best in 
the province (they took second 
place at the provincial cham- 
pionships held in Prince George 
last month). They have also 
recently formed a juniors team. 
Still in its infancy, Terrace's 
team came into being last Oc- 
tober thanks to the efforts of a 
local optometrist, Dr. Paul 
Clark, who is described as a key 
volunteer and avid participant. 
"We need more people like 
Delphine Pereversoff and Paul 
Clark to get teams going," Am- 
ber says. 
One of the obstacles facing 
the Terrace team are the wheel- 
chairs themselves. A sport chair, 
which is designed for speed and 
flexibility, costs $2,000, and 
regular maintenance and repairs 
alone can be costly. But our resi- 
dent team should be getting 
some much needed financial 
help through the sale of lottery 
tickets. 
"Break-Open" tickets will 
soon be on sale at two local bars 
(and at one Kitimat bar). "The 
nice thing about this is that the 
funds the CWSA receives from 
these tickets (funds are divided 
between the lottery corporation, 
the bar and the charity) must re- 
main in the region. So tickets 
sold in the Northwest will go 
towards helping Northwest 
teams," Amber explains. 
The Terrace wheelchair bas- 
ketball team plays every Mon- 
day night in the gymnasium at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School. Anyone interested in 
joining can call Delphlne 
Pereversoff at 635-6262 and 
leave a message. 
t 
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CHOOLS 
CI NCE 
FAIR #26 
Last Saturday Terrace schools held their 26th annual 
Science Fair, again involving the efforts of students, 
teachers, a visiting scientist or two, community •groups, 
and the spirit of learning and cooperation. These are 
some of the images and stories that emerged from the 
event. 
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Growing things is one of the fundamentals of science and one the world's fundamental mysteries. 
Growing trees seemed particularly suited to an exhibit in this part of the world. 
Static exhibits reflect hours of research and effort in assembly. 
Dinosaurs were a hot theme this year. 
Logging is a science, too, and a scale model woods operation 
was a learning experience for students who haven't seen work in 
the forest, 
Aerodynamics in combination 
with paper can make unlikely 
objects fly. 
p,, 
It's not earthquake-proof, but 
with a little body english this 
block tower may stand long 
enough for judging. 
Science Fair competition results 
Experiments 
Year 2 (Grade 1) --  1st, Merten Schemmerling. 
Year 3 (Grade 2) -- 1st, Allen Wootton; 2nd, Trenton 
Sweeting. 
Year 4 (Grade 3) -- 1st, Ryan Boyle. 
Grade 4 -- 1st, Stephanie Kerr; 2nd, Reann Sousa; 2nd, 
Lindsay Smith and Paul Cavalheiro. 
Grade 5 -- 1st, Sorraya Manji; 2nd, Hayley Gordon; 3rd, 
Jeffery Town. 
Grades 6 and 7 - -  Ist, Tara VanHerk and Karla 
VandeVelde; 2nd, Ryan Orr; 3rd, Jennifer Dagg, Tanya Ur- 
banski and Diane Texeira. 
Displays 
Year 2 (Grade 1) --  1st, Falon Fandry; 2nd, Mrs. DeLeon's 
class at Thornhill Primary; 3rd, Magen Belanger, Steven 
Hawke, Christopher Hartman, Nathan Robinson and Trevor 
Jamieson. 
Year 3 (Grade 2) -- 1st, BriAnne Miller; 2nd, Tasha 
Caspar; 3rd, Pamela VandeVelde and Kari Asselstine. 
Grade 4 -- 1st, Birke Schemmerling; 2nd, Keary Murphy 
and Jason Gartland; 2nd, Blake Wiebe; 2nd, Holly Norman; 
3rd, Joshua Benson, Jonah McEwan and Joey Loranger; 3rd, 
Andrew Cooper and Patrick Desjardins. 
Grade $ --  1st, Andrew Westerhof; 2nd, Phoenix Diep; 
3rd, Fraser deWalle and Geoff Glasspell. 
Grade 6 -- 1st, Ramona Guthrie; 2nd, Steve Rooker and 
Randy Toovey; 3rd, Darren Hamhuis. 
Grade 7 --  Ist, BJ McQuade; 2nd, Matt Buckle, Paul 
Fleming and Tim Phillips; 3rd, Jamie Greenwood, Chris 
Woodward and John deBalinhard. 
Grade 8 to 10 --  Ist, Janis Waiters; 2nd, Sonya Schwann;" 
3rd, Autumn Richard. 
Foil boat contest 
ist, Fraser deWalie and Darren Hamhuis; 2rid, Kathleen 
Gook and Erica Francis; 3rd, Bryana Straker and Sarah 
Watts. . 
Scavenger hunt 
Year 2 and 3 --  1st, lla Armitage, Kevin Perras and Allen 
Wootton; 2nd, John-Robert Davis, Allan Scafe and Br=/don 
Wiebe; 2nd, Christopher Anaka, Luke Buxton and Tim.my 
Roders; 3rd, Candace Klein, Jason Klein and Shauna 
Palahicky; 3rd, Aija Buckle, Teresa Fleming and Beth Korpi. 
Grades 4 to 7 -- 1st, Stacey Loptson and Leah Kebernik; 
2nd, Amy Stevens and Sandra McFarlane; 2nd, Jamie Ker- 
man, Seth Downs and Robbie Lee; 3rd, Stephen Anaka, Jef- 
fery Town and David Simons; 3rd, Kathleen Gook, Cari 
Brown and Erica Francis. 
Block tower 
Year I and 2 --  1st, Shauna Palahicky and Candace Klein;. 
2nd, Eric Eide and Brian Todd; 3rd, Jonathon Marcellin'and 
Mark Mills. 
Year 3 and 4 -- 1st, Jason Klein and Brad Mills; 2nd, Mat- 
thew Pretto and Travis Murphy; 3rd, Nathan Voogd and 
Justin Voogd. 
Paper airplane 
Year I and 2 -  1st, Matthew Crompton; 2nd, Brian Todd; 
3rd, Jessica Beeston. 
Year 3 and 4 -- 1st, Travis Murphy; 2nd, Jason Klein; 3rd, 
Matthew Pretto. 
Egg drop competition 
Matthew Crompton, Justin Voogd, Karl Tran, Danny 
Barr, Harry Stevens, JoAnn Penner, Bryana Straker, Andrew 
Westerhoff. 
Straw tower 
1st, Joesph Dominguez, Matthew Blake and Tim Phillips; 
2nd, Stephen Anaka, John-Will Keating and Jeffrey Town; 
3rd, fan Mills, Patrick Levesque and Andrew Clark. 
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Holly Norman's Science Fair exhibit, a Collection of fossils from the famous southern Alberta digs, 
only made it for public examination after she found a locking display case for them. 
The dinosaur exhibit that 
nearly got stuck at home 
After a lot of hard work and a 
great deal of time spent on 
research, it looked for a while as 
though nine-year-old Holly Nor- 
man wasn't going to be able to 
enter the science fair after all. 
The whole problem was Holly's 
display i t se l f -  a collection of 
dinosaur fossils, some dating 
back 550 million years. 
Holly was advised to put the 
fossils on display inside a locked 
case, but her mother, Sandy 
Norman, says that finding a 
locked cabinet at practically the 
last moment was no easy task. 
After phoning just everyone she 
could think of, •Matt and Kay 
Ehses of Northern Light Studio 
came to the rescue with the loan 
of a cabinet large enough for the 
display. 
"I don't know what the actual 
value of these fossils are, but it 
really doesn't matter because 
they are valuable to Holly, they 
mean something special to her," 
Sandy Norman explains. 
Holly and her family collected 
the fossils in 1988 from the Tyr- 
reil Museum in Drumheller, 
Alberta, an area that is famous 
for its fossils. Part of the attrac- 
tion to the area is that visitors 
can go out on actual fossil digs. 
In addition to the fossils, Hol- 
ly also made a life-like scale 
replica of a dinosaur from stryo- 
foam, complete right down to 
the teeth, for which she used 
toothpicks painted white. She 
did research for several short 
pieces explaining., the different 
types of dinosaurs, and how the 
study of paleontology (the study 
of fossils) came about in North 
America. 
Due to a mix-up, Holly's 
display was originally put in 
with the Grade 7's, but she's not 
complaining; she took second 
place in the science fair. 
. ,  
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Demonstrationgives kids 
physical experiences 
Last week the Science Fair Com- 
mittee brought in a special guest 
speaker, physicist George Vander- 
Kuur, to make presentations to 
elementary and junior secondary 
students. VanderKuur presented a 
workshop for teachers on Wednes- 
day, April 24. 
George VanderKuur is presently 
the headmaster of Holy Trinity 
School in Richmond Hill, Ontario. 
He has been associated with the 
Ontario Science Centre and the 
Premier's Science Committee in 
Ontario. VanderKuur comes to this 
district highly recommended asan 
experienced, entertaining, and 
inspirational science ducator. 
Dr. VanderKuur went into action 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre last 
Friday morning with the house 
filled with elementary and primary 
school students. VanderKuur began 
his presentation with the com- 
ments, "I'm gonna do some 
science. I hope these experiments 
will make your curious." As an 
aside, he added, "I want to teach 
attitudes, not science specifically." 
Assisted by children from the 
audience the scientist kept them 
spellbound with demonstrations of
vibrations causing sound to be 
heard, blowing soap bubbles, and 
mechanics (centre of mass or bal- 
ance points). The children 
applauded after every demonstra- 
tion. VanderKuur elated balance 
poinls in real terms to the students 
by saying, "Your balance point is 
around your belly button." 
Recognizing children's inter~t in 
space, VanderKuur elated spin- 
ning a glass of water on a platform 
held with string to an astronaut in 
space. He explained, "By spinning 
the room the astronaut is in, artifi- 
cial gravity is formed. With gravity 
in place, the astronauts experience 
less medical problems when they 
come back to earth." 
VanderKuu: also did two presen- 
tations for the general public dur. 
ing last Saturday's 26th Annual 
Science Fair. 
Counting tree rings can be hungry work. The Tree Aging contest was one of the Science Fair 
events sponsored by the Terrace branch of Canadian Women in Timber. 
Women in Timber help put 
forestry into Science Fair 
This year the Terrace Branch of 
Canadian Women in Timber got 
involved in the Science Fair, and 
they got the kids involved in the 
science of forestry. 
They sponsored several competi- 
tions, and here are the results: 
Tree growing 
Primary, 1-4: Mrs. Lorcnz's 
class, Thornhill Primary. 
Year 1: Mrs. Kcenleyside's 
class, E.T. Kenney. 
Year 2: Mrs. Shinde's class, ~ti 
K'Shan. 
Year 3: Mrs. Epp's class, Kiti 
K'Shan. 
Year 4: Mrs. Haugland's class, 
Kiti K'Shan. 
Best wH~en record: Mrs. Un- 
ruh's Year 1 class, Seventh Day 
Adventist school. 
Tree aging 
(;rare 4: Jonah McEwan, Cen- 
tennial Christian; F.rin Wilson, 
Parksidc; Jennifer Smith, Uplands, 
Grade 5: Jeffrey Town, Verilas; 
Fraser deWalle, Centennial Chris- 
tian. 
Grade 6: Darren Hamhuis, .~ 
Centennial Christian; Ryan On', i .  
Centennial Christian; Ramona 
Guthdc, Centennial Christian. ~.: 
( ; .de  7" Chad Tcovey, Centen- '!::{!:!~..:, 
niai Christian; Sarah l iebe, Veil- . .  
tas, 
Scale Model Contest 
Mr, Sharpies cience and tcchnol, 
ogy class, Caledonia. 
Physicist George Vanderkuur was this year's live scientist for 
the annual schools' Science Fair, bringing the wonders of the 
physical world onto the stage of the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
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The Egg Drop can give people tense moments, especially when 
it's their scrupulously-packed eggs hurtling t~ard !h e pavement. 
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Ministry of Crown Lands  , 
I as large but slow 
role in housing market 
~: 
Housing has become an increas- 
ingly pressing issue in the Terrace 
area, and a recent forum here 
brought together a number of 
government agencies and business 
representatives to identify and 
consider the issues involved In 
this segment of a series of articles, 
Terrace Review reporter Ted 
~trachan covers the role played in 
the housing situation by the pro- 
vincial Ministry of Crown Lands. 
The Ministry of Crown Lands 
may be an ideal partner to help 
municipalities in their goal to 
provide subsidized, non-profit 
rental units. Crown land exists in 
or near most B.C. municipalities, 
and for purposes of social housing 
there is no reason why it could not 
be sold or leased to a non-profit 
society at a pricewell below mar- 
ket value. But the process is slow, 
and the ministry generally expects 
"fair market value" for all Crown 
land. 
Representing the ministry at the 
housing conference was the area 
director of marketing, Ed Opal of 
Smithers. Opal explained that there 
are two segments to the Ministry 
of Crown Lands: Land Administra- 
tion receives applications from 
individuals or businesses, and 
Marketing and DeveloPment ident- 
ifies needs and makes land avail- 
able to meet those needs when 
possible. 
Most often, Crown land that falls 
under this second segment is 
turned over to the private sector 
through a tendering process, a lot 
draw, or a proposal call. In some 
cases, however, in which develop- 
ment isn't economically viable for 
the private sector, Opal says, the 
ministry will develop the land 
themselves. 
Both sections of the ministry use 
the same decision-making process 
in order to alienate (sell) crown 
land. In most instances, a request 
is received in the form of an appli- 
cation. First, the status of the land 
in question ischecked to determine 
if there are existing users, and the 
application then goes into a refer- 
ral process through which affected 
ministries, regional districts and 
municipalities can comment. 
While at this referral stage, the 
application is also advertised for 
public comment and where poss- 
ible any land use conflicts are 
resolved. And finally, once the 
ministry is convinced that the 
intended use is consistent with 
accepted environmental standards 
and will contribute to the econ- 
omic or social well being of the 
province, some form of tenure is 
granted. 
Tenure might take the form of a 
Crown grant for fee simple rights, 
meaning registered exclusive rights 
to the land; or a Crown lease for a 
specified period of time; a licence 
of occupation which is an inexpen- 
sive and relatively fast process, but 
which offers restricted use aed-'W 
can be cancelled within 90 days; 
and finally a permit or reserve, 
which in reality is nothing more 
than a notation on a map. The 
Hudson Bay and Shames Mountain 
ski developments fall under this 
latter category. 
The Ministry of Crown Lands 
also makes land available for 
residential development, says Opal. 
The ministry's preferred approach, 
he says, is to identify a block of 
land that would satisfy a given 
demand and publicly tender that 
parcel at fair market value. 
The process of obtaining Crown 
land, says Opal, is a problem in 
itself. By insisting on "fair market 
value"; the ministry may not be 
addressing the need for low-cost 
rental units. But even if they were, 
the process is often far too slow 
for most developers. 
Opal, explains that the decision- 
making process has become more 
localized; decisions are being made 
in the field rather than in Victoria. 
But due to the time involved in 
consulting, and adjusting permitted 
land use to conform with the 
wishes of others, the process can 
take several months - -  sometimes 
as long as a year. 
Ed Opal; The process is often far too slow for most developers. 
| 
OF 5 YEAR 
/ POLES \ DEVELOPM ENT 
PLAN 
The Bell Pole Co. Ltd. wishes to make avail- 
able for public viewing the 5 Year Develop- 
ment Plan No. 6 under Forest Licence A-16832 
for proposed operations within the Kispiox 
T.S.A, 
The plan may be viewed at the Bell Pole Co. 
Office, 5630 Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
until June 28, 1991, during regular working 
hours. 
Comments are invited and to ensure con- 
sideration they should be in writing and 
directed to 'Forestry Supervisor', Bell Pole 
Co. Ltd. P.O. Box 280, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A6. 
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COLLISION REPAIR 
AND PAINT CENTER 
I S 35- 3929 ,,~o '~..'"e"3'~"0".~c' 
RON 
SWIFTY  
Muffler Centre 
NATIONALLY GUARANTEED 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
. . . i f  not . . ,  tel/us." 
4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Phone 638.1991 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry- Renovations 
"'No Job too Small'" 
Seniors Rates 
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4Z3 
Malcolm Simons 
Ph. 635-7724 
Jon's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Roders ~Custorn Framing 
Portraits ~ Mat Cutting 
Family Sittings ~ Posters 
5 Minute Passposts Limited Editions 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. Bus. 635-[;288 
Terrace, B.C. V8G I P9 Res. 635.$544 
Guide 
West Coast 
Landscaping 
DESIGN."- INSTALLATION 
MAINTENANCE 
COMMERCIAL - -  RESIDENTIAL 
• LAWN REJUVENATION 
• PRUNING * SPRING CLEAN UP 
• IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
Jon Blake 
635-2572 
3923 Sknl~on Cres. 
Terrace. B.C. 
MERC CRUISERS ~ MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS " 
YAMAHA POWER PROOUCTS 
SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
DL No. 7550 8 POWER PRODUCTS 
[635.290914946 Greig Ave., Terroo 
711.A Kelth Ave. 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-1166, 
"~EL-EPHO'NE"  - -  - - 
SYSTEMS 
635,,2881 J' l-rll-] IVl 
I 
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SATELLITE TV 
Cancom/Valuevision authorized ealer 
PRO-TECH 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING 
(A OlVlSIOS O! LI~IIOII ItOUSl'lltS UO.) 
Residential. Commercial and Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
635-5134 ,~,, Lakelse. Terrace 
[ SALON BARBER SHOP ESTHETICS,. J.. 
• Parma We specialize In • Facials 
• Colour straight razor shaves s Manicures 
• Creative Cuts and tapers. • Pedicures 
• New Look Consultations e Waxing ' 
• Braids & Up-do'a s Nails 
.. 635-572'7 or 635.4555 
4848 Lakelse Ave., Terra .c:e, B.C. 
& . 
Don't be surprised to find • spider in J 
- 
not •dverllslng. He 
will then go to that ~-~~" SPRING SALE. 
I •Hemlock& Cedar Fenc,ng • undlzt~'i°~cx~=ZPli~e~i~:es"bd 
I 20 PIECES OF TEMPERED GLASS 31" x 76" l I GI2APH I CS~C~EF-.N P12.1NTS ~"  ~( 
I 2903 Braun Street, 635-5981 I 5031KEITHAVENUE 635 7731 
I Terrace, B.C. 
• Thornh i l l  E lec t r i c  "~ 
I 7~" .~ B~AZ:. BOUTIQUE " 35,12 Old Lakelse. Lake Dr. ~7~1 
I ~229 sp~c~, o=.l~). Terrace ph.635-9787 
I o , . ,=  I ~?V .,,,,-.,,.= resldentlall ~]~/ :~ J//J v~ G38-1??3Lisa s t=u.  . commercial wiring ~- -~ 
461~ ~k~ A.~., t==.~ R~g. #1~4 ~k UoC..o.. o - - . ,~W 
l_~ Terrace I :~  Tree Tr imming ~~.  2803 Kenney Street  COOSEMANS 5PIANOSsALEs 
Twe:r:ce, B.C. e m rUNIN(;, 
1 411t Wdl cut down any tree! ~ ,&CoosemansREBUILDING I "= "='"=' CHANGES._~ ~, o....,.,,,. 
~.= jI~.AI P ~' LANZA products I Straume Ave. 
[ '1.000.000 Ilablllly for YOUR protection" r "~mm eh°'(l~;Z;;gm"e"t ,ce, B.C. 
ADA V8G 2C4 
TOTAL HAIR CARE ~uw~ 635-9275 I 635-7400 J L  
I 
Residential " Commercial " Industrlol 
Concrete Pumping Professionals 
5ervlng Northwestern B.C. 
FREE estimates 
24.fir. answering service 
office 635-3553 
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B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30.10:30 daily 
2701 S. Ka lum 635-618@ 
"A True No:rthwest Company" 
638-0241 
(24 Hrs.) 
HI-QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable -- High Quality 
ViJIcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor belt 
installations, splicing, end repoirs 
vulcanizing and pulley logging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-06~ 
c~]{ac~al~'s ~uneral ~erUices 
& Eremat0r~m ~tb. 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7 
Phone: 604-635-2444 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
SKIDOO 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles • Chslnszwz 
Snowmobiles • Madne Supplies 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES L m.  
4441 Lakelse Ave.. Terrace Ph, 635-6384 
Your complete 
source for all 
your heating 
needs. 
Norfhwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
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"I f  aman think himsdfto 
be something, when he is 
nothing, he deceiveth im- 
elf." 
Galatians 6:3 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 v.m, Fr. Allan F. Noonon 
Sundays: 9:00a.m, O.M.I, 
11:30 a.m. 
"4830 Straume Avenue 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Church 
Holy Eucharist: 10 a.m. 
Sunday School: 10 a.m. 
4506 Lokelse Avenue 
Priest in Charge: 
Rev. Eugene Miller 
635-9019 
3229 Sparks Street 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Morning Worship - -  11:30 a.m. 
Sunday School - -  10:15 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 o.m. ale Unruh - -  635-7313 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griffiths 635-3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for oil ages) 
9:45 o.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 o.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks 5treet 
Pastor : 
W.E. Glasspell 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
Terrace Full Gospel Christian Fellowship 
NEW LOCATION: 3222 Munroe Street 
Sunday Servlce: 10 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. 
Wednesdays: Mld-Week Servlce Pastor:. Slade Compton 
and Blble Study: 7:30 p.m. 
Church: 636.8384 Res.: 638.0829 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Minister: 
Stan Bailey 
10:30 a.m. Youth Group: 
Sunday School: 7:00 p.m, 
10:30 a.m. 
4907 Lozelle Ave. 635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
3511 Eby Street 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
Pastor:. John Caplin 
Associate Pastor: Cliff Siebert 
635.2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible Hour:. 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Fellowship: 6:30 p.m. Ass't Pastor: Douglas Ginn 
All ore cordially Invited 
Youth Ministries * Home Bible Studies * Visitation 
635-7725 4923 Agar Avenue 635.7727 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Pastor:. 
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Peter Sluys -- 635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladies Bible Study 
September-May 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 
3602 Sparks 635-7207 
SUPPORTING INDEPENDENT LIVING. Branch 13 of the Royal Canadian Legion offered 
significant support for the volunteer-operated Meals on Wheels program last week. Meals on 
Wheels delivers hot cooked food to seniors and other people living indepedently in the community 
who have difficulty cooking for themselves. Above, Mike Beausoleil, administrator for Terrace and 
District Community Services, accepts a $2,000 cheque from Legion president Howard Cromarty 
and vice-president/co'service officer Joan Davis-McKenzie. 
mmml lm=~D 
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BRANCH 13 NEWS 
Contributed by 
Mary Ann Burdett 
Have you paid your 1991 
dues? If you haven't you are no 
longer a member in good stand- 
ing. 
However, there is no neecl to 
panic, the situation can be rec- 
tified. Drop into the branch and 
any of the staff on duty will take 
your dues and issue you a receipt 
which will act as an interim card. 
If there is any problem with your 
membership, drop into the 
branch or phone and leave a 
message for Marje to return 
your call. Marje is the member- 
ship clerk and has the knowl- 
edge, efficiency and ability to 
straighten out all membership 
problems. 
Speaking of dropping in to the 
branch, have you joined us on 
the first Friday of each month 
for Steak Night? Steak and all 
the trimmings, cooked to your 
exact specifications "a la  
Howard" --  it is truly excellent 
and the price is right. If you 
haven't been out before, come 
and join us for the next one on 
Friday, May 3 between 5 and 8 
p.m. and bring your guests for 
good food, good company and a 
good time. As long as you are 
there why not stay on for awhile 
and dance to live music? 
You can't make it Friday 
night? Then come on out on 
Saturday night --  live music for 
members and guests in Branch 
#13 every Friday and Saturday 
night from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. I'll 
be there --  come on down and 
say hello. 
NOTIC 
All ~'y ing fields in the Terrace and Thornhill P 
area schools will be fertilized monthly. This 
program will run from May through October 
1991. 
BO---~B QUINN LAKE AIRPORT SOCIETY 
NOTICE OF PRELIMINARY 
GENERAL MEETING 
Place: Room 318, inn of the West 
4620 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Date: Friday May 17, 1991 
Time: 2:00 p.m. 
Purpose: (1) Hear Subscribers Report 
(2) Receive New Members 
Receive Organization Minutes 
1341 Confirm Auditors 
(5) Further Business 
(6) Adjourn Information: (604) ~8,635t 
Branch #13 is a fun place to 
be, but all is not fun and games 
-- there is much good work ac- 
complished by the members of 
this organization both locally 
and further afield. Three dele- 
gates and three observers from 
the •branch, plus representatives 
of our ladies' auxiliary, have 
just returned from a zone 
meeting in Prince Rupert. 
What is a zone meeting? That 
is when representatives of the 
eight branches and their ladies, 
auxiliaries from Houston 
through to the Queen Charlette 
Islands meet o discuss activities 
and policies that affect this, the 
Northwestern zone o f  the 
Legion. In the case of the im- 
mediate past meeting, elections 
were held for zone officers. 
Commencing at the end of June, 
Cde. Art Pugh of Kitimat.will be 
the Zone Commander; Cde. AI 
Larsen, a member of Branch 
#13, is the Vice-Chairman; and 
Cde, Mike Lamb from Prince 
Rupert is the Sports Officer, 
For the ladies' auxiliary, Pat 
Lovegren from Kitimat was re- 
turned as Zone Commander and 
Bey Dickie from Terrace was 
elected Deputy Zone Com- 
mander. Millie Carson from 
Kitimat was installed as  
Secretary/Treasurer.  Con- 
gratulations to all these 
dedicated Legionnaires, have a 
successful term of office, 
• • , d k  
Garbathon totes 
100 b'ags away in 
perfect weather 
bourhood groups, Cubs, nurses by Nancy On" 
"The best ever" was the des- 
cription given by Terrace 
Beautification Society president 
Betty Campbell to the sixth an- 
nual Garbathon and Scavenger 
Hunt on April 21. 
More than 100 bags were col- 
lected, sorted and transported by 
driver Karen Focker to recycling 
depots or the dump, depending 
on the material collected. 
Members of the society, Con- 
rad Oanzenberg, Linda Pelletier 
and Yvonne Moen, gave out cer- 
tificates and prizes to willing 
volunteers - -  families, neigh- 
and children. Each participant 
received a popsicle donated by 
Dairyland and refreshments by 
McDonald's. 
"We thank everyone for the 
outstanding cooperation," said 
Campbell. "The people who 
came out, the publicity before 
hand by radio and press. And, 
of course, the weather - -  it's 
just a perfect day." 
The schools in the Terrace 
area are having their own com- 
petition and the cleanest school 
yard will be judged in the next 
couple of weeks. Later in 
August, the best garden will be 
judged for the Society. 
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SPRING CLEANING. The first day of spring provided clear skies and warm weather for the 
Terrace Beautification Society's sixth annual Garbathon. Trash Collected from downtwon streets 
and lots filled more than 100 jumbo trash bags. 
TIRE SALE 
% 
on Performance 90 
All-Season 
Steel-Belted radials 
UNTIL MAY 31, 1991 
~ ii•i ¸• 
Ask us to help you choose the tires that fit your wheels 
• and driving needs the best. We have a wide selecbon, 
• ~ and a l Petro-Canada t=res are backed by our Lif.etime 
Road Hazard Protection warranty. Stop in today and 
make a change for the better. 
I 
DESIGNATED INSPECTION FACILITY 
Totem Service 
PErRO NADA ® 
(N & J Service Centre Ltd.) 
A PETRO~:ANADA DEALER 
4711 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635-4515 
THE MAGIC NUMBER. Helen Gray, a patron of the Thornhill 
Pub, has been playing cribbage for many of her 50 years but until 
April 9 never drew a rare 29 hand at the game. The pub has crib 
night every Tuesday. 
Terrace & District Multicultural 
Association would like to say a big 
THANK YOU to the following 
for their donations to the 
INTERNATIONAL POTLUCK SUPPER 
Alcan Dr, A.E. Manll 
Dr. L. Almas Northwestern Specialty Foods 
Marilyn Asselstine Dr. F. Osei-Tutu 
B.C. Tel Barb Ottens 
Bert's Dell Overwaitea Foods 
Rosemarie Brand Photoworks Studio 
Canada Safeway Pizza Hut 
Canadian-Filipino Association Polly's Cafe 
City of Terrace The  Puppy Clip 
Don Diego's Dr, W. Redpath 
Vesta Douglas Skeena Broadcasters 
Emerson Medical Clinic ....... Skeena Valley Guru Nanak Brotherhood 
Shannon Emerson ........................................ 
Dennis Fell i .... Terrace Co-op 
Fran's Ceramics ;; Terrace Travel 
G & H Marketing Ter race  Public Library 
Sheila Gagnon Richard Tiernan 
Gill Convenience Store Tim Horton Donuts 
Gtm's Restaurant ........................... Dr. P, Van Herk 
Dr. Gilllan Hodge F.W. Woolworths 
Alma Joachtn Yip Chi Restaurant 
tau,a Jobb 
Gunter Lenardt 
AND TO THE ENTERTAINERS: 
Bobby Ball & Laverne Zilinski 
Melody Johnson & the Kitsumkalurn Dancers 
Irish Dancers 
T.3. MacKenzie, Dorothy Smith & Tania MacKenzie 
Vicki Parviainen Dancers 
Erda San Luis & Camilo Desierto 
Bronagh Sheridan , ~: '  
Doug Smith 
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Everyone has something to 
Talking With... is the most recent Arlene Hamer- Glass Marbles. ing..This is her_fl.mt apI~.rance ~ ~ ~ 
Terrace Little Theatre production, Arlene s acting career has been wnth the terrace Little theatre. ~ t~m: 
with a six-mght run coming up at diverse. She was a lamb in a kin- i,~o,.-., v,,,.,n,. ~,..., : , .~  
the McColl Playhouse dining the dergarten skit and played a cow- "'~'~" '=-7 ",.7. ~,.,.:,,o ~ 
" ' ' bon  '~ /~0o6w~ • next two weekends. The piece, a boy at the Ladies Valentine - y~ ' -~ t , ~  ' 0 " /  ~ ~ " " ~ .  
series of monologues making up a spiel. She has always wanted to " ~ ~  • ~ ~ J ~  
full-length play, features some new act, but when she competed for ~/'e'b/'~ _- ~ ~ ~' /~/~~,4~kL-~.  
faces on the stage This is who Miss Saddle Club, she found she <~~.~.~'~/ -  ~- '~, ~ '~11~ ~::..:.::~, ,-:.4 ,~ ,~,  .,...:..H....~ 
• // 
they are. could not speak in public. She has am D=~'~;" . - : ; k~, , ,  rain 
• found her voice for Talking With. ~ ~ ] ~  ~ ~ ~ ~  I has been fiddhng-- since he was 30. 
I ~  . . . . .  
~ ~ , ,~ oi~, • d .~ '~ refused lessons by classical violin 
:- ~t/'e / ~ /~'~/ /~ ~'~ ~ ' .., L" ~ leachers unless beplayed right- 
- . ~ ~  "-'T- ~'(~ "~ • /~_k~ v ~ - " /~( / )~ - Alison lnompson handed. Over the last five years, 
• . 
G~. ,~(~~'~. . ,  / ,~[h l lm / . / ~ ~  ~ ~ ' ~  Alison Thorn.son. French lrrles. Bill has performed in the hying 
• _~. ,~" / , .~- - /~ '~ ,#:/~ Alison acted In high school and rooms and ban of Inuvik, NWT. 
~~'~~~-~ ~ ~ ~ [ [  f"9"//'////'/7 "~.(  " played in the melodrama Gamma He twiee won the MacKenzie 
: ~ ) \ ~ '~.~-~/  ~ ~ i l P .  Annette Canute Gurt.on's Needle in Seattle. Since Hotel fiddle contest in Inavik. He 
~ . ~ - - ~ ~  "~V ,.~...~ "~rl?'V'-~--'. ~ movme to Terrace, she has has played with a variety of 
' ~  ~ I ~ :  Che .Tat ,  theCat.  Chehas . . . . .  ~,t as the sensuous Monic a 'throw-together bande, appcered 
' ' . been preparing for her debut acting ~,ev,~ ,v'~,o fo. ,,,,,a,,,.~,,, n~, ~;, 
role for !o,,~ years~vSh =tg~, :fl; ;";rs:F~h"Fn;:T~w"s";e;al~- at Folk on the Rocks in Yellow- e knife with the Sooner or Later 
.re.h~rses ~'_~e s.t m g , .  ing range and talent as an actress. String Band, and has played the 
~~'~" / / /~7/ '~"~ me , cermimy haven, oeen on streets of Halifax and Vancouver. 
u m ~  that bed. What are you talking 
Frances Munro Norah Ferguson about?' cat. This is Ch;fs first 
role with TLT. o,~9~,- 
Frances Monro-  Fifteen Min. Norah Ferguson- Rodeo. Norah 
ate& Frances has bad a varied and has an impressive history in the- ~ $4,~ m~ T E~jVA] 
distinguished history with the atre. Her credits include Mrs. ~ed~--" 
Nanaimo Theatre Group. Her Derby in Heavens to Betsy, Evi- 
appearances have included Portia lena in The Wiz and the ingenue CONGRATULATIONS! 
in The Merchant of Venice, Ruth in Arsenic and Old Lace. Norah is 
in Blithe Spirit, and Kathy in Van- currently the vice-president of ~o. The Province of British Columbia s
ities, as well as parts in musical TLT. "I really wanted this role", proud to announce that he following 
productions. Frances and therest she says "as I always loved horses, delegates haw qualified for Ihe 1991 
of the cast were-thrilled to dis- but was never able to master B.C. Festival of the Ans: 
cover that, shortly after getting the them". 
,o o of ao , , Nor th  
learned she was pregnant. Baby X Marianne Brorup Weeton west 
has been with the cast almost ~om 
the beginning. Marlane Brorup Weston Singers 
Ann Sullivan Marks..Marianne first came to 
Terrace Little Theatre as an assist. 
~//o~b~o~u( ~:,~ ~.~ , ,mr  Ann Sullivan- Dragons. Ann's ant costumer for The Wiz. Hm 
//- ~, ~ ~/~, ] acting credits include the mistress roles show a great range and d i v e r . .  
"~7~ ~ ~/d /1 ,  in The Frog Galliard and Cinder- sity and have included a 14-yem " 
~. /~¢~ , . ,  yo~. ella's ugly step-sister. She played old boy in Curse of the Starvin~ 
"~ " Marie Louise in the TLT produc- Class, Heather in The Art of War. District of North Vancouver 
t ion Forever Yours, Marie Lou, Bella, the alter-ego of a schizo. May 22-26, 1991 
I from which she received honour, phrenic in Room 44, and Diane ir Supported by the Province of 
( :~. able mention for acting at the Sinners. Marianne e l 'ante2  B.C., Ministry of Municipal 
" ' , "  Skeena Zone Drama Festival posters and designs costumes fol Affairs, Recreation and Culture 
(~ (1990). "This (Dragons) is the TLT productions, through the B.C. Lottery Fund. 
most challenging role I have had", Minister esponsible: 
Hun. Lyall Hanson Melon Davidson she says, "a weli conceived pa.rtl" #~' . .~  t.ON6S ~o~o.~. S,o.r~,=,.,.: 
Maion Davklson - Twirler. ~{ y .  : ~ ,~'r~, _,,~,~',,.,*,.~'~/,.~ IU I~ I  I~t tO  A/RBC, A~Me Canada Inc.. 
~4~J~~ l%l[~t,l~ II-q~ll~. O~trwaitta Foods, Loomil Courier, 
Maion joined TLT this season, ~-~. ,~¢ ~ ..k. ~ /#t~ t Yamaha Canada, Pacific Business 
Gloria Martens working backstage and prompting ~ b "t" - ~  li~ll V ~ Equipmem Ltd.. Highland Van & 
Storage Lad Gloria Mertens - Scmlm. for Sinners. "As a newcomer to [Support Your Lung Association • 
Gloria's interest in theatre began Terrace, there is no better way to 
with the oral presentations she did meet people and have a lot of fun nky  
as  a school child. When she than by joining a theatre group," . Tha ou! 
became a teacher, her Interest she says. She has worked prirnanly The orgam~rs and pamczpan.ts of the Skeena Zone 
dee.pened. She wanted to take in musical theatre, appearing in Drama Festwal '91 offer sincere thanks to the 
musnc and drama back to the cl.ass- Penticton, .Edmonton and Inuvik 
room. Glofla admits to a long-time prior to joining the Terrace Little following businesses and individuals who gave 
secret desire to be an actress. Theatre. Melon was cast in Okla- generously of their time, materials or labour to bring 
Scraps is her first acting role. homa the flrst and only time #was this year's regional drama festival to a successful 
performed north ,of .the Arctic conclmton; 
A~ ~,~d~,  is ~t/ Ju~ , Ci.rcle. Other credtls ,n¢lude The Margaret Cromarty Keenleyside Imumnce 
Pnme of Miss Jean Brodte, Any Steve Cullls Appraisals Northern Din@ 
Number Can Die, and Swing Low, Dlaa veto Helm - the H=mlkr. Sonhades Restaurant , Video Stop 
Sweet Chariot. Prior to moving to Terrace r ids  Siumbcr Lodge ~ Pacific Northern Oes 
past fall, Dim worked as a north- Inn of the West Lakelsc Realty 
Annette Canute - Audition. western B.C. reporter for CBC All Seasons Sports Blue Ridge Graphics 
Annette's theatre training took radio in Prince Rupert. This is Don Diego's .~ . . .p ,~. . .~_  Oemma's Bed & Bath 
..~ place in Grade 8, 9, and 10 drama Dina's first acting experience, but Quarterdeck ~ " Heather's Balloons 
classes. Her roles have been she has enjoyed watching local Canada Safeway ~ Glass Slipper Bridal 
varied, from a fly-eating frog, theatre for several years. Worldng Tom Walker' Royal Bank 
through a lip-syncing Tina Turner, as a broadcaster helped make her CBC Radio Terrace Inn 
to an asylum inmate in A Woman less shy about using her voice in Skeena Broadcasters Rose's Ladies Fashions 
in White. Annette explains, "My public. Playing Handler has been a Terrace Review Willdnson's 
" /~ '~ unusual looks and my nose got in real challenge.., as has worldng Budget Rent-a-Ca r . . . . . . .  City of Terrace 
• Arlene Humor my way when it came to audition- with the snake. ~ , 
Cal's annual fashion 
show hits the boards 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School presents their seventh 
annual Fashionable Skits fashion 
show on Fflday, May 3 at 8 p.m. 
in the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
The show will feature the talents 
of the Grade 11 and 12 students 
and the retail lines of a number of 
local businesses have contributed 
to bringing this fashion extrava- 
ganza to fruition. 
Tickets am available from any of 
the models, from all participating 
stores, and at the door. All tickets 
are $5. The Caledonia Students' 
Council urges, "Don't miss this 
high-energy show.  Caledonia 
appreciates your supportl" 
Country talent search 
finds Terrace singer 
At the Bud Country Music Talent 
Search finals at the Northern 
Motor Inn April 20, Christine 
Inkster of Terrace placed first out 
of 11 finalists. 
Cheryl Butler of Smithers came 
in second and Rae Jean Laidlaw of 
Smithers finished third. Lo~ 
organizer Karin Ljungh said of this 
year's competitors, "The talent was 
just incrediblel Quality per- 
formersl" 
Judges in the 1991 Bud Country 
finals were Ted Turner, Peter 
Turner, Jean Raymond, Myra 
Trelenberg, Rick Slavic, and Karin 
and Bm Ljungh. j 
On May 31, Christine Inkster 
will represent he Northwest at the 
regional finals in Kelowna. This 
year's regional finals are the open- 
ing act for a B.J. Thomas concert. 
From there, three regional winners 
will go on to the provincials in 
New Westminster June 21-23, 
Country Music Week. 
For the last two years, northwest 
winners have made it to the pro- 
vincials. 
, : .~  ¢~-~( 
~t~ ~ a, ~' 
Commem from ~ In 
Skemm Zone ikmm Fl~flval & 
Termg= l m ~  
The Terrace Inn also hosted 
the Festival adjudicator. 
The Terrace Inn... 
meets all your 
entertainment needs. 
4551 Oreig Ave. Terrace 
phone 635.6630 
Northwest Arts and 
Entertainment Calendar 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre . . . 
• May 3 - -  Caledonia Senior Secondary School annual Spnng Fashmn Show 
• May 8, 7 - -  10 pm - -  Brad Harnson photo exhib=t ! 
• May 10- -  Arland Salte, Chnst=an rock group, sponsored by the Alhance Church 
• May 11, 8 pm - -  Terrace Community Band Spring Fling I1" 
• May 16, 8 pm - -  Trial of Kicking Bear, one--man play, sponsored by 
the Northwest Development Education Association 
MoColl Playhouse 
• May 2, 3, 4 and 8, 9, 10 -  Festival showpiece, Terrace Little Theatre's 
ii?!i ¸ ~ i~/!i ~!:~ i ,i~'i ;::i• ~:i: ill::: ii :i~ !!i 
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Talking With . . . .  
The Terrace Inn 
• G ig i ' s -  Double Exposure 
• Augie's - -  Dixon House 
Northern Motor Inn 
• George's Pub - -  Nedrebel (Reg Alexander) until May 11 
Royal Canadian Legion, Br. 13 
• May 3 -  Steak Night 
• May 3 and 4 - -  Rocky Top . 
Thornhill Neighbourhood Pub 
• Beginning May 1 - -  1st annual Spring Salmon Derby 
Kitimat Centennial Museum 
• until May 4 - - INSIGHTS '91, a showcase of dynamic art by 
young artists of Kitimat 
• May 14 thru June 16 - -  Behind the Ballot Box - -  a populist look at 
the history of Canada's electoral system 
Prince Rupert Performing Arts Centre 
• May 1, 2 pm - -  Band Concert, Ketchikan junior high students 
• May 2 -  4 -  4th Annual BC Jazz competition 
i ¸ ¸~•i:/: il il !::! 
i!!i!i!~ :ii! ~iii!ii: !!:ii~! 
• May 4, 7 pm-  Gala performance and adjudication, Jazz competition 
Fashionable Skits 
Terrace• Review -- Wednesday, May I, 1991 
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Friday, May 3rd, 8 p .m.  
R.E.M. Lee Theatre  
BI3 
featuHng the t, cden~ of 
Grade 11 & 12 students of 
Caledonia Sr. Secondary 
Thanks to; 
• All Seamrm 
Sporting Goods 
• Bermn Optical 
• Cotton Company 
• E l imbeth  Fashion 
• GIaM Slipper 
.Images 
• Jeans North 
.Mantique 
• Smart Set 
• star Apparel 
• Uniquely Yours 
Tickets are available from , /  
models, participating stores 
and at the door $5. 
Don't miss this high.energy show/ 
Caledonia appreciates your supportl 
Sing your way 
to the top of the charts 
Come out to Karaok¢ Night=and sing along 
,loin the cho~-us at Geb~bs Pub! 
Northern Motor Inn, 3086 Hwy 16 E., 
Terrace phone 635-6375 
Terrace Little Theatre 
vrescnts 
Talking With... 
bY Jane Martin 
, . directed by 
• . . . . . . . .  p roduced by 
• set design by 
..... Dave Battison 
2,3,4 May & .9,10,11 May 1991 
8.00 pm 
McColl Playhouse, 3-625 Kalum Str. 
Terrace 
Tickets at Erwin Jewellers (Skeena Mall) 
& Bank of Montreal 
$8 Thurs. & $10 FrLISat. 
Poster typesetting Terrace Review 
Poster design MBWeston 
r : , ,  
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Who is... 
Campbell Stewart? 
by Betty Barton 
Campbell Stewart is the owner of 
A&W in Terrace, a father, an ex- 
school teacher, a skier and a 
windsurfer. 
Campbell was born in a small oil 
town in Peru, where his father 
Norm was an engineer for Esso. 
Campbell attended school there 
and lived with his mother and 
father and sister Lynne until he 
was 14. He completed his high 
school years in Ontario and then 
went on to the University of Brit- 
ish Columbia and Simon Fraser 
University. During the summers, 
he mined and worked in commer- 
cial fishing, and he eventually 
graduated from university with a 
teaching degree. 
He taught in Terrace for 10 
years, three at Thornhill Junior 
Secondary and seven at Caledonia. 
"I loved teaching and the students. 
It was a wonderful experience and 
I feel privileged to have had the 
opportunity to teach. I had put 
forward my best efforts in teaching 
and felt it was the dght time to 
move on. I've always enjoyed 
change," he reflects. 
In the spdng of 1987, Campbell 
Stewart heard of a number of 
business opportunities. He began 
investigating. A&W excited him 
the most after he had visited their 
head offices and talked with their 
executives. "It was most in line 
with what I wanted", he explains. 
In September 1988, he bought the 
A&W in the Skeena Mall, "I've 
never regretted it. I feel good 
about the business. The larger 
corporate structure and family are 
good." 
Campbell is proud of his staff of 
34. "The effort we're making is 
only possible because of local 
resources and the assistance ofour 
staff." His new restaurant on Keith 
Ave., opening today, will add 
another, 50 employees. Although 
the restaurant isstylistically differ- 
ent, Campbell feels people will 
recognize some 'signature' fea- 
tures. He is proud that it is a very 
modern facility with up-to-date 
equipment, "so we can do what we 
do as well as it can be done." 
Campbell credits his new facility 
to developers Emil Wirtl and Epp 
Talstra, saying, "They were a 
pleasure to work with". Emil Wirtl 
was~so the builder of the project. 
"This new facility will offer 
another alternative toother dining 
facilities in Terrace and be open 
longer hours. People are enthusi- 
astic about he location, too," says 
Campbell. "The A&W in the 
Skeena Mall is an integral part of 
that complex and our hours there 
are compatible with it." 
When Campbell isn't working, 
he enjoys kiing in the winter, "but 
my passion in terms of sports is 
windsurfing." 
Campbell feels blessed with his 
wife Niki (Barton) and his children 
David (5) and Anne (3), witl~ 
another one on the way. He als¢ 
feels fortunate to have his parent~ 
"in this neck of the woods". I-Ii~ 
mother and father arrived in 'let'. 
race two years ago Lrom 
Vancouver. They've made their 
home at Lakelse Lake. "I'm really 
proud of them", he concludes. 
FAST 
FOREST 
FACTS 
sponsored by 
Canadiar 
in-lira 
W()111{,l~ 
3el 
Terrace Iranch 
FACT: In 1987, slash-burning 
released about 10 million 
tonnes of carbon dioxide in- 
to our atmosphere. That 
same year, the burning of 
fossil fuels released 32 
million tonnes. "If prescrib- 
ed burning were not carried 
out following logging, 
similar amounts of carbon 
dioxide would probably be 
released from the decom- 
position of the slash and lit- 
ter over a longer period of 
time." (source: Forestry 
Canada) 
Campbell Stewart: I've always enjoyed change. 
• COMING EVENTS 
Our Coming Events column Is a pubUc service offered by the Ter- 
race Review. Deadline Is Friday at S p.m. Coming Events must be 
mailed in or dropped off at our office, 4535 Groig Avenue, typed or in 
legible writing. 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project is available 
from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society office, corner of 
Apsley Street and Lakelse Avenue, each Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Branch 73, B.C. Old Age Pensioners Organization, hold a pancake 
breakfast at the Happy Gang Centre the first Saturday of every month 
from 8 to 11 a.m. Everyone welcomer 
Heritage Park Museum, sponsored by the Terrace Regional Museum 
Society, is open fortours dally from;Tuesday to Saturday between 11 
a.m. and 4 p.m. For group tours, school tours or weddings, please 
make an appointment by phoning 635.4546 or 635-2508. 
Wednesday, May 1 - -  NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETING: Shames 
Mpuntaln Ski Club will hold a general meeting at 7:30 p.m. In room 208, 
Northwest Community College, Terrace campus. All current and 
former members are urged to attend. Anyone Interested in becoming 
Involved with the club in the development of an Alpine race program 
on Shames Mtn. will be welcome. Information will b-cavailable on the 
plans for the coming year's race program and fundralsing activities. 
Wednesday, May I -- The 747 Air Cadet Squadron would like to invite 
all past Cadets to an open house at 7 p.m. in the Air Cadet Hall at the 
Airport. There must be many in the Terrace-Kitlmat area who would 
like to come and see the hall after many years away and meet the of- 
ricers and cadets. Air Cadets in Canada are celebrating their 50th year 
in operation and we hope you will Join us at the hall. If you need any in- 
formation, please call me at 635.2158 and I will be glad to talk to you. 
Wednesday, May 1 - -  Girls Guides of Canada, Tall Totem Division, 
Terrace, B.C., "Cookie Blitz", selling door-to-door from 6 to 9 p.m. 
throughout Terrace and Thornhill. 
Wednesday, May 1 - -  Canadian Women in Timber (Terrace branch) 
general meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Skeena Health Unit. Everyone 
welcome. "National Forest Week". 
Thursday, May 2 - -  Trustee education at 7 p.m., education room, Mills 
Memorial Hospital. Topic: Diabetic Day Care Program with speaker 
Mrs. Joan Marr, Dietitian -- MMH. 
Thursday, May 2 -- Notice of board meeting at 7:30 p.m., education 
room of Mills Memorial Hospital. 
May 2, 3, 4 and 9, 10, 11 -- TALKING WITH... presented by the Terrace 
Little Theatre at the McColl Playhouse on Kalum St. at 8 p.m. Tickets 
are available at Erwin Jewellers (Skeena Mall) and Bank of Montreal. 
Friday, May 3 - -  Caledonia Senior Secondary School takes great 
pleasure In presenting the seventh annual Fashionable Skits at 8 p.m. 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre, featuring the talents of the Grade 11 and 12 
students of Caledonia. Tickets are available from the models, from all 
participating stores, and at the door. Don't miss this high.energy 
show! Caledonia appreciates your supportl 
Saturday, May 4 - -  Pancake breakfast at the Happy Gang Centre on 
Kalum St. from 8 to 11 a.m. Sponsored by the B.C. Old Age Pensioners' 
Organization, Branch 73. Everyone is welcome to attendl 
Saturday, May 4 - -  The 1991 soccer Season is about to begin. The 550 
players with Terrace Youth Soccer Assoc. will be participating In 
Opening Day events at Christy Park. The ceremonies start at 12 noon 
with special guests Mayor Jack Talstra, Mike McLenaghen and the 
Terrace Pipe Band. McLenaghen is a respected member of the soccer 
scene in B.C. and Canada. Following the opening ceremonies and 
parade, the younger players will play exhibition games while the older 
players and their coaches will have the opportunity to take part in a 
skills clinic coached by McLenaghen. Families, friends and members 
of the public are invited to come and enjoy the celebration. 
Refreshments will be available. 
Sunday, May 5 - -  MIss Terrace Pageant contestants, family, sponsors 
and Terrace pageant committee members will be hosted at a luncheon 
by Legion ladies at 1 p.m. and the Legion, Branch 13. 
Monday, May 6 - -  Terrace Little Theatre annual general meeting at 
7:30 p.m. at the McColl Playhouse, 3625 Kalum St. Old and new 
members are encouraged to attend to help In the planning of another 
exciting year of live theatre in Terrace. Call 635.2942 for further infor- 
mation. 
Tuesday, May 7 - -  Ladies' Auxiliary Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 
13, Terrace, regular monthly meeting at 8 p.m. at the Legion. New 
members welcome, phone 635.6038. For catering, phone 635-3955. 
Tuesday, May 7 - -  The Breast Feeding Support Group will be meeting 
in the Mills Memorial Hospital education room at 8 p.m. This month's 
topic will be night-time parenting. Please feel free to bring'any child- 
raising questions.., we are more than just breast feeding. 
Wednesday, May 8 - -  The annual general meeting and election of of- 
ricers for the Terrace Community Volunteer Bureau and Seniors' Infor- 
mation Access will take place at 7:30 p.m. at the Skeena Health Unit 
auditorium. All members of the community are welcome to attend. 
Wednesday, May 8 - -  A meeting of the Riverboat Days Society will be 
held in the auditorium of the Royal Canadian Legion at 7:30 p.m. 
Anyone interested Is encouraged to attend. Society members who 
have not as yet paid their dues are requested to bring them to the 
meeting. 
May 9 to 11 -- B.C. Parks and Recreation Association annual con- 
ference. Terrace was chosen out of seven zones. Keynote speakers 
will be Ruban Nelson and Dr. Martin Collis. Volunteers are needed for 
registration and other duties. Please contact Elaine Parmenter at 
638-4750 to volunteer or to register. 
Saturday, May 11 -- The Skeena Valley (Fall) Fair Assoc. will be 
holding its annual plant sale in the parking lot beside PetroCan on 
Lakelse Ave. from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Come early for best selection! 
Donations of plants most welcome. Phone 635-2607 or 635-4082 for 
further Information. 
Saturday, May 11 -- Notice to all Skeena Progressive Conservative 
members of the annual meeting to be held in the boardroom of the Inn 
of the West, Terrace, at I p.m. We urge you all to come out, let us know 
how you feel things are going and what we want to tell our government 
to do differently. 
Tuesday, May 14 -- The Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13, will be 
holding their May general meeting in the Legion auditorium at 8 p.m. 
All members are urged to attend. 
Tuesday, May 14 -- You are cordially invited to attend the regular 
school board meeting of School District No. 88 (Terrace) at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Stewart Elementary School. 
Wednesday, May 15 -- A meeting of those involved with Music 91 will 
be held in the auditorium of the Royal Canadian Legion at 7:30 p.m. 
Anyone interested is invited to attend. 
Friday, May 17 -- Organizational support group meeting for persons 
suffering from M.E.IC.F.I.D.S.IC.E.B.V.IChronic Fatigue Syn- 
dromelYupple Flu, etc. This meeting will be held at the Terrace Public 
Library downstairs meeting room at 7:30 p.m. For more information, 
please call Kathleen Talstra at 635.2718. 
Saturday, May 18 -- The Terrace Auxiliary to "the Leprosy Mission" is 
having a 33rd anniversary celebration at 2 p.m. at the Terrace Alliance 
Church, 4923 Agar Ave. Everyone is welcome, especially charter 
members. For further Information, call Betty at 635-6248. 
Saturday, May 18 - -  The Kermodel Classic (1, 5 and 10K) walk or run. 
Sponsored by the Skeena Valley Runners' Club and the Inn of the 
West. lk start, 10 a.m. at the library bandshell, 5 and 10k start, 12 noon 
In the 4600 block Lakelse. 
Monday, May 20 - -  Hey kidst Parentsl Come 6n out to the seventh an- 
nual Sports Day at Elks Park starting at 9 a.m. Everyone Is Invited. 
Sponsored by B.P.O. Elks Lodge 425 of Terrace and the city of Terrace 
recreation department. For more Information, call 635-3372. 
May 24 and 25 -- Benefit performance: "A Chip in the Sugar", Terrace 
Little Theatre's award-winning play, at the McColl Playhouse (3625 
Kalum St.). Showtlme is 8 p.m. Call 635.9717 or 635-2942 for more infor- 
mation. 
June 21 to 23 -- Crafts people are invited to participate in the eighth 
Midsummer Festival In Smithers. For any Information or application 
forms, write to the Midsummer Festival Committee, P.O. Box 2209, 
Smlthers, B.C. V0J 2N0... or phone Pat Bradley at 846-5422. 
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I AS THINGS ONCE WERE 
Reports from Terrace's Heritage Park by Alie Toop 
Heritage Park Museum is 
once again open for the season 
and in this column I hope to 
bring items of interest, hap- 
penings and other matters at 
the park to the newcomers to 
Terrace as Well as the oldtimers 
and pioneers. 
To get a feel for the city, to 
know ~,hat makes it.tick, you 
have to know some of its 
history, its heritage and most 
of all, you have to know 
something about the pioneers 
and their pioneering spirit. 
A visit to the Heritage Park 
Museum will bring a person 
back to simpler times, when 
time was something people had 
more of than we do today. 
The purpose of Heritage 
. Park is to preserve the log 
building heritage of the area 
and to preserve the artifacts 
and histories of the early set- 
tlers. The log buildings on site 
show the different lifestyles of 
these pioneers, who came into 
the area after the government 
of Canada opened up the land 
for settlement in 1905. People 
came from all over the world 
to purchase land and build 
homes. Many of those early 
pioneers came with little more 
than a pack containing an axe 
and a few personal necessities. 
Some brought a few seed 
potatoes. Because of the huge 
stands of timber, including 
prime cedar trees, the first 
homes were made of logs. 
We are very fortunate that 
some of those have been pre- 
served at Heritage Park. We 
have a pre-emption barn and 
cabin, a mining cabin, the 
Homesteader, the telegraph 
lineman's cabin, a trapper's 
cabin, and the commercial ven- 
ture, "The Kalum Hotel". 
Transportation for the area was 
provided by river-going stern- 
wheelers. 
The original Skeena riverboat 
stop was east of the mouth of 
the Kalum River and was called 
Eby's Landing. Eby's Landing 
was one of the stops where 
they picked up cordwood for 
the steam engines that powered 
the sternwheelers. The first 
sternwheeler, "The Caledonia", 
was brought o the Skeena by 
the Hudson's Bay Company in 
1891. It replaced the brigade of 
native freight canoes used up to 
that time to haul supplies to its 
trading post at Hazelton. 
By 1911 there were as many 
as 10 sternwheelers operating 
on the Skeena t one time, sup- 
plying mines and especially the 
railroad as it was being built. 
As well as hauling freight, the 
riverboats were also used to 
bring goods and settlers to the 
various riverbank communities. 
Another iverboat, "The In- 
lander", was one of the last 
riverboats to ply the waters of 
the Skeena. 
The lnlander was a privately 
owned sternwheeler that 
, i  
catered specifically to the 
transport of settlers and the 
supplying of businesses and 
farms. That made it a very 
popular iverboat. With the 
opening of the Grand Trunk 
Pacific Railway through to 
Hazelton in 1912 however, the 
need for the riverboats died, 
ending the 22-year eign of the 
sternwheelers on the Skeena. 
If you're at all tantalized by 
this bit of history, come and 
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pay a visit to this wonderful 
park at the top of Kalum hill. 
Last week - -  our first week 
open for the season --  I took 
on tour some of the most in- 
teresting (and interested) people 
you find anywhere. Our visitors 
came from Stewart, Salmon 
Arm, Victoria and Australia. 
We also had a visit from 
Mrs. Kay Varner, who donated 
some well preserved items from 
days long past. One of the 
items is a large tin pail from 
the Kelly Confectionary Co. ca. 
1920. It came from the general 
store at Usk... we are talking 
here a lifetime ago r Hard candy 
came in these pails and they 
were sold by the piece or the 
handful. ' 
The park also acquired some 
large items earlier this year, 
and I will tell you more about 
these in future columns. The 
park is now open Tuesday 
through Saturday from 11 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. If you want more in- 
formation, plese phone us at 
635-4546. If we are out of the 
building at the time, you can 
leave a message on our answer- 
ing machine. 
The Inlander was the first of the Skeena River stemwheelers to specialize in carrying passengers 
- -  most of them new settlers - -  instead of freight. The completion of the Grand Trunk Pacific 
railway in 1912 quickly made river-bome transport obsolete, z~,.~=ew P,a.k f a,, 
l 'The Hedtage Sodety of B.C. l Annual conference: May 23.26, Revelstoke, B.C. (~  IMPROVING Maggie Park 
YOUR ODDS #209-1526 Park Ave., 
AGAINST Terrace, B.C. 
.E^., CANADA'S V8G lvl 
AND STROKE 
,ou.=,,o. o, #1 KILLER. 638-1167 
BC. & YUKON 
A thoughtful  way  to remember is with an In 
Memor iam gift to the Heart  and Stroke Founda-  
tion of B.C. and Yukon. Please mail your donat ion 
to the above address and include the name of  the 
deceased, your name and address, as well as the 
name and address of  the next-of-kin for an 
acknowledgement card. 
There were as many as 10 eternwheelers plying the waters of the Skeena River during the first 
decade of the century. Ironically, this method of transportation made it possible for the railway to 
be built, a development that put the river boats out of business, ut,/u,s,, park ~te ~,~m,. 
Music '91 tour stopping here 
Music '91 is coming to Ter- 
race, and the organizational 
meeting to make it possible was 
held in the Terrace Legion 
auditorium April 17. 
In attendance were the River- 
boat Days Society committee 
and representatives from the 
Royal Canadian Legion, Rugby 
Club, Rotary Club, Community 
Band, Kinsmen Club, Nisga'a 
Tribal Council and private 
businesses willing to help. Com- 
mittees were formed and work 
distributed for a "flying start". 
'One of the plans," said Mary 
Ann Burdett, one of the Legion 
representatives, "will be a per- 
formance by Guitars and 
Cadillacs, who will do a one- 
hour tribute to country singer 
Dwight Yoakum, followed by 
dancing from 9 p.m. to I a.m. 
on Aug. 3 during Riverboat 
Days." 
The next meeting will be 7:30 
p.m. May 15 at the Legion 
auditorium. Interested par- 
ticipants will be welcome. 
NOTICE 
to: ALL SKEENA 
PROGRESSIVE 
CONSERVATIVE MEMBERS 
NOTICE OF 
ANNUAL MEETING 
The annual meeting of the Skeena Pro- 
gressive Conservative Riding member- 
ship will be held: 
Date: Saturday, May 11, 1991 
Place: Room No. 318 (Boardroom) 
Inn of the West - -  Terrace 
Time: 1:00 p.m. 
We urge you all to come out, let us 
know how you feel things are i go ng 
and what we want to tell our Govern- 
ment to do differently. 
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T he City's swimming pool expansion project nearly took a dive 
this week in 1988. The cost, it was said, may have risen 
beyond reach. The only two bids submitted were more than 40 
percent over the estimate of $565,000 ~ but city officials and 
politicians were saying, "Don't panic." It was still possible to come up 
with a less expensive, revised version of the project, and that option was 
being explored. 
Some may not have cared that the pool expansion was close tO 
collapse. Parents, who had put hundreds of hours into the construction 
of a BMX track for their kids, watched as organizers moved away, ball 
clubs cried for more space, and the city was thinking of levelling the 
track to make that space. 
But on the other side of the fence, there were a couple of groups in 
town who probably had a positive view of our world. One, was our 
seniors. This week in 1988 the Skeena Seniors Housing Society was 
organizing a meeting at which they would elect their first board of 
directors. This group, it seemed, had everything under control. 
And the business community seemed in good shape too. A rezoning 
application had been filed with the city that could eventually result in 
a grocery store, bakery, gasoline outlet and laundromat being built at the 
corner of Davis and Kalum. At Ottawa nd Lakelse, perhaps even more: 
the Okanagan-Skeena group was thinking of building a new shopping 
centre there. These projects, combined with the fact the city had adopted 
the Chamber of Commerce banner idea, had most people thinking the 
town would be looking pretty good in very short order. 
Looking back to 1989, the optimistic view of some businessmen may 
have soured a bit. The problem, it seems, was parking. A call for action 
from a few local businessmen was ignored, though. Council said they 
had already opened ialogue with the Chamber of Commerce and they 
would deal with the problem at that level. 
In education, a school board committee r commended that dual entry 
kindergarten be implemented here in 1990-91. And the Skeena Health 
Unit recommended that all schools in the district run tap water for two 
minutes every morning to flush lead from the system. A routine test 
detected troubling levels of lead in Cassie Hall Elementary drinking 
water, school trustees were told, because the plumbing there contains 
lead solder. 
A 
nd the Terrace Regional Correctional Centre was being 
snubbed by residents living southeast of the college. It had 
been propose..d that'a~new correctional centre be built on 32 
acres of Crown land south of the 5100 block Soucie, and the complaints 
were rolling in. Smoke, dust, noise, traffic, deflated property values... 
These were all matters of very real concern residents claimed. 
A year ago this week, it appeared a solution for our pothole problem 
was at hand. Council had decided to purchase an $86,256 Patchmaster 
after their positive xperience with a rental unit the year before. Faced 
with one more federal government tax grab, city council may have 
questioned their investment in the Patchmaster. Ottawa decided to drop 
"preferential" treatment of municipalities and as a result radio licence 
fees for the city jumped from $325 to $3,202 a year. 
Around the community this week in 1990, B.C. Transit was looking 
at a proposal for regular bus service between the downtown core and 
Kitsumkalum Reserve. The Aurora Summer of School of the Arts 
elected their first board and set goals for the year. Over 40 seniors and 
health care professionals attended a "Strong Communities for Seniors" 
seminar to identify areas of need. And the B.C. nursing shortage finally 
caught up to Mills Memodal; eight beds were closed due to five vacant 
nursing positions. 
After a slow start, the Peaks Gymnastics Club said they were ready 
to begin construction of a facility of their own. The club odginally 
approached city council with a $1.2 million gymnasium complex 
proposal; all they needed was a piece of land. But the city didn't 
respond. Undaunted, the club went to the Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikin¢ and a plan was devised in short order. The club would build a 
scaied.d~,n version o f  their project as addition to the Thomldli 
Community C~ntre and the project was moving ahead. 
A few fo~sW-related stodes broke a year ago this week. The Forest 
Resources Commission visited Terrace to solicit local opinion. In total, 
they received 17 submissions tating positions on everything from 
habitat to clearcuts. The planning was done, and the Red Sand Lake 
Demonstration Forest was ready to go ahead. When complete, it would 
become an outdoor classroom for adults and students alike. 
The Regional District of Kitlmat-Stildne welcomed an announcement 
which said public hearinlp on Pulp Agreement 17 had been postponed 
until fail. The delay would give them more time to prepare asubmission 
opposing the Offer of pulpwood tenure. According to forests minister 
Claude Richmond, the postponement would give applicants for the 
iicenee time to respond to ministry requests for more information. 
And finally, this story from the airport. Police were called by air 
traffic personnel when an unauthorized vehicle was seen driving on the 
runway. Before police arrived, however, the man parked his vehicle, 
entered a TransPmvincial Airlines Bristol Freighter aircraft, and 
proceeded to knock out a plexiglass window and slash the pilot's seat. 
A 22.year-old Edmonton man was arrested and charged with driving on 
the runway and damaging the aircraft, but no explanation was offered 
for his bizarre behaviour. 
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PET (FAMILY) OF THE WEEK: The featured pet at the Terrace Animal Shelter this week is 
a nine-for-one proposition, a border collie cross and her six female and two male puppies. The litter 
was born April 8. Shelter staff say the mother is quiet, well-behaved, even-tempered and loves 
kids. If you're in an adoptive mood, drop by the animal shelter on Haugland Ave. 
m, 
May days , events in history 
Compiled by Tom Taggart - -  special to the Terrace Review 
May 1: MAY DAY (spring fertility festival and socialist holiday). 
Germany: Order of the Illuminati sees light (1776). 
CIA spook F. Gary Powers shot out of U2 spy plane over USSR (1960). 
Germany: U.S. President Reagan pays homage at Nazi/SS gravesites 0985). 
May 2~' Mean Streets: London mugger gets $475,000,000 sachet (1990). 
May 3: Berlin: Nazi propagandist Josef Goebbels pulls his own plug 0945). 
May 4: USA: Chicago's "Haymarket Riot" (1886); "Four Dead in Ohio" (1970). 
HMS Sheffield torpedoed off Falklands by Argentines (1982). 
Asterisk of the Month: Dan Quayle tours Prince William Sound, Alaska 0989). 
May 6: New York: German dirigible 'Hindenburg' flames out 0937). 
Havana: Harvey Firestone, age 30, goes in for a retread (1960). 
CIA Director Casey's lobotomy precludes testimony on "ContraGate" (1987). 
May 7: SS Lusitania torpedoed by U-20 (1915); V-E Day 0945)... May 9 in USSR. 
May 8: Vietnam whips French Imperialism after nine years of bloody warfare 0954). 
The Rolling Stones' Beggar's Banquet' album hits the streets (1968). 
May 9: USA: Birth of John Brown (1800); Nepal: Death of Tenzing Norkay (1986). 
May 10: Driving of 'Golden Spike' completes U.S. transcontinental r ilroad 0869). 
U.S. atomic sub Triton swims around the world in 84 days (1961). 
May 11: Oregon: Paul Trent takes UFO photos that pass computer analysis (1950). 
May 12: (((EVENT OF THE MONTH))) Krishnamurti l ves in India, 12:30 a.m. (1895). 
Vancouver: Former Socred Premier Bill Bennett beats the rap (1989). 
• . 
May 13: Three shepherd children see lights in sky at Fatima, Portugal (1917). 
Canada: New Democratic Party wins elections in Yukon Territory 0985). 
May 15: Gorbachev isits Beijing (1989) to discuss the "socially obstinate". 
May 17: LAPD conducts boffo barbecue vs. SLA to sate U.S. TV appetites (1974). 
U.S. ally Iraq mistakenly bombs USS Stark, 37 dead Yanks (1987). 
May 18: Pantheism: Mt. St. Helens gets rocks off terrorizing Northwest USA (1980). 
May 19: USA: First frog jumping contest (!928) challenges law of gravity. 
Birth of the revolutionaries, He Chi Minh (1890) and Malcolm (X) Little (1925). 
May 20" Puff Piece: Henry Ford publishes "Protocals of the Elders of Zion" (1920). 
Bonhoeffer dies at Goettingen (1957); Gilda Radnor dies in America (1989). 
VICTORIA DAY, 1991. 
May 21: Charles Lindbergh does the "Lindy-Hop" from New York to Paris (1927). 
Gorbachev of Moscow takes raise to $88,000 (1990). 
May 22: USA: World's first train robbery (1868) begins another passing fad. 
May 23: American entrepreneurs Bonnie and Clyde Barrow go down shootin' (1934), 
Nazi Gestapo rat Heinrich Himmler downsizes the Party 0945). 
May 24: Songwriter/prophet Bob Dylan turns 50 years; dudespeak lives (1991). 
May 27: Germany: The 'Church' executes Tom Munzer (1525) for impious savagery. 
May 28: 1987: German plane lands in Red Square/Cuban General defects to U.S. 
FULL MOON, 1991. 
May 29: Constantinople falls to the Turks (1453). 
French sex defenders invent the brassiere (I 890). 
Mountain climbers Hillery and Norkay attain summit of Mt. Everest (1953), 
May 30: Nineteen-year-old Joan of Arc goes up for sainthood (1431). 
MEMORIAL'DAY, (historical since 1868) . . . .  
• May 31: Birth of the Poets, Walt Whitman (1819) and Alexis Leger aka Perse (188"/), 
Israel: Nazi Adolph Eichmann gets in the swing of things (1962). : 
. . . . . . . .  VanCouver: B.C. Hydro taken to task by 'Direct Action' (i982). 
